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Abstract
In today's world a tremendous amount of information is produced daily. The plethora of 
data represents a challenge in terms of how to manage, represent and share it, in a 
meaningful and effective way. This increasing size of on-line information and its weak 
structuring, suggests the need for principles to make information accessible through well- 
defined operations on well-defined data. The mixture of P2P and semantic technologies 
could harvest the advantages of both mechanisms and address the challenges of on-line 
information management and sharing. P2P networks combined with semantic technologies 
promise to achieve distributed management and exchange of information in an efficient 
manner. On the one hand, P2P computing offers a more effective alternative to existing 
client-server applications by providing a radical way of decentralised information 
management and sharing. On the other hand, semantic-oriented technologies present new 
approaches in solving the problems of information complexity by adding meaning and 
structure to data, in order to facilitate better information management, indexing and 
retrieval.
This thesis proposes a system for distributed information management and sharing in 
unstructured P2P networks through the utilisation of semantic information, extracted from 
the network resources. Its aim is to facilitate an efficient way of information exchange while 
keeping low messaging cost and normal load balancing among the peers of the network. In 
particular, the proposed architecture follows a two-layer approach where the upper layer 
forms the semantic knowledge of the network through super-peers, and the lower layer of 
peers represents the network resources. The network knowledge is formally represented by 
a domain specific ontology using collective intelligence techniques to extract knowledge 
from the available resources. This semantic-driven approach along with dynamic topological 
adaptations is facilitated by two key components: the Semantic-Driven Architecture (SDA) 
and Dynamic Adaptive Topology (DAT).
SDA aims to improve query efficiency and achieves this by mapping the network ontology to 
the overlay topology creating in this way a semantic-driven architecture. During the 
resource discovery process the query is intelligently routed in the semantic layer via 
ontology supported decisions and attaining in this way better query success and reduced 
network traffic. DAT introduces dynamic topological optimisation on top of the SDA 
component having as objectives scalability and fault tolerance. Since DAT component is 
based on SDA model, topological adaptations follow a semantic-driven approach for 
retaining the successful architecture of SDA. Scalability is achieved through load balancing 
mechanisms, where overloaded or under-loaded super-peers are optimised accordingly, and 
the overall semantic image of the network is retained up to date, through re­
conceptualisation procedures.
A number of experiments were carried out and showed that the proposed model 
demonstrates high success rate and low traffic, and therefore outperforms two existing 
popular P2P paradigms used as benchmarks. Social P2P and Traditional super-peer 
architecture. In particular, SDA and DAT demonstrate a success rate in the range of 80-90% 
as opposed to Traditional and Social super-peer based P2P which achieve 65% and 55% 
success rate correspondingly. The experimental results have confirmed both the soundness 
of the design of the SDA model, since the ontology-topology mapping with combination to 
query-ontology mapping, consequently lead to the successful query-topology mapping; and 
have also verified that a dynamic adaptive model can achieve load balancing and scalability 
through semantic topological optimisations.
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Chapter 1, Introduction
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The client/server (C/S) model presents the traditional form of the most common distributed 
system structure where all requests are handled by central authorities called servers and 
the resource requestors are called clients. This architecture is widely used because of the 
advantages attached to the model's simplicity, example include the low cost inferred for 
data and functionality maintenance since data are merely stored on the server, and also the 
low traffic generated during resource discovery requests. The server acts as a single point 
for resource distribution and consequently inherits the single point of failure problem as 
well since, if it fails none of the requests can be satisfied. On the contrary, peer-to-peer 
(P2P) systems represent a distributed paradigm where peers are self-organised and 
resource discovery processes do not require the interference of a central authority. 
Compared to the C/S model, P2P technologies can eliminate the issue of single point of 
failure as they take advantage of participating peers' resources to efficiently share content 
within the network. The development of P2P technology has been highly successful in 
offering a variety of online services like online information sharing.
Online information is shaped by the social context in which it is produced and consumed. It 
is the era of information overload where the lack of organisation makes information 
retrieval even more difficult. Online information has been characterised as unstructured 
because it has little or no meaning in a global and collective context. Rao (2003) refers to 
the term "unstructured" as the difficulty of accessing -  finding the proper routing - 
information when needed. Hence, to manage information effectively it is essential to know 
more about it, a fact that generates a continuing need for mechanisms that will enable users 
to collectively form and share knowledge. The concept of the Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et 
al., 2001) is based on annotating knowledge using semantic information (Gruber, 2008). 
Therefore, the challenge of the Semantic Web is to discover the methods that will enable 
useful reasoning of the online unstructured data. The best method to achieve this is, 
arguably, through aggregating and combining existing data into new knowledge, which will 
emerge through collective intelligence processes. More specifically, the above method is 
defined as a collective knowledge system, which enables the harvesting of large amounts of 
human-based data into semantically related knowledge.
By transforming collected data in a structured way, semantic search engines provide the 
ability of a more accurate and efficient data retrieval. To address the problems of 
information complexity, P2P systems apply mechanisms employed in the Semantic Web 
where data is denoted in a semantically rich representation. P2P systems provide solutions
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to the problems of centralised mechanisms by allowing flexible and distributed information 
storage, processing and retrieval. Therefore, the combination of Semantic Web techniques 
and P2P systems can harness the advantage of representing, managing and retrieving 
information in an efficient way. Like in a Semantic Web search engine (Ding et al., 2004) 
network resources need to be described using metadata. This metadata can be captured 
and analysed to form the network's knowledge represented in a conceptual structure. This 
conceptualised knowledge can be stored in an ontology (Jepsen, 2009), providing in this way 
a semantically rich description of the peers' data. Ontology represents knowledge using a 
set of concepts and their relationships within a specific domain. A domain specific ontology 
in P2P networks is useful, since a given query can be classified into the corresponding 
concepts and be efficiently routed to the appropriate peers, through a defined ontology.
1.2 Research question
This research focuses on, firstly, the areas of semantic information indexing and retrieval, 
secondly, resource sharing in unstructured adaptive P2P networks and, finally, distributed 
knowledge representation and management (ontology). Due to the dispersed nature of P2P 
networks, resource discovery is a vital process. As peers continuously join and leave in P2P 
networks, these networks are constantly changing; leading to a consequent change of the 
location of resources. For this reason, implementing successful resource management and 
discovery mechanisms make P2P networks very useful and practical.
This thesis outlines the potential role of semantic-driven and dynamic adaptive techniques 
in solving the information management and retrieval issues currently surrounding 
unstructured P2P networks. Automatically retrieving the meaning of resources within a 
specific context is one of the main challenges associated with semantic-driven approaches. 
Since, such semantics are ultimately used for constructing the semantic layer which acts as a 
guide to the construction of the dynamic topology and influences the information retrieval 
mechanisms. Another challenge which is related to the topology optimisation operations 
involves the creation of long lasting results when dynamically adapting the topology to the 
network needs. Timely and effective decisions need to be taken during the topological 
optimisation processes for avoiding any negative effects on the super-peers workload and 
consequently any impact on the network's load balancing and scalability.
The enumeration of the above challenges that need to be further researched for the 
optimisation of P2P networks lead to the following research question that this thesis will 
address:
How can semantics and dynamic topological adaptations be used for enhancing 
Information retrieval and enforcing load-balancing and scalability In unstructured P2P
networks?
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Enhanced information retrieval and management implies less traffic for handling queries 
and managing network knowledge. Directly related to efficient information retrieval are 
fault tolerance and scalability and therefore are considered very important factors when 
designing P2P networks. The use of semantics and the dynamically adaptive architecture are 
considered to be effective designed methodologies for resolving critical P2P issues.
1.3 Aims and objectives
The main aim of this thesis is to enhance information retrieval in P2P networks by mapping 
a dynamic ontology to a dynamic topology. The ontology can act as a guide to the topology 
construction and query routing since it is a representation of the network's collective 
knowledge. Disconnected user-tagged resources, when harvested, can semantically enrich 
the collective knowledge of the network in the form of a global ontology, supporting in this 
way the formation of a semantic-driven topology where semantics can be utilised for query 
expansion and routing. Query routing is considered very important since not only 
determines whether a resource can be located or not but also controls topology 
connectivity through query responses. A semantic-driven query routing can trigger a 
dynamic topology creation and consequently influence the information retrieval process. 
Based on the above, the objectives of this research can be summarised as follows:
1. Review the characteristics of existing P2P systems.
Each P2P system exhibits various characteristics which can be taken into consideration 
when deciding on the design of the proposed system. Additionally, by examining existing 
architectures and mechanisms currently employed, prevailing P2P issues can be avoided.
2. Enhance information retrieval in unstructured P2P networks.
To achieve this objective various mechanisms and procedures need to be employed. A 
dynamic ontology is necessary to give a semantic-driven structure to the topology and 
consequently utilise the ontology for semantically mapping query requests with user 
resources. This ontology will act as a semantic layer on top of user resources, 
semantically enriching in this way the network's knowledge. The dynamic ontology is 
constructed collectively by harvesting and analysing the tags attached to the network 
resources. Therefore, the ontology will act, firstly, as a guide to topology formation with 
regards to size and peer connectivity and, secondly, as a mechanism for a semantic- 
driven query routing.
3. Enforce load balancing for improved scalability and fault tolerance.
This objective is directly linked to the previous one thus preceding decisions will have an 
impact on its success. The network connectivity is mainly influenced by query routing 
and query responses. In the case of a semantically supported topology, as the user
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resources become widely available among more peers, the semantic-related dynamics 
of the peer might change, therefore, a topological adaptation is considered necessary. 
Another event that can trigger the need for topological adaptations is excessive 
workload monitored on some peers, probably the ones that support popular concepts. A 
dynamic adaptive topology as described above can ensure load balancing in terms of the 
number of queries processed on each peer and therefore, avoid any potential 
bottlenecks that can influence the network scalability and general operations.
4. Evaluate the effectiveness of the implemented system.
The final objective is to evaluate the performance of the proposed semantic-driven and 
dynamic adaptive topology mechanisms against existing P2P paradigms through 
simulations.
1.4 Research methodology
The current research on semantically-driven P2P architectures follows a three stages 
approach of problem identification, proposed solution and evaluation through 
experimentation. Initially, the problem of non-efficient P2P information sharing solutions 
has been identified and justified through the existing research literature. Undertaking an 
analytic evaluation of current approaches on identified issues proves useful for avoiding 
non-efficient tactics or for adapting proven working methodologies in the proposed 
solution. The proposed solution has as target to improve the efficiency of existing systems 
and is evaluated through experimentations. Evaluation through experiments provides a 
proven better system methodology through empirical results.
The sematic-driven adaptive model was evaluated in a special purpose built simulator, since 
it is impractical for the application to be deployed on a large scale real environment. To be 
more precise, a simulator gives the possibility of experimenting with different parameters 
and configuration scenarios, testing in this way a network application. Several existing P2P 
simulators such as PeerSim, OverSim, PlanetSim and P2PSim were researched (Bi et al., 
2011). P2PSim can support only structured P2P protocols, unlike the rest of the simulators 
mentioned above that can both support structured and unstructured protocols. However, 
none of those simulators support the P2P protocols that are used as benchmarks for the 
experiments and the algorithms needed to be implemented from scratch along with the 
proposed algorithm. Additionally, most of the simulators had poor documentation or no 
mechanisms to allow for the collection of statistical data (Naicken et al., 2006). Thus, using 
an existing simulator would not add more value during the implementation phase.
The performance of the semantic-driven architecture was evaluated by simulating the 
proposed environment. Developing a more generic simulator allowed the simulation of 
existing systems which are used as benchmarks for the semantic-driven evaluation. Two
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existing P2P systems have been adapted and used as benchmarks: a Traditional super-peer 
architecture and a Social P2P super-peer based architecture. The proposed system needs to 
be compared against the Traditional super-peer architecture since analogous architectural 
characteristics are featured in both systems like the presence of super-peers and the extra 
management requirements imposed on them. For the same reason the Social P2P algorithm 
has been adapted to a hierarchical super-peer approach before compared to the proposed 
system. Since the proposed system adopts the super-peer approach, it needs to be 
compared with similar architectures. The Social P2P algorithm is used as a benchmark since, 
similarly to the proposed system, peers are connected using a semantic approach which 
forms the base for the query routing. In order for the proposed system to be considered 
successful, it must perform better when compared to the benchmarked approaches with 
regard to number of queries satisfied and traffic generated.
1.5 Innovation and contribution
The innovation of this research is two-fold and it falls within the area of information 
management, sharing and retrieval in P2P networks. Firstly, the innovation of the proposed 
approach lies on the semantic structuring of the P2P topology using as guidance the 
dynamic ontology constructed based on the network's collective knowledge. Given the 
semantic-driven topology the super-peers have the capability to make knowledgeable 
routing decisions by utilising the ontology-driven semantic layer. Efficient query routing 
implies less traffic since queries are resolved within a couple of hops. Additionally, the 
semantic query routing results in relative results matching the user requests.
Secondly, the principles behind the dynamic adaptive topology are innovative since super­
peers can make semantic-driven decisions for topological optimisations. The topological 
changes are triggered when the workload on the super-peers increases and the capacity for 
processing queries is nearly consumed or when the workload is really low with very few or 
no incoming queries served. In the event where the workload on a super-peer reaches the 
processing capacity threshold, the super-peer is considered overloaded and optimisation 
mechanisms need to be employed. Such mechanisms include the partitioning of the super­
peer, where the super-peer introduces another super-peer in the network with whom it 
shares the additional workload. Workload is created through query requests which are an 
immediate result of the resources maintained by the peers of a specific super-peer. If a peer 
holds popular resources, then it is logical to attract a lot of requests. In order for the super­
peer to share its workload, those resources and, consequently, peers need to be shared 
with the newly introduced super-peer. For avoiding ephemeral solutions before a super­
peer decides to undergo partitioning, its workload is monitored for a predefined time span. 
An analogous mechanism is employed in the circumstance where super-peers have very few 
incoming queries. Those super-peers are considered under-loaded and need to merge with 
semantically similar super-peers. Additionally, for maintaining the semantic-driven structure
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of the system semantics are taken into consideration during the topology's optimisation and 
specifically during super-peer formation. The above processes make the network more 
reliable, scalable and with an inherit built-in load balancing mechanism.
This research contributes to the scientific community by proposing an alternative way in 
managing, sharing and discovering information. In this thesis, a semantic-driven architecture 
has been proposed, constructed based on the network's dynamic ontology. The ontology is 
formed after analysing the user-tagged metadata of the resources and extracting semantic 
meaning through the creation of concepts. Using the ontology's concepts as a guideline, the 
semantic-driven architecture is formed, where super-peers are represented by concepts. 
Additionally, the dynamic adaptive topology is another key component through which 
topological optimisation is achieved.
1.6 Scope and limitations
The focus of this thesis is on unstructured P2P networks and the evaluation of the proposed 
system is limited to the music domain. The choice of unstructured over structured P2P 
topologies is based on the significantly low overhead imposed on unstructured topologies 
when managing peers and resources, as well as their ability to perform complex query 
searches. In addition, even though the proposed system can be applied to various areas the 
music domain has been chosen as a case study because of the abundance of music related 
resources available. Some examples of music data sources that are widely accessible include 
music metadata, social tags and music files.
For evaluating the performance of the proposed system, a custom made simulator has been 
implemented which models the recommended P2P environment and related benchmark 
algorithms. The nature of the simulator is to make some assumptions about the system 
being modelled since building real systems for testing a proposal is unrealistic and not 
practical. Thus, it is very important to make careful decisions to the assumptions taken and 
limitations imposed on the simulator. In the implemented simulator a number of 
boundaries have been enforced without however compromising the P2P environment and 
retaining it comparable to a real environment. The simulator provides a starting topology 
which reflects a number of desirable properties like size, connectivity and resource 
distribution. Additionally, other considerations have been omitted including latency in 
messages caused by network delays, new peers joining or peers failing. It is also important 
to note that the P2P environment represents a fair network with no free riders. Finally, the 
implemented system does not deal with split resources but the whole resource resides on a 
peer.
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1.7 Thesis layout
The present thesis is organised in the following chapters:
Chapter 1: Introduction -  includes the current chapter which presents the research 
question, provides a background for the research and introduces the thesis aims and 
objectives.
Chapter 2: Information sharing -  comprises of a brief background overview for information 
sharing concepts. This chapter starts with the description of P2P networks, which are the 
information retrieval systems under research. The chapter continues with an outline of main 
information retrieval concepts, focusing on semantics, semantic indexing and query 
expansion.
Chapter 3: Towards a scalable P2P network -  presents a literature review of existing work 
on P2P systems. This chapter gives a state of the art overview of current P2P systems, 
covering P2P characteristics, the different architectures employed in terms of structured 
and unstructured topologies. The focus is then directed to unstructured P2P overlays where 
peer-clustering approaches are explained along with semantic and Social P2P algorithms. 
Finally, the open issues in P2P research area are identified based on which the contribution 
of this thesis is established.
Chapter 4: The semantic-driven architecture -  includes a description of the ontology created 
and used in the proposed system, as well as an analysis of the first key component 
implemented the semantic-driven architecture (SDA). The system design of the SDA is 
explained in detail along with the system components, communication protocol and 
topology operations.
Chapter 5: Dynamic adaptive topology -  gives a design overview of the second key 
component of the proposed system, namely the dynamic adaptive topology (DAT). Since the 
main aim of this component is the introduction of mechanisms that will provide topological 
optimisations to the topology, this set of operations is outlined. The necessary operations 
for splitting overloaded super-peers and demoting under-loaded super-peers are initially 
explained, continuing with the re-conceptualisation operations.
Chapter 6: Case study: Music Ontology -  provides an evaluation of the two key components 
SDA and DAT using as a testing scenario the music ontology described in Chapter 4. In this 
chapter the simulation environment is analytically explained, the evaluation metrics are 
defined and the experimental results are presented and analysed. At the end of the chapter 
a discussion based on the experimental outcomes takes place.
Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future work -  delivers an overview of the work carried out, 
major contributions and a final discussion on the proposed system's outcomes comparing 
them with the objectives set at the beginning of this research. This thesis concludes with a 
discussion on future implementations that can extend the proposed system.
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Chapter 2
2 In form ation Sharing
This chapter gives a background overview of key concepts and their relations used 
throughout this thesis. Since P2P networks is the main focus of this research, a brief 
overview of P2P basic characteristics is first provided. One of the main challenges that P2P 
networks face is efficient information retrieval, therefore background information of the 
Information Retrieval (IR) field is also provided. This thesis imposes the research question 
how semantics can be used to enhance IR in P2P, thus semantics are explained along with 
how they can be utilised in search mechanisms and through semantic indexing of 
information. Query expansion has a long history in information retrieval as it is considered 
beneficial when applied in search operations. Taking into account the benefits such a 
mechanism can introduce, this thesis applies semantic query expansion in order to reap the 
benefits from the semantic expansion of the search queries. Finally, this chapter focuses on 
user contribution to knowledge through collective intelligence. The result of user 
contribution is user-tagged information which can be described as folksonomy.
-Challenges^ Efficient IR
Scalability Semantics
Semantic search
Semantic Indexing
— Ontology
Clustering
Query
expansion
Semantic query 
expansion
Background on IR 
fieldP2P
networks
Users' contribution to 
knowledge through 
collective intelligence
Collective user 
knowledge managed 
through Ontology
Research question: 
How can semantics 
be used to 
enhance IR ...
Enhance IR through semantic clustering
Semantically enrich and formally 
represent folksonomy through 
Ontology
Figure 2.1 Chapter 2 roadmap
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Collective user information can be managed through the use of ontology, consequently 
folksonomy can also be semantically enriched and formally be represented though 
ontology. The chapter closes, with the benefits of peer clustering and how IR can be 
enhanced though semantic based clustering. Figure 2.1 diagrammatically represents the 
roadmap followed in this chapter.
2.1 P2P networks -  Overview
One of the traditional ideas of distributed computing is the client/server architecture (Figure 
2.2). All resources reside on a central server and for a client node to acquire a resource it 
needs to pass the request to the server. This architecture guarantees the efficient retrieval 
of requesting resources if these exist. However, having a central server might lead to a 
single point-of-failure situation. For example, if the server fails then the resources are not 
accessible; or when the client requests increase a single server might be unable to satisfy all 
the requests due to the excessive workload created.
Server
Client Client
Client Client
Figure 2.2 Client-server architecture
Alternatively, P2P networks have the opposite characteristics of client-server architecture. 
Peers have similar roles, are highly autonomous and the network resources are distributed 
among them. Thus, the network is fault-tolerant in case of a peer's failure because 
resources are most probably available through other peers.
In pure P2P architectures (Figure 2.3) peers communicate directly with each other to share 
information and resources. These networks are more scalable in terms of network growth 
and peers workload. However, this distributed structure comes with a cost, as resources 
become more difficult to locate, since it is not always the case that the requestor being 
connected with the resource provider.
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Figure 2.3 P2P architecture
Hybrid P2P networks (Figure 2.4) promise to eliminate the problem of information retrieval 
faced in pure P2P networks. These networks have characteristics of both pure P2P and 
client-server architectures. Some of the peers, usually called super-peers, take some 
additional network responsibilities over the weaker peers (Weak peers can be characterised 
by their limited capacity and availability). Peers connect to super-peers and network 
requests are passed first through their parent super-peers. The super-peers create an extra 
layer over the P2P network where all network requests are routed. Super-peers hold 
information about the network and therefore resources can be located easier and with 
fewer hops, and consequently less traffic. This extra layer however comes with 
disadvantages as well, since super-peers can become a single-point of failure for their child 
peers. In the following sections there is a discussion on replication and consistency 
management techniques which try to help overcoming this problem.
Figure 2.4 Hybrid P2P architecture
In a P2P environment with resources distributed throughout the network, the 
implementation of a successful resource discovery technique is very important. Li and Wu 
(2006) argue that salient features should be incorporated in the searching algorithms of P2P 
networks to become more efficient. A good searching algorithm should return a sufficient
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number of results which are relevant to the query, since this is a good indication of the 
algorithm's quality. In addition, each peer should maintain minimum routing information, 
i.e. each peer should maintain small number of neighbours. Routing efficiency is also 
important. This refers to the number of hops a query makes, i.e. how many messages a 
query generates.
Unstructured environments locate easily popular resources and are highly tolerant to peers 
volatile nature. The most common algorithms used for searching unstructured P2P networks 
are flooding and its variations (Li and Wu, 2006). The reason is that in unstructured P2P 
networks, resources are stored randomly and there is not a predefined routing direction 
that can be followed for finding those resources. These flooding-based algorithms use either 
blind or informed search techniques. When a peer has no information about the location of 
resources blind search is adopted. On the contrary, when peers keep some routing 
information regarding resources' location, then informed search is used. In such techniques, 
to avoid infinite forwarding of queries, to control the number of messages sent and avoid 
network overload queries are terminated prematurely (Time-To-Live count) before the 
desired existing resource is found. On one hand, the advantage of Time-To-Live count is that 
a limit is defined regarding the upper boundary of costs in messages exchanged, even if the 
horizon is far away from the query originator. On the other hand, the consequence is that 
no results may be returned even if the resource exists in the network. This is the 
disadvantage of unstructured P2P networks, because no routing can be efficiently deployed 
due to the absence of any structure. Partially, this challenge can be faced with the 
introduction of super-peers in the network. When the P2P network follows hybrid P2P 
architecture, as described above, super-peers hold network information and therefore a 
more informed search technique can be employed.
However, when a hybrid hierarchical approach is adopted, fault tolerance is an issue since 
super-peers could become single points of failure for their child peers. Fault-tolerance can 
be improved in super-peers by adopting replication techniques; maintaining multiple copies 
of data on separate peers. Replication improves availability by allowing access to the data 
even when some of the replicas are unavailable. Therefore, a consistency management 
strategy should be followed, for avoiding variation between replicated data. However, there 
are trade-offs involved considering the network performance and availability when trying to 
solve the mutual consistency problem (Pu and Leff, 1991).
There are various consistency management strategies, either following synchronous or 
asynchronous algorithms (Saito and Shapiro, 2005). Synchronous or otherwise called 
traditional or pessimistic approaches try to maintain up-to date all the replicas, and if not, 
access is blocked. There is the primary replica which is responsible in writing the changes to 
the rest of the replicas synchronously as an update happens. As a result, the performance 
and the availability of synchronous techniques are low due to access limitations to the not
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updated replicas and the excessive traffic caused for synchronously updating all replicas. 
Additionally, these techniques cannot scale in large networks.
Asynchronous, or otherwise called optimistic, replication can provide higher availability and 
performance. Optimistic algorithms let data be accessed without a priori synchronisation. 
Updates are propagated in the background, and occasional conflicts are fixed after they 
happen. Optimistic algorithms offer many advantages over their pessimistic ones. Optimistic 
algorithms would scale to a large number of replicas, because they require little 
synchronisation among the different replica sites. However, these algorithms come at a 
cost; there is the trade-off between availability and consistency (Fox and Brewer, 1999). An 
optimistic approach hypothesise there are no data conflicts. It is thus applicable only for 
applications that can tolerate occasional conflicts and inconsistent data.
The importance of churn resilient P2P networks is also another important factor is P2P 
architectures, since peers might join and leave the network at any point in time. Churn can 
be defined as a metric used for evaluating the behaviour of P2P networks in a dynamic 
environment where peers join and leave the network constantly (Herrera and Znati, 2007). 
Therefore churn rate is the measure of join leave activity frequency. Churn can affect the 
performance of P2P networks consequently, it is important to take into consideration this 
factor when designing resilient and scalable P2P networks. A lot of studies have been 
undertaken where impact of churn is measured and accordingly churn resilient models have 
been proposed (Stutzbach and Rejaie, 2006; Baldoni et al., 2006; Baldoni et al., 2005).
Concluding, it can be argued that information discovery is one of the most challenging 
processes that must be taken into consideration when modelling P2P networks. The 
following section gives a more detail study of the information retrieval field and methods 
that can be introduced in P2P networks for improving resource discovery.
2.2 Semantics in information retrieval
One way to enhance the IR process is to give semantic meaning to information resources 
and to the searching query. This is accomplished by semantic processing where meaning is 
extracted by recognising words and their relationships. Therefore information is 
represented with concepts and their relationships.
As Nithiya et al. (2010) describe, a semantic based information retrieval mechanism 
employs techniques for processing content, recognising patterns, extracting semantics and 
matching it to content. The above processes have as objective to analyse and determine the 
semantic features of the content. By analysing a user's query and expanding it based on the 
semantically extracted features, will enable the identification of more semantic features for 
better matching. The semantic based information retrieval mechanism can also cluster
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content based on the approximate semantics and match it against the user query for more 
accurate results.
In the sections below the concepts behind IR mechanisms and related notions like 
semantics, semantic indexing and query expansion are described more analytically.
2.2.1 Information retrieval
The field of IR deals with the representation, storage, organisation and access to 
information (Baeza-Yates et al., 1999: 1). Representation and organisation of information is 
very important for providing efficient and effective access to the needed information. IR 
should not be confused with data retrieval. An IR system is responsible to retrieve broader 
information rather than data that merely match query keywords. For effectively satisfying 
user queries the IR system must first deduce the meaning of the information items and 
based on that meaning to create a collection of related items and return it to the user, 
ranked based on relevance. For extracting the meaning from an item of information (i.e. 
resource), the semantic information is mined and used to match user request.
In IR the notion of relevance is very important. That is, to be able to decide what is relevant 
to the query in order to have a low degree of not relevant information items retrieved. This 
might be even more challenging when the interest area is either too broad or too narrow 
(Baeza-Yates et al., 1999: 4). Furthermore, a keyword based query approach might be 
simple, but results might be of low quality. Possible reasons might be poor composition of 
the user query, with few terms where context cannot be characterised and keywords used 
by the user might fail to describe the real semantics. The query formulation problem could 
be resolved using query expansion and user relevance feedback.
IR can be viewed from two different perspectives: the computer-centred and the human- 
centred. The former focuses on the organisation of information by applying efficient 
indexing, the processing of user queries by introducing interpretations techniques and the 
development of ranking procedures for improving the quality of the answer. The latter view 
focuses on understanding the user behaviour and user needs, having as an ultimate purpose 
to determine how these affect the retrieval system (Baeza-Yates et al., 1999: 7). The current 
thesis focuses on the computer-centred view of the IR problem. The related concepts of 
information indexing and searching in terms of semantic interpretation are more analytically 
described in the sections below.
2.2.2 Semantics
In computer science, semantics are used to make resources more meaningful and richer in 
content, in terms of allowing better annotation, understanding and search of these 
resources. In simple words, when knowing what data "means" it becomes easier to use it.
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Semantics are used to add well-defined definitions of vocabularies and concepts, as well as 
their interrelationships. Vocabularies organise knowledge by defining the concepts and 
relationships for a specific subject area. They can be complex or simple based on the 
application area they are used for. For complex vocabularies the term ontology is used 
instead (Ontologies - W3C).
Various kinds of information become constantly available through different means making 
the provision of efficient access and retrieval mechanisms even more challenging. This is 
especially true for web-based information where is characterised as unorganised and 
heterogeneous. Currently, content is described (indexed) through salient keywords, 
therefore query processing is based on keywords matching. This technique, however, comes 
with limited capabilities since it cannot capture the conceptualisation associated with 
content and user needs. Semantics come as a solution to the limitations of keyword-based 
models (Fernandez et al., 2011), where instead of using literal strings, meanings are used 
through conceptualisation processes.
2.2.3 Semantic search
The IR process is mainly concerned with searching and retrieving information. A simple 
search scenario involves a user giving a query request to a search engine and receiving back 
the "relevant" information items. The word relevant has been included in quotation marks 
to highlight one of the big issues in IR which is relevance. In IR relevance can be defined as 
the matching of information items, against the requested information the user has asked 
for. In simple words: does retrieved information contain what has been requested when the 
search has been initiated?
The simple comparison technique where the keywords of the query are matched against the 
keywords embedded in a document's attributes might produce poor results (where 
documents include web pages, books, news stories etc.). As referred in Croft et al. (2009: 5) 
this is the vocabulary mismatch problem, since same words can be used to describe 
different concepts. To address the issue of relevance researchers have proposed various 
retrieval models. A retrieval model can be described as the process where a query is 
matched to a document and is considered good when the results include documents that 
are likely to be considered relevant to the user's request.
Mangold (2007) defines semantic search as a retrieval process where domain knowledge is 
used. Domain knowledge can be formalised and represented through an ontology graph. As 
described in the following section (2.5), an ontology contains the concepts and relationships 
among them. An ontology-based semantic search aids in overcoming the limitations 
imposed when using keyword-based search alone, as it provides some inference capabilities 
where generalisation or specialisation techniques can take place over query analysis.
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2.2.4 Semantic indexing
When employing a semantic search approach the knowledge base should be semantically 
indexed so that information is ordered in a meaningful way, and relevant results appear 
first. As described by Baeza-Yates et al. (1999: 24) index terms are keywords used to 
represent the subject of the resource however, by relating information items or queries 
merely on index terms might lead to the retrieval of unrelated. The reason might be the 
imprecision associated with the keyword based retrieval process, where the keywords used 
for the query, although semantically correct, might not be present in the index terms. For 
example, semantics could be used to relate information items to a concept that describes it 
better from the index terms. Therefore, the process of matching a query to information 
items can be based on concept matching rather than index terms matching.
Semantic Indexing is an approach where semantic information is incorporated in IR systems. 
The basic concept is to index information items based on keywords' meaning rather than 
using the actual lexical sense (Mihalcea and Moldovan, 2000). When using semantic 
indexing, the main problems faced in IR systems are rectified; information which is 
semantically related to the query's keywords is used, thus relevant information is not 
missed and the number of results returned is reduced since the meaning of the keyword is 
first specified.
2.2.5 Query expansion
Query expansion is another approach to incorporate semantic information in IR systems 
(Mihalcea and Moldovan, 2000). A document (i.e. information item) usually has semantics 
which are typically provided by the author, such as metadata about the author, title, genre, 
etc.
Research has shown that in Web search engines users might need to formulate more than 
once queries to retrieve the desired results (Baeza-Yates et al., 1999:117). Therefore, query 
reformulation has been suggested since the first query formulation should merely be 
treated as an initial attempt to retrieve relevant information. There is a variety of 
approaches for improving the initial query formulation; among them are query expansion 
and term reweighting.
Query expansion has been proved to be efficient in the retrieval of relevant information (Lu 
and Keefer, 1995) and is either used to broaden the search or to make it more specific. On 
one hand, to broaden the items retrieved, the query is expanded with similar terms of the 
original query keywords. On the other hand, for retrieving more precise and less false 
positive information items, query is expanded using new terms. The terms used in query 
expansion must be semantically related to the concepts of the original query.
In the case where an ontology is used to give meaning to a query, the query is classified to 
specific concepts and for expanding the query semantically related concepts are added. A
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concept might have more than one term describing it and/or that a term might match more 
than one concept. Relationships give a solution to this problem; they are usually of a specific 
type and connect two or more concepts. For example the term 'Madonna' matches both the 
artist and the album called 'Madonna', through relationships the two different concepts, 
represented by the same term can be more clearly represented. Therefore the relationship 
'album o f  denotes that album 'Madonna' belongs to artist 'Madonna', despite that both 
concepts are descripted by the same term their meaning is clarified trough the relationship.
Query expansion and indexing are two completely separated mechanisms where user tags 
are handled independently. A method is needed where user tags are gathered collectively 
and create a collective indexing mechanism, where similar concepts are matched.
2.3 Collective intelligence
The phrase collective intelligence is used when referring to the combined knowledge from a 
group of people. In other words, is the collection of information from distributed groups of 
people. It has been argued that an example of web based collective intelligence is 
Wikipedia, where users contribute to the knowledge base. A different contrasting example 
is Google, where collective intelligence is harvested through intelligent algorithms that are 
applied on web resources (Segaran, 2007: 2-3). Google technology harvests knowledge 
created and linked through web pages and then uses intelligently that knowledge to answer 
search requests.
Alag and MacManus (2009) describe user tagging as the action where users attach metadata 
to resources. The tag incorporates a freeform text of the user's perspective about the 
content of the resource; hence, intelligence can be extracted from user tags. Variations of 
the same tag might occur and folksonomies is the result of this unstructured way of tagging.
2.4 Folksonomy
The creator of the world 'folksonomy', Vendler War (2006), defines folksonomy as the result 
of personal free tagging for user's own retrieval. Folksonomy has also been described as 
distributed classification (Guy and Tonkin, 2006), created by the group of users that make 
resources available to the network. A folksonomy is created when users add tags to the 
resources, which can be shared and refined among the other users.
The major weakness that a folksonomy conveys in information sharing is the imprecision of 
tagging terms. Since the tagging process is carried out by the resource users, tags might be 
ambiguous or inaccurate. This results in uncontrolled tagging terms with ineffective search 
results as opposed to systems with controlled vocabularies.
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It is believed for folksonomies to become more efficient, tags creation must be more 
proficient. One suggestion is to set some rules and standards to the community that must 
be followed when creating metadata. However, some argue that by tidying up folksonomies 
the whole concept of them is lost. Folksonomies purpose is two-fold: to provide 
classification to personal collections and to collective collections of resources.
Tagging is done by the person consuming the information and not the creator or author like 
in taxonomies (taxonomy follows and top-down approach and has a set structure for 
classifying objects). The value in folksonomy is derived from what people call an object or 
what is popular for that object. In other words, people are not categorising items but 
through their own vocabulary add meaning which come from their understanding of the 
information/object.
Vendler War (2006) also explains the value of tagging for business. He clarifies that there 
should not be a complete separation between folksonomies and taxonomies. The contrary, 
taxonomy and folksonomy have as intersection the actual product (object/information). 
Taxonomy views the product from the business perspective and folksonomy from the 
customer/user perspective. The business gain through the use of tagging is the better 
understanding of customers and therefore the ability to follow customers and their needs. 
From the customer perspective, tagging adds value to their own use through the re- 
findability (ability to easily retrieve) of the product. Through folksonomy, users give their 
own perspective or context of an object with the use of personal descriptors, which makes it 
easier to be found.
In this research the concept of both folksonomy and ontology (ontology gives a more formal 
representation of a knowledge domain among concepts and their relationships, where a 
taxonomy gives a more general classification of objects (Hakeem and Shah, 2004)) are used. 
Initially the ontology is built using a top-down approach where tag holders are predefined 
based on the domain knowledge used. However, the actual tagging is undertaken by the 
user (not the original author/creator of the content), therefore personal descriptors are 
used as well as emergent vocabulary or even some metadata might be missing from tagging 
terms. Consequently, by using both the top-down approach of ontology and the bottom up 
approach of folksonomy both worlds are utilised by harvesting in this way the value that 
both technologies have to offer: having some control over the structure thus avoiding messy 
tagging and letting the user express their understanding and use their vocabulary therefore 
easing the retrieval process by them.
2.5 Ontology - A shared conceptualisation
Collections of information, formally represented in ontologies, are very important for 
semantic search technologies. Ontology represents knowledge using a set of concepts and 
their relationships within a specific domain. In order for the domain to be specialised a
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common vocabulary is normally used consisting of concept types, their properties and 
relations. As Gruber (1995) shortly defines: "Ontology is a specification of a 
conceptualization". Equally, he highlights that the big question is not what is an ontology 
but "what an ontology is for"? An ontology is developed for sharing common understanding 
of the structure and meaning of information within a specific domain, which can enable the 
reuse of the domain knowledge. Siorpaes (2007) argues that even though a lot of research 
has been undertaken in ontologies, there are not many useful ontologies on the Web. She 
explains that this is a result of limited user participation over the ontology evolution. She 
believes that by enabling community collaboration in the ontology engineering process it is 
a way of creating effective ontologies through collective intelligence.
USER SEARCH
SEARCH PROCESS
DOMAIN SPECIFIC 
ONTOLOGY
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL ENGINE
COLLECTIVE
INTELUGENCE
USER-TAGGING 
(FOLKSONOMY) /
RESOURCES
USERS
Figure 2.5 Semantically enriched folksonomy resulting in a domain specific ontology
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This research focuses on knowledge representation, management and retrieval thus a 
domain specific ontology is considered an important part. The use of a shared ontology can 
improve the searching process by supporting the exchange of semantics. Additionally, the 
ontology is engineered through collective user contribution where user tagged resources 
are processed, therefore semantically enriching the community created folksonomy which is 
the foundation for engineering the network topology (Figure 2.5).
2.6 Clustering
By analysing information shared within a large group of people, sets of semantically similar 
topics within the shared resources can be discovered. This process is usually called data 
clustering and can be used to discover new trends or make predictions. Such methods can 
be applied in developing a new strategy or as algorithms for better manipulating 
information sharing and resource discovery. With regards to query routing clustering 
approaches can enable a more efficient query channelling. According to the query request 
and the topic the request is based, the query can be forwarded to the most appropriate 
cluster that supports the topic of the query. K-means clustering is an algorithm which 
generates distinct groups of similar items within each group formed. The size of the clusters 
is determined based on the structure of the data. Basically, an information item is compared 
against representatives of the existing clusters and is added to the most similar cluster 
(Croft et al., 2009: 227).
However, there are a number of challenges associated with k-means clustering, like 
managing clusters with different shapes or accurately handling numerical distant 
observations (outliers). For this reason, variations of the simple k-means algorithm have 
been introduced. One of this variations is bisecting k-means which is the clustering 
algorithm used in the dynamic adaptive topology which proposes the partitioning of super­
peers when overloaded. The reason for using bisecting k-means algorithm over the standard 
k-means is because of the big numerical distances among the observations. Bisecting k- 
means have the capability of handling such situations and shaping clusters' sizes better.
2.7 Summary
This chapter gave an overview of some concepts related to IR which are considered 
beneficial when applied on information sharing systems. Since this thesis investigates and 
presents a solution for enhancing IR in P2P networks, the mechanisms and algorithms 
mentioned above are incorporated in the proposed system for reaping the related benefits. 
In a P2P network, peers do not operate in a standalone environment but need to have a 
meaningful interaction with the rest of the peers of the network. Meaningful and efficient
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interaction can be provided by improving their level of semantics. Since peers (machines) 
act on behalf of the users in the network, they need to have a proper understanding of the 
user resources and user requests to be able to take intelligent decisions, and here is the 
place where semantics and semantic related technologies come into play. In the system 
proposed in this thesis, semantics play an important role since through them user resources 
are managed and shared among the peers of the network. This is achieved with the 
mediation of ontology. Through the ontology user resources acquire semantic meaning 
which can be utilised during query requests in discovering semantically similar resources.
As query expansion techniques have a long history of enhancing IR, a query expansion 
mechanism is applied in the proposed system as well. Semantics are also applied in query 
expansion where the query can be expanded with semantically similar terms. The network 
ontology is utilised in this occasion, where query keywords are semantically matched with 
ontology concepts and hence expanded with semantically similar concepts. Finally, 
clustering in P2P networks can be translated to grouping peers in clusters based on their 
similarity. This is beneficial during query routing where the query can be routed more 
efficiently to the appropriate cluster with close similarity. In the proposed thesis, clustering 
is combined with semantics, where peers are grouped into clusters with close semantic 
relations. During query analysis and expansion the query is semantically represented, 
through the network ontology, and therefore based on the retrieved semantics can be 
forwarded to the semantically similar cluster that can satisfy it. The above IR techniques are 
well established and thoroughly tested in the IR field and related areas. Therefore, they are 
employed, in combination with other strategies explored during this research, to enhance 
resource discovery and consequently improve scalability in the unstructured P2P system 
proposed in this thesis.
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Chapter 3
3 Towards Scalable Semantic P2P Networks
This chapter provides an overview of existing work on related research topics of P2P 
networks, where related systems are described and potential shortcomings of the existing 
mechanisms are identified. This overview is helpful for defining the design principles and 
features of the system proposed in the present research. As explained in Chapter 1, a 
number of questions need to be addressed for defining the gap observed in the literature 
and meeting the objectives of this work. The questions addressed in this chapter can be 
summarised as following:
1. Which are the existing P2P systems for sharing knowledge and which are their 
advantages and weaknesses?
2. Which architectures and discovery mechanisms are available when managing and 
searching for resources and how can they be improved?
3. What kind of requirements does a semantically adaptable resource sharing system 
need to fulfil?
The first section of this chapter provides a general overview of P2P characteristics and 
addresses various issues associated when operating in such distributed environments. Early 
P2P networks incorporated centralised indexes which follow the same principles with the 
client/server architecture for resource discovery. For avoiding the weak structures inherited 
by the centralised architectures, structured P2P networks use distributed indexes for 
ensuring resource discovery. An overview of structured P2P networks and the different 
drawbacks encountered when employing this kind of topologies is presented in Section 3.2. 
However, as this thesis focuses on unstructured P2P topologies. Section 3.3 gives emphasis 
on the architectures and searching mechanisms employed by those types of topologies and 
also discusses different proposed solutions, like peer-clustering and semantic P2P 
approaches, for facing the various challenges that come with them.
3.1 P2P network characteristics
In a P2P network, each participating peer acts both as a client and as a server, providing 
access to its resources and simultaneously searching the network for more resources. The 
underlying principle characterising a P2P system is decentralisation, in other words, there is 
no central authority controlling the operations of the system. This has an immediate impact 
on another principle underlying a P2P system, which is the principle of resource sharing. The 
distributed nature of those topologies makes resource discovery challenging since peers
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directly access and exchange the shared resources without a centralised service. The lack of 
a central coordinator forces the peers to become self-organising and make autonomous 
decisions, initially, using the cached information available through the P2P protocol and, 
later, using local information accessible to them (Aberer and Hauswirth, 2002).
A large number of P2P systems exhibiting the principles mentioned above emerged through 
the years. Early P2P approaches like Napster, Gnutella and Freenet (Saroiu et al., 2001; 
Clarke et al., 2001) are widely used systems that made the notion of P2P popular. Later on, 
many other P2P paradigms emerged like FastTrack (Liang et al., 2006), iMesh (iMesh, n.d.). 
Chord (Stoica et al., 2001), CAN (Ratnasamy et al., 2001) to name a few. This wide-spread 
trend of P2P shows how important this distributed concept is not only among researches 
but users as well.
Napster is considered to be among the most popular P2P systems. It follows a model that 
does not exhibit a completely decentralised structure as file indexes are held on a central 
database maintained by a Napster server. Peers joining the network need to first login to 
the server and give a list of files which they are willing to share. Peers (users) wanting to 
discover resources need to create an account with the Napster server. Afterwards, the peers 
can send search requests to the Napster server and the server will reply back with a list of 
peers who can satisfy the request. Up to this stage, this approach follows the client-server 
model; the distributed approach comes into place in the phase where the requesting peer 
connects directly to a peer from the list of peers provided to download the required 
resource (Figure 3.1). This approach, though, inherits the problems of centralised models 
like single point of failure and lack of scalability.
Peer
Peer
Napster
server
Figure 3.1 Napster architecture and resource discovery mechanism
Scalability is a fundamental property that a P2P network needs to exhibit to be able to 
identify and avoid potential bottlenecks, thus, to be able to efficiently satisfy network 
requests (Steinmetz and Wehrle, 2005:11). On the one hand, performance considerations 
lead to the employment of centralised components on P2P systems. Such systems are called
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Hybrid P2P networks, the category into which Napster belongs and hence inherit to some 
degree challenges faced by centralised systems. On the other hand, completely distributed 
P2P systems face various other challenges like achieving high quality of service while 
maintaining decentralised self-organisation. Providing quality of service implies the efficient 
discovery and management of sparse resources, since, as opposed to centralised server 
models, information is stored in multiple non-known locations in the case of distributed 
systems. For solving this problem, two main approaches have been established, namely 
structured and unstructured P2P systems which are discussed in detail in the sections 
below.
3.2 Structured P2P networks
Distributed indexing structures are employed in structured P2P networks for preserving the 
features of a decentralised self-organising system. Distributed indexing can be applied 
through Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs), through which scalability, reliability and fault- 
tolerance can be provided. By using DHTs a network resource can be retrieved in O(logN) 
hops (where N depicts the number of peers in the system), which is equal to the number of 
hops in non-distributed search techniques. In structured P2P networks, any increase in the 
number of peers does not have an impact on the efficiency of the topology. However, 
maintaining distributed indexes infers overhead of management operations like adding new 
peers and resources (Steinmetz and Wehrle, 2005:15).
When using DHTs, peers and resources are mapped into a common address space, 
therefore, queries are routed to peers leading to the resource for which the certain peer is 
responsible. This approach allows queries to be routed to the target peer via a small number 
of peers. More analytically, in a DHT system resources are assigned to identifiers which are 
unique identifiers from the address space. The value of the resource is usually derived by 
hashing the file name. One of the fundamental principles of DHT systems is to provide a 
limited view of the system to each peer, thus, when a peer receives a query that it cannot 
satisfy, it will forward it to a peer that is numerically closest to the destination ID of the 
query.
With DHTs come management overheads. When a new peer arrives, the DHT infrastructure 
needs to change to accommodate the arrival since the routing information and distribution 
of data needs to adapt. The same process needs to take place when a peer fails or leaves 
the system as the DHT needs to detect the change and adapt accordingly. Even though DHTs 
provide efficiency for routing and managing data in distributed environments, they come 
with challenges like latency of routing during lookup operations and high costs in 
maintaining the DHT, especially during high churn rates.
Structured P2P architectures like Chord (Stoica et al., 2001), CAN (Ratnasamy et al., 2001) 
and Pastry (Rowstron et al., 2001) guarantee the retrieval of existing network resources
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with the use of DHTs. Starting with Chord systems, both resources and peers are 
associated, in this case, with identifiers: a resource is identified by a key and a peer by an ID. 
Each resource is represented by the pair (key, value) and is placed on the peer whose ID is 
greater or equal to the key value of the resource. That peer is called the successor of key k. 
Chord forms a circular structure where each peer in the circle is responsible for the keys 
that precede it counter clock-wise. Each peer maintains a routing table, called the finger 
table, pointing to other peers in the Chord circle (Figure 3.2). When a new peer arrives in 
the Chord network, it is necessary to have knowledge of a peer that already participates in 
the Chord system. The information that the existing peer has of the network will enable the 
new peer to retrieve its successor by querying that peer. The new peer though is not 
present in the finger tables of other peers until the stabilisation protocol takes place, which 
is responsible for validating and updating successor pointers. A similar process needs to take 
place in the case of peer failure or departure; the action needs to be first detected and 
subsequently rectified.
First node
Last node
Increasing 
key value
Figure 3.2 Chord network topology (Dimmockand Maddison, 2004)
Like in Chord networks. Pastry networks provide each peer with a unique identifier as a 
query is routed to the peer with the identifier that is closest to the message's key. A Pastry 
peer consists of three elements: the routing table, the leaf set and the neighbourhood set. 
The routing table is similar to Chord's finger table where links to the identifier space are 
shared. On the one hand, leaf set keeps track of the immediate neighbours, meaning the 
peers numerically closest to the peer's identifier. On the other hand, the neighbourhood set 
consists of peers that are close to the current peer with regard to the network proximity.
When a Pastry peer receives a query, it will first check whether the key falls within the range 
of its leaf set, otherwise the routing table is advised. When a peer joins a Pastry network it 
must first choose a peer ID, which is the result of the hashed value of the peer's public key 
or IP address. Additionally, the peer has a given knowledge of a nearby Pastry peer p based
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on local proximity metric. Due to this locality, the new peer will copy the peer's p 
neighbourhood set and make it its own. For building the routing table, the peer will send 
join messages via the given peer p and the receiver of the join message will share its leaf set 
since it contains the future immediate peers of the newly joined peer. Following a peer's 
failure, the leaf set needs to be repaired. The neighbourhood set is updated not following a 
peer's failure but based on periodical checks. Routing information remains stable even in 
the event of peer departures, however, an optimisation protocol, similar to the Chord's 
system is considered necessary. Pastry aims to optimise the routing and locating 
mechanisms' performance by exploiting network locality. Pastry routing improves the 
number of hops as well as the cost entailed in each individual hop.
In CAN (Content Addressable Network), peers are self-organised in a d-dimensional 
Cartesian coordinate space. A CAN peer stores information only about its immediate 
neighbours in a coordinate routing table. Two peers are considered neighbours if their 
coordinates overlap in one dimension and are adjacent to each other in d-1 dimension. As 
far as routing is concerned, the message follows a straight line through the Cartesian space 
from source to destination coordinates. Each CAN message contains the destination 
coordinates, therefore, if the local peer does not own the zone to which those coordinates 
belong, then the message is forwarded to the neighbour with the closest coordinates to the 
destination.
When a peer joins a CAN system it must first locate an existing peer, in turn the CAN peer 
must determine the zone in which the new peers will be assigned to and finally to exchange 
the neighbourhood information. When a peer departs or fails, the zone of the leaving peer 
is taken over by live peers, preferably by ones with small zones. CAN design focuses on 
decreasing the number of hops in the topology and on reducing path latency.
Chawathe et al. (2003) argue that, based on important aspects of P2P file sharing, DHT- 
based solutions cause significant overhead over the topology. Firstly, they claim that since 
P2P clients are extremely volatile, churn can lead to substantial cost for maintaining the 
correctness of the routing information. As opposed to systems that employ unstructured 
overlay networks, since in unstructured P2P systems peers that leave can simply and 
without any additional overhead repeat the bootstrap procedure and re-join the network. A 
second aspect of P2P that DHTs are less able to support is keyword searches and complex 
queries. DHTs are excellent at supporting exact match queries since filenames are assigned 
with keys, rendering a lookup operation very easy when given the exact filename. However, 
when given a set of keywords it is more complicated to find files that match them, primarily 
because there is no controlled naming convention technique for file names in P2P systems 
and, secondarily, because file names could be ambiguous. In contrast, unstructured P2P 
systems can easily support keyword searches since there are mechanisms in place that allow 
each peer to locally perform query and resource comparisons based on given keywords.
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Finally, even though DHTs provide exact recall, in the sense that given the exact filename it 
is guaranteed that the file will be located. This feature can be overlooked in unstructured 
systems since searching mechanisms are employed that can find well replicated files 
without having to search the entire network. Based on the nature of unstructured P2P file 
sharing systems, when a query request is satisfied the file is downloaded by the requestor 
rendering the files easily replicated and more widely available. Consequently, unstructured 
P2P's lack of exact recall cannot be considered a significant disadvantage.
Rhea et al. (2003) address the problem of churn in DHTs. They have proved that the 
performance of existing DHT-based systems exhibit design trade-offs since a significant 
number of DHTs cannot handle efficiently the cost of maintaining a consistent and up-to- 
date distributed index. In an attempt to rectify the issues mentioned above, significant 
research has taken place during the past few years on DHT-based P2P systems. Mass et al. 
(2009) propose the utilisation of two-dimensional histograms in representing the score a 
term occurs in a specific document where DHTs are used to map terms with peers. They 
focus in full-text search and they assign to each document a number of dominant terms, 
thus, queries are matched based on the number of similar terms occurrence. HP Company's 
pSearch (Tang et al., 2003) uses a CAN topology to create a semantic overlay where 
resources are organised based on their semantics. The semantic vector of a document is 
used as the key to store the document index in CAN. Document semantics are generated 
using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) algorithm. This system, however, has low 
dimensionality of only a few hundred semantic spaces, which means that all the resources 
of a system can only be matched to the specific semantic spaces (concepts). In other words, 
the network topology is limited by the number of semantic spaces since it is directly 
connected to it. Similar limitations are faced by the system proposed by Yamato et al. (2006) 
where again a CAN topology is used for managing resource semantics.
CLP2P (Content-based Locality-aware collaborative) is one of the recent studies on 
structured chord-like algorithms (Yu et al., 2012). CLP2P is a new P2P lookup algorithm 
which takes into consideration users' physical locations and interest. Peers with close 
physical proximity and same interests are mapped into a proximal location and the 
resources are located on the interested nodes. The above design targets to improve success 
rates during resource location and reduce routing latency among peers. In Chord, peer 
identifiers are the result of the hashed filenames while, in CLP2P, identifiers are produced 
by integrating the identifiers of the peers and the semantic clusters. Similarly, each resource 
has a resource identifier that is computed by hashing the keywords of the resource. In a 
different way from Chord, the CLP2P system supports clusters of peers. The clusters are 
labelled as a category and the peers with the majority of resources belonging to the 
specified category are categorised under the cluster. The effectiveness of the Chord search 
is preserved in CLP2P, however, search takes place at the cluster level. During a resource 
discovery, the search takes place initially in the cluster into which the requested peer is
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located, and then, if necessary, the search message is forwarded to a physical cluster of 
close proximity to which the finger table points where the Chord search takes place.
In general, in structured P2P systems, resources can be efficiently retrieved with guaranteed 
recall if they exist in the network. However, the maintenance of a distributed index comes 
with a high cost since the joining and leaving of nodes requires consistent updates of the 
routing tables. The design of unstructured P2P on the contrary, explicitly takes into account 
the high rate of join/leave activity of peers and, therefore, the network is not seriously 
affected by such activity.
3.3 Unstructured P2P networks
In unstructured peer-to-peer networks there is not a predefined structure in the 
connections of the peers. The absence of rules and randomness of resources are the 
defining characteristics of those networks, hence, they can be easily constructed as new 
peers can randomly connect to existing ones. The big problem faced, however, is the large 
number of messages that must be sent in the network when searching for a resource. 
Flooding or random walks are of the most common searching algorithms used for resource 
discovery in this kind of networks. Gnutella is an example of unstructured peer-to-peer 
network that uses flooding as searching algorithm.
Gnutella's (The Gnutella Protocol Specification) topology forms a random graph (Figure 3.3). 
The only form of information the peers maintain is related to their neighbours' network 
addresses. The tables with this information must be symmetric to be valid: if a peer A enters 
peer B as neighbour in its table, this automatically implies that peer B should enter A as its 
neighbour as well. For performance purposes there is an upper and lower limit in the 
number of neighbours for each peer. Gnutella does not have a centralised system, each 
peer can be both considered as a server as well as a client. Due to the unstructured 
architecture it follows, the network topology and the location of resources are not 
determined. Flooding is used as the searching technique, where the query is broadcast to 
all neighbours. The procedure is recursive until a TTL (Time-to-Live) value is reached. If a 
peer has already received a message, it is not forwarded further. Gnutella has gained a wide 
acceptance and for this reason considerable work has been undertaken on improving it (Lua 
et al., 2005).
In an attempt to eliminate Gnutella's excessive traffic generation, Zeinalipour-Yazti et al. 
(2005) proposed an Intelligent Search Mechanism (ISM). They have differentiated their 
search mechanism in a way where instead of using flooding a more informed technique is 
used based on recent past queries satisfied. Each peer maintains a profile of peers with 
which has recently successfully interacted. For each profile the peer keeps a list of query hit 
answers along with the number of results. Hence, when the peer will need to forward a 
query request in the network it will first refer to the list of profiles and will take an informed
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decision from there. With experiments they have proved that their algorithm performs 
better against BPS (Breadth-First Search) and RBFS (Random Breadth First Search) 
techniques.
Figure 3.3 Gnutella topology - decentralised approach
Even though ISM scales well, possible issues might rise, like locating rare resources. 
Additionally, there are possible cases where even though a peer in the network has 
successfully satisfied a query request the specific query does not necessarily describe the 
peer's profile, therefore further query requests to that peer might not be satisfied. 
Generalising this scenario it can be inferred that queries might be falsely forwarded to peers 
that cannot satisfy them. Also, in ISM it is not very clear how rewiring takes places between 
existing neighbours and peers with good profiles which match the peer's requests. Rewiring 
mechanisms are considered important but must be designed very carefully since frequent 
rewiring can cause extra traffic in the network and can also influence information retrieval 
especially for rare resources. Similar issues might be faced by the "good" peers algorithm 
proposed by Ramanathan et al. (2002). Their algorithm objective is to create connections 
between peers with high degree of similarity and it is achieved by monitoring query replies 
and making informed decisions regarding the peers to connect with. Their algorithm 
performs better than the pure Gnutella protocol but still it comes with the disadvantage of a 
time intense process, running the risk of also creating ephemeral connections.
As another example. Seers framework (Borch and Vognild, 2004) utilises the metadata of its 
resources to map query requests with resources and to also decide to which peers to 
interconnect. Differently to the research discussed above. Seers takes into consideration, in 
addition to other parameters, the peers availability and connectivity when deciding to which
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peers to connect. For eliminating traffic Seers get information about other peers in the 
network by passively monitoring the queries it routes. As part of query search a local 
multicast is taking place which unfortunately brings to the presented algorithm the 
limitations of flooding techniques, even though it is controlled.
Chawathe et al. (2003) claim that can retain Gnutella simplicity while proposing new 
mechanisms (Gia) that can improve scalability. They argue that DHTs are not the solution to 
the limitations of Gnutella-like systems, because of the extremely transient nature of P2P 
clients and the prominence of keyword searches over exact match that DHTs perform. The 
main focus is to overcome the blind search limitations of excessive traffic and query 
processing delays caused by lack of guidance during query routing. Gia takes into 
consideration the capacity constraints associated with each peer, where, based on the 
above philosophy, the algorithm consists of various components that try to exploit 
constructively peers' heterogeneity. Since some peers have higher capacity than others, 
large proportions of queries are sent to peers that can handle it, for achieving that a 
dynamic topology adaptation has been implemented where high capacity peers are placed 
within short reach of ordinary ones (through neighbours list). Additionally for avoiding 
overloaded peers, an active flow control identifies peers' heterogeneity in capacity and 
adapts to it. Finally, for making network content wideiy available all peers have pointers to 
the content offered by their neighbours which is achieved by replicating one-hop pointers. 
Even though the above suggestions control better how peers behave and where the query is 
routed, still during query routing there is no indication of the iikelihood a peer has in 
satisfying it, since the focus is mainly on the peers' capacity and not their content.
Social P2P systems are also considered an alternative solution of overcoming the 
shortcomings of blind search techniques, since human-like social processes are involved 
with a P2P dynamic. Examples of such systems are discussed in the section below.
3.4 Social P2P
Liu et al. (2007) provide a P2P algorithm for resource discovery where peers are represented 
as people and connections as relationships. The P2P network can be seen as mimicking the 
social behaviour of people where, people are represented by peers, and, relationships by 
their interconnections. In Social P2P each peer has a local knowledge index which is 
graduaily created based on the successful query replies it receives from other peers. The 
knowledge index stores associations between topics and peers. Going one step further in 
regards of the knowiedge index enrichment, the notion of active social P2P has also been 
introduced (Liu et ai., 2008), based on which, when a peer corresponds to a query 
successfuily, the original requesting peer will further query the new peer about information 
for more topics. This method can be characterised as actively collecting knowledge, as 
opposed to the passive collection that comes with the query response information. The
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active knowledge collection process though can produce some extra traffic during the 
exchange of the requested knowledge.
The system proposed in this thesis, can relate to social P2P, differently though, instead of 
having interconnected peers, where each peer relates to a number of interests, there are 
concepts and relevant peers are connected to a super-peer related to specific concept(s). 
This peers' super-peers connectivity is beneficial because, instead of searching the peers to 
find a resource, the concepts are searched. Based on those similarities and differences the 
Social P2P algorithm proposed by Liu et al. (2007) is used as a benchmark for evaluating the 
performance of the system proposed in this thesis (detail discussion follows in Section 
3.8.2).
Borch et al. (2007) proposed The Socialised.Net (TSN) which represents a social P2P search 
infrastructure. The foundation of their system design is based on the concept of knowing 
whom to ask for particular information. For this reason, peers are grouped based on their 
similarities in terms of interests. As argued by (Pouwelse et al., 2008) the TSN method has a 
limited focus on the formation of cluster communities and other important aspects like the 
general behaviour of the peers are disregarded. TRiBLER is presented by the authors as 
solution overcoming the limitations of other Social P2P paradigms, since as they discuss, it 
encompasses an innovative approach from evolutionary biology where a peer is categorised 
either as friend, foe, or new comer. The categorisation is accomplished by monitoring peers' 
social relations, altruism levels, peer uptimes and taste similarities. Based on this approach 
peers interconnect not only based on their files but also peers' general behaviour. The 
authors argue that this approach addresses challenges in P2P networks like system 
availability and integrity.
Lin et al. (2010) also focused their research on sociai-based unstructured overlay. SocioNet 
authors suggest that Social P2P (Liu et al., 2007) routing table comes with the limitation of 
not including globai network information. As a solution, they have introduced the notion of 
"buddies" which denotes peers with similar interests that are connected together. To locate 
their "buddies", each peer runs a snowball method to locate friends of friends. This method 
is based on the concept of social phenomena. Regarding the query routing, if a peer cannot 
satisfy a query request, the query will be forwarded to its neighbours and the process will 
continue until TTL has been reached. Their contribution focuses on the detaii where peers 
are clustered based on their preferences and, therefore, forming a small-world network 
where a query can be easily satisfied without having to travel far in the network. 
Nevertheless, forming the small-world network can be time consuming especially in a large 
scale network, and in addition to that, snowballing method inherits the disadvantages of 
flooding algorithms even when biased random walks are adopted.
Different from the above systems. Maze social P2P networking (Chen et al., 2004) uses a 
centralised server as a directory of online peers. The server is also used as an authentication 
mechanism enabling in this way network security. For avoiding the bottleneck introduced by
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the central server they also propose a social P2P system that can autonomously work 
without the server. Their social network software is based on the theory of "six degrees of 
separation", initially a peer discovers other peers in the network by sending out a "who are 
you?" message. When a connection is established the peer will also send a request to the 
new neighbour for sharing its online friends. The authors claim that since peers would like 
to connect with other peers that have similar interests, an automatic clustering of similar 
interests will be created. Peers identify whether another peer has similar interests during 
the query reply process. It is not clear however what kind of information is maintained for 
the peers within the same cluster and exactly how query routing takes place in the cluster.
Bender et al. (2007) conducted some experiments to compare the performance among 
three broad searching strategies, which as they argue are semantic, social and spiritual 
query routing. In semantic query routing, the query is routed to peers that have 
semantically related content to the query's request. To find semantically related peers 
ontology-based similarities take place between the query terms and ontology concepts. In 
social query routing, peers are chosen based on their social relationships, where peers are 
selected from the initiating peer's friends list or from peers belonging to the same explicit 
group. Finally, in spiritual query routing, peers are selected based on their behaviour affinity 
, e.g. the similarity in content tagging and rating, with the querying peer should not be 
confused with social relationships, it is purely based on a peer's behaviour. The three 
approaches have been tested based on their ability to deliver high quality results and for 
this reason the two measure used during evaluation were precision and recall. Experiments 
illustrated that the semantic routing strategy outperforms social and spiritual query routing.
The next section investigates in detail semantic driven strategies in P2P networks and the 
semantic technologies employed for improving resource management and discovery.
3.5 Semantic P2P
Various researchers (Cudre-Mauroux et al., 2007; Ehrig et al., 2003; Nakauchi et al., 2004, 
Nejdl et al., 2002; Tatarinov and Ha levy, 2004) in an effort to overcome existing P2P 
problems, go a step further and encompass semantic methodologies in P2P systems. 
Semantic technologies are used to represent knowledge in a meaningful way and therefore 
to be able to use reasoning for retrieving knowiedge. For this kind of systems, knowledge 
needs to be encoded in a semantic form to become widely understandable and hence 
accessible.
Ehrig et al. (2003) presented the SWAP (Semantic Web and P2P) project in an attempt to put 
together P2P networks and Semantic Web technologies. They propose a data model that 
encodes semantic information and therefore the utilisation of metadata is considered very 
crucial. For the requirements of the metadata model the authors took into consideration 
how in today's world various organizations need to communicate for the exchange of
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information. Technically each organization can be viewed as an independent peer in a so 
called knowiedge network. Thus, a peer could have many knowledge sources associated 
with it, and these sources can be made available to other peers through peers' 
communication. Knowledge resources are categorised into topics and thereafter topics are 
divided in various specific areas. Each peer is considered an expert in a specific area, so 
when a query is received if it cannot be satisfied by the peer, it is then forwarded to the 
peer that is considered expert on the topic of the query. An expert is considered a peer that 
has a close semantic distance to the topic of the query.
Zhang et al. (2005) proposed a model that utilises both textual and semantic information for 
searching in semantic portals. A semantic portal represents a community of users that 
enable information sharing through semantic web technologies. The model is inspired by 
the IR models based on Description Logics (DL). As they argue, IR models cannot query non­
document objects using semantic information, while the formal query method cannot use IR 
techniques to exploit textual information. Thus, the model combines IR techniques with 
formal query and reasoning, having as aim to fully utilize both textual and semantic 
information in a semantic portal.
Chen et al. (2010) presented a music recommendation system through a semantic P2P 
system. Similarly to the proposed system in this thesis, a music object is described with a set 
of characteristics (title, artist, and genre); the object is defined in this way as a vector of 
semantic attributes, forming a higher semantic level. Each peer has a profile which is 
constructed by a dominant attribute (genre) chosen from the attributes vector. They 
propose a random walk technique to discover similar peers which is restricted by the 
limitations of searching delay and of the risk of no results returned even if the resource 
exists in the network (Li and Wu, 2006). Additionally, there is no semantic collaboration for 
collectively harnessing the knowiedge of the network; hence, the semantic layer created 
does not represent the semantic knowiedge of the network but the local semantic 
knowledge of each peer. Consequently, there is no direct mapping between network 
resources and global semantic knowledge, limiting in this way the access to network 
resources. Restrictions are also applied in regards to query formulation, since, to make it 
comparable to peers' resources the query needs to follow a specific structure. Lastly, the 
success of the social connectivity the peers' exhibit depends on the size of the network. 
Building proper relationships among similar peers, especially for not so popular resources, 
can take time and meanwhile the success rate might be low.
Extensive research also took place with regards to ontoiogy-based P2P systems (Haase et al., 
2004; Pires et ai., 2012; Schlosser et al., 2003) where ontologies are used to empower 
efficient IR and management of knowledge in a semantic format. Joung and Chuang (2009) 
combine ontologies and P2P technology in a system called OntoZilla. The role of the 
ontology is to create a semantic layer that facilitates resource sharing and information 
management. The idea of employing an ontology is to enable the formation of the topology
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in such a way that IR is enhanced. In OntoZilla, clusters are formed as peers supporting the 
same concepts are grouped together and the relationships among the ciusters are similarly 
modelled according to the concepts they support. During query routing, the query request is 
routed to the cluster that semantically supports it. This ontology-based topological 
formation and semantic-based query routing ensures efficient query routing and therefore 
improved query results and enforced scalability. Nevertheless, the broadcasting 
mechanisms empioyed within the clusters increases the network traffic and negatively 
affects the efficient ontology-driven query routing.
The H-Link approach (Montanelli and Casta no, 2008) is concerned with the routing of 
queries using semantics. More specifically, the semantic routing mechanisms employed by 
H-link uses peer ontologies and a matching technique, H-Match (Castano et ai., 2003), for 
propagating the query in the network. Each peer maintains a local ontology which is divided 
into two layers, the upper layer describes the peer's resources semantically and the lower 
layer defines the peer's neighbours' knowledge. Peers are connected with semantic 
neighbours who have similar knowledge with respect to their ontologies. To route a query, 
the peer ontologies are exploited and ontology matchmaking is performed. Different from 
the system proposed in this thesis, the peers in order to identify similar peers to connect 
with, they send out discovery queries. Those queries inciude target concepts and peers that 
match those concepts return back to the requesting peer a list of the matched concepts 
ranked by similarity. This algorithm can be effective in environments where peers have 
relatively stable conceptual profiles. However, in situations where peers constantly acquire 
new resources with a varied range of concepts, peers would often need to update their 
conceptual profile and therefore neighbouring peers will either end up outdated or they 
would need to get updated frequently. The same concern applies under a high churn 
environment, where peers will need to send out discovery queries often, which this might 
cause additional network traffic.
Parreira (2005) proposed the creation of a semantic layer over P2P networks with the 
introduction of "blind date" concept, based on which the peers have the autonomy to 
decide which SONs (semantic overlay network) to join. Peers have to meet other peers they 
do not know and decide whether those peers have information they are interested in and if 
they want to connect with them. Additionally, links created between peers are not 
symmetric, meaning if peer A decides to add as friend peer B, peer B does not automatically 
enter peer A in its friend list. Peers add entries in their friends (routing) table by visiting 
existing friends' tables, since, their friends' contacts are considered strong candidates. A 
peer takes into consideration a number of measures, including semantic similarity, before 
adding another peer to its friend's list. Even though the above approach gives bigger 
flexibility and autonomy to the peers when making decisions and forming the SONs, stili 
some questions rise regarding the efficiency of query routing. Since SONs are formed based 
on measures which are not consistently based on semantic simiiarity and queries are 
analysed based on their semantic meaning, query routing might suffer in regards to locating
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the appropriate SONs. Adding to that, since peers take autonomous decisions where to 
connect and usually connect to peers with similar interest, they do not have broad 
knowledge of the network, therefore, queries with a completely different topic from the 
one the peer is interested in might be misrouted.
The ESTEEM piatform (Montanelli et ai, 2011) supports the formation of semantic 
communities, through which the collective knowledge of the network is shaped via peer 
groups with similar interests. Aithough community formation is unsupervised and query 
propagation is enforced through mechanisms, where, communities are used as query 
recipients and therefore, all the members of the community are reached with a single 
request, their main limitation is in the way the new semantic communities are formed and 
advertised. It is not very clear how the formation of the communities is triggered and which 
topology specific parameters and behaviours are taken into consideration. Regarding the 
community formation based on peers workload it is not specified how is overloading 
measured and, hence, how the creation of ephemeral clusters is avoided. The network 
becomes aware of semantic communities either through shuffling mechanisms or through a 
random walk approach by which semantic communities are advertised. Those approaches 
even though they are broadly used for their ability to independently circulate the network 
and ultimately find the required peers, still they produce substantial overhead in the 
topology because of their flooding-based strategy.
Similar to ESTEEM platform, semantic community formation has been proposed by Pagani 
(2009). Orion system has been implemented as a middleware that operates at the overlay 
layer of a P2P network. For enabling semantic routing of queries, Orion adopts the concept 
of SON. Peers represent their knowledge through an ontology, which consists of a set of 
concepts that are interconnected through semantic relations. The overlay network consists 
of a number of SONs which are characterised as the forest of the topology, thus, each SON 
is visually represented as a node. Like the majority of SON-based systems, peers with 
related concepts form a SON and each peer has the capability to connect to as many SONs 
as the number of its interests. Each SON is represented by a root peer who is the actual 
founder of the SON as well as of the manifesto, i.e. the ontology which represents the 
corresponding SON concepts. Query routing is realised in two steps: first, the target SON is 
identified through the cooperation of a subset of SONs root peers. Second, after the SON 
who is conceptually similar to the query has been identified the query is broadcasted to all 
peers in an attempt to identify all possible peers matching the query. Even though the 
overall Orion concept enables efficient query routing based on the semantic-oriented 
architecture and through the conceptual query matching mechanism, still the broadcasting 
procedures employed within the SON level could bring high cost in topology's traffic during 
query routing. The overhead can be even higher in the case where the query is routed to 
conceptually non matching SONs.
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Many of the semantic enabled P2P systems discussed above also facilitate peer clustering, 
where peers are grouped based on their semantic similarity. Peer-clustering approaches are 
widely known for their ability to reduce network traffic and hence rectify the network 
scalability issues. The section below discusses existing research concerning peer-clustering 
in P2P networks.
3.6 Peer-clustering
Clustering can be described as the partitioning of a set of items into meaningful groups 
where the objects within a cluster are similar to one another based on some similarity 
criteria. Various methods have been recorded on data clustering: e.g. k-means is one of the 
clustering algorithms that are widely used since it is considered to be effective in producing 
good clustering results. K-means follows an iterative process where the centroids of the 
clusters are randomly initialised and then re-calculated at each iteration. The centroids are 
calculated based on the corresponding values of the dataset to be partitioned and 
subsequently based on the items within each cluster.
K-means has been employed in P2P topologies as a means for clustering the topology into 
groups of similar peers (Datta et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2009). Nevertheless, these approaches 
distribute k-means computation by broadcasting the centroid information to all peers. Due 
to this centroid broadcasting, they cannot scale to large networks. The system implemented 
for this thesis utilises the k-means clustering algorithm in a completely different way. Every 
time a super-peer needs to partition a variation of k-means, bisecting k-means is applied for 
clustering the peers and concepts of the super-peer into two groups.
Super-peer clustering is popular and is used in well-known protocols like Gnutella II 
(Gnutella 2) and FastTrack (Liang et al., 2006). In Gnutella II resources are indexed by super­
peers in Query Routing Tables (Meshkova et al., 2008). Peers, otherwise known as hubs, 
might maintain more than one connection to super-peers or so-called cluster-heads. 
Additionally, the super-peers exchange information among them for describing the 
resources of their leaf peers. During a query request the query is first sent to the parent 
super-peer and if the query cannot be satisfied, then it is forwarded to another super-peer; 
the query decision is taken after consulting the Query Routing Table. The search stops when 
the resource is found or until a specific number of hops has been reached (TTL count). This 
hierarchical approach significantly reduces the network traffic and increases the network 
scalability compared to flat architectures like the original Gnutella. However, due to the 
system's complexity, an extra overhead is added for maintaining the network. The network 
is also prone to vulnerability and several attacks on super-peers that might compromise 
partially the network (Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2002).
FastTrack protocol is classified among the third generation P2P systems and is considered as 
one of the most successful P2P applications (Liang et al., 2006). It follows a distributed
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design and, therefore, it does not require an expensive infrastructure, a fact that renders it 
more resilient to faults. The peers, in this case, are organised into two classes of Super 
Nodes (SN) and Ordinary Nodes (ON) (Liang et al., 2006). SNs have greater responsibilities 
and, therefore, are more powerful in terms of connectivity, bandwidth and processing 
capacity. The classification of user peers to SNs and ONs based on their capacity is a good 
approach for giving more workload to the strong peers that can tolerate It. The two-layer 
hierarchical approach leads to a better load balancing into the network.
Each ON has a parent SN, a local index is used by each SN for logging the Information of the 
ONs and their corresponding resources. Each resource is described with metadata which 
include the file name, size and descriptors. The descriptors Include concepts like artist name 
and album name and are used for matching users' queries with the corresponding 
resources. More specifically, a query is initially forwarded from the ON to the parent SN; the 
SN will then do a comparison between the query keywords and resource metadata 
keywords. If a match Is found, the SN will return to the ON the resource along with the 
metadata matching the query. If a resource cannot be located locally, a SN might send the 
query to Its neighbouring SNs. After receiving the reply from Its parent SN, the ON, If not 
satisfied, will connect to a new SN and re-send the query to the new SN. The ON will send Its 
metadata to the new SN and will be removed from the old one. Even though the use of SNs 
in the network increases scalability, the extra overlay increases the overhead of the system 
since the information on the SNs has to constantly change when ONs join and leave the 
network or when new resources are added. In such hierarchical systems a careful decision 
needs to be made regarding the size of the SNs and the Information exchange between SNs 
and ONs. (Meshkova et al. 2008)
Based on the clustering concept, Crespo et al. (2005) presented the Semantic Overlay 
Network (SON). SON organises peers that are semantically similar into groups through a 
rewiring protocol where connections are established among similar peers. As a result, 
clusters enable better query routing by forwarding the query to the cluster that has a higher 
likelihood to satisfy it. This approach has been proved flexible, produces better query 
performance and provides peer autonomy. However, It lacks flexibility since a predefined 
fixed hierarchy Is used when forming the overlay network into semantically related clusters. 
Similarly, Raftopoulou et al. (2009) focus on the good practices of semantic overlay 
networks by proposing rewiring techniques for effective network organisation since they 
claim that such techniques result to good performance In information retrieval. In the same 
way, Voulgarls et al. (2004), cluster peers with similar Interests In order to improve content 
search in file sharing, creating in this way a semantic overlay that links peers that are 
semantically close. Each peer, based on the history of query/responses, creates a list of 
semantic neighbours to which queries are forwarded before switching to the standard 
search algorithm. The authors have used a combination of semantic P2P, social P2P and a 
mechanism that provides the system with the ability to switch to the standard search 
algorithm when queries cannot be satisfied In the semantic-social way.
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Loser et al. (2004) proposed the Semantic Overlay Clusters where the peers are organised in 
a super-peer network. Semantic routing takes place in the super-peers' layer, decreasing in 
this way network traffic. However, the routing algorithm's decision-making is based on the 
local information of the neighbours rendering the formation of semantically related clusters 
a slow process. Additional work (Li et al., 2004) on peer organisation using semantic 
overlays is based on the idea of "small world networks", where peers are clustered 
according to the semantics of their local data and self-organised as a small world overlay 
network.
iCIuster (Raftopoulou and Petrakis, 2008) is similarly based on the small world phenomenon 
where network knowledge is acquired on previous local interactions and is stored in peers' 
routing tables. The main idea is to allow peers to self-organise into SONs, where peers with 
similar interests are grouped together into clusters. Peers with more than one interest can 
belong to multiple clusters. Differently from the studies discussed above (Schmitz, 2004), 
iCIuster employs a rewiring protocol where peer organisation takes place by creating new 
connections and discarding old ones that are no longer similar to peer's interest. Rewiring is 
initiated by a peer when the neighbouring peers' similarity changes. For retaining 
connectivity with other clusters each peer maintains links to peers belonging to different 
clusters for supporting different interests. The iCIuster idea is similar to the dynamic 
adaptive model proposed in this thesis since similar mechanisms were employed as far as 
the rewiring procedure is concerned. In the dynamic adaptive topology, clusters are re­
organised when there is a lot of new resources downloaded by the peers of the cluster 
(super-peer), since new resources indicate probable alteration of the super-peer's 
supporting concepts. Both studies, iCIuster and proposed system, have introduced rewiring 
for the same reason: the interests/concepts of a cluster change, therefore, clusters should 
consist of peers that can support the interest of the cluster for maintaining the efficiency of 
the resource discovery mechanism.
For improving the efficiency of query routing in P2P networks, Kobayashi et al. (2009) 
proposed a query driven P2P system where dynamic peer clusters are created based on 
query characteristics. The dynamic clusters are created when particular network resources 
with similar features become more popular. Initially, the network consists of a number of 
static clusters, each controlled by a leader peer. Even though dynamic clusters can be very 
effective in retrieving resources, if the dynamic clusters created are transient, then clusters 
could end up being ineffective. The dynamic clusters need to be time persistent for them to 
be useful in query search, otherwise they just create an extra overhead to the network. The 
above drawback can be dealt by evaluating time persistence and not only query 
characteristics before creating a dynamic cluster. Furthermore, the cluster leader peers are 
connected with each other forming a mesh topology; this type of connection organisation 
can affect the scalability and maintainability of the network. Even though a mesh topology 
has the advantages of directly exchanging information between the peer leaders and 
eliminating the traffic problems by creating smaller paths for query propagation, it also
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comes also disadvantages. Some of the disadvantages include the latency in information 
retrieval due to the bigger number of records in the index storage and the expensive 
maintenance due to the messages sent among the leader peers for updating their 
information. The proposed work in this thesis tackles the above problems by adapting a 
more flexible topology where the network transforms to a least expensive and more 
effective topology based on timely network requirements.
A similar work to this research is Kobayashi et al. (2011), where the researchers propose the 
construction of dynamic clusters for eliminating traffic during query search messages. 
Although they take into consideration appropriate timings, before creating the clusters, for 
avoiding the construction of ephemeral ones, their main limitation is that the network is not 
symmetric. Clusters are only introduced into the network but no actions are taken for 
clusters with low workload. Adopting a similar approach to this of the present thesis, 
Kobayashi et al.'s (2011) system is modelled based on a number of predefined categories, 
where each category is represented by a static cluster. In turn, each cluster is represented 
by a leader and all leaders are interconnected through a mesh structure. It is important to 
mention that any communication messages are exchanged through the leaders of the 
clusters and not through the peers of each cluster. For enabling the decision-making process 
during cluster construction, each leader maintains information regarding incoming queries; 
consequently, the network information that is logged up to that moment leads to the 
creation of dynamic clusters. The basic difference between Kobayashi et al.'s work and the 
present research is that peers might belong to more than one cluster if their data items fall 
into more than one category. The drawback of having peers connected to more than one 
cluster is associated with the risk of having peers constantly flooded with the same 
messages: as a query might be sent to more than one cluster and each message is 
propagated to all the peers of the cluster, peers that belong to the same clusters to which 
the query is propagated will get the query request more than once. Therefore, the main 
limitation of this approach is the creation of unnecessary traffic.
As previously mentioned, one of the main limitations of the dynamic cluster creation 
method of Kobayashi et al.'s (2011) is the lack of network mechanisms for taking decisions 
about the usability of clusters and, therefore, eliminating the non-efficient ones. The cluster 
leaders are connected through a mesh structure, thus, if more clusters are continuously 
added, then the disadvantages of mesh topologies will become noticeable. Among the 
disadvantages is the high number of messages when forwarding query- and cluster- 
creation-requests, since the messages would need to be forwarded to a bigger number of 
peers. Moreover, the creation of dynamic clusters, compared with suddenly increasing 
trends, could result in the creation of an ephemeral cluster when the trend is over. Even 
though all conditions are checked for avoiding ephemeral clusters, e.g. the number of 
queries generated in a specific query group during a time frame and the average time 
interval between queries, the cluster might only be useful for as long as the trend is popular. 
Finally, there is a lack of information regarding the long lasting efficiency of newly
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introduced clusters since no experiments have been undertaken to illustrate the stable and 
high performance that the clusters bring to the overall network performance; the 
experiments undertaken so far may demonstrate a good recall rate but not how consistent 
its behaviour is throughout the experiments.
Castano et al. (2009) presented iCoord, a mechanism that supports the formation of 
semantic communities through the aggregation of peers with similar interests. The same 
researchers have also introduced the notion of collective intelligence where community 
members contribute to the collective knowledge of a community through their peer 
ontologies. As in the present research, the knowledge of a peer is expressed as a set of 
knowledge chunks: these knowledge chunks provide explicit formalisation of a piece of 
knowledge which represents the ontology concept. A number of concepts form the ontology 
which represents the collective intelligence, but the notion of collective intelligence is only 
present within a semantic community and not throughout the network. A semantic 
community is shaped around a concept of interest, based on which the community 
vocabulary is gradually built with the autonomous contribution of all community members. 
The collective intelligence of a semantic community is represented through a community 
manifesto: initially the community manifesto is built by the community founder who also 
defines the focused community ontology. Generally speaking, the construction of an 
ontology, through global collective intelligence, yields the benefits of the semantic 
enrichment of resources and conceptual expansion of query requests, resulting in the 
improvement of the matching accuracy between query requests and network resources. In 
the case of iCoord, the formation of communities based only on the local peer knowledge 
infers the limitations of a narrow query scope and incomplete semantic awareness of the 
network.
Another limitation of iCoord is the shuffling mechanism employed for advertising the 
manifestos of existing communities based on which peers make decisions about joining a 
community; this is how semantic communities are gradually formed. Ganesh et al. (2003) 
questioned how big a group of peers needs to be to ensure that the message has been 
propagated into the network with high probability of finding the appropriate candidates. 
The shuffling mechanism has been proven to work well for maintaining connectivity in P2P 
networks (Voulgaris et al., 2005), however, this mechanism might be slow or inefficient for 
the formation of semantic communities. In the case of a large scale network, the 
employment of this mechanism cannot guarantee that conceptually related peers will be 
reached and, therefore, the semantic community might end up incomplete and not able to 
effectively serve query requests.
The dynamic adaptive model proposed in this thesis supports mechanisms that overcome 
iCoord's lack of global collective intelligence mechanisms and the conceptual inconsistency 
inherited by the shuffling techniques employed during semantic communities 
advertisement. The dynamic adaptive model organically forms workload-balanced and
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semantically-sensitive clusters, which take advantage of the topology's collective 
intelligence through the domain specific ontology when routing queries and when taking 
cluster restructuring-related decisions.
3.7 System requirements
In an effort to overcome the basic limitations inherited by P2P networks mainly excessive 
traffic generation and poor search results, researchers diverted their efforts towards 
semantic enabled and cluster based approaches. In these approaches the notion of concepts 
is introduced as an attempt to improve the query search results, while clusters take the role 
of semantic communities through which queries are more efficiently searched. Previous 
research, as already discussed, has indeed proved that semantics can provide a 
knowledgeable matching between query requests and network resources, while semantic 
clusters can reduce the network traffic produced as opposed to approaches employing blind 
search techniques. However, P2P performance can be affected if the system is supported by 
a fixed predefined general ontology without taking into consideration collective knowledge. 
In this case, the system fails in semantically enriching the network resources and enhancing 
the information retrieval, since there is no mapping between the semantic layer and the 
network topology. Another aspect that can influence a P2P network's performance is the 
creation of ephemeral semantic clusters. For clusters to be effective they need to have 
capability of serving the network long term. When new clusters are constantly introduced in 
the network they will bring the opposite results from the desired ones, as the continuous 
cluster creation will create excessive traffic and the query routing will not be efficient due to 
the clusters' perpetual change.
Based on the limitations of the existing semantic-driven and cluster-based approaches a set 
of requirements is derived for guiding the design of the proposed system. These 
requirements should meet the thesis objectives described in Chapter 1 (Section 1.3) and, 
therefore, fall into two categories:
1. Topological requirements 
Load balancing and scalability
2. Functional requirements 
Efficient query routing
For achieving scalability and fault tolerance in P2P networks a number of features need to 
be taken into consideration, like the structure of the topology and the capabilities given to 
the peers. Based on the discussed literature, unstructured P2P topologies prove to be more 
robust, effective and to scale well in terms of the peers' transient nature, maintenance 
overhead and resource distribution. For this reason, and for the purposes of this research, 
an unstructured P2P topology is adopted, while super-peer architecture is employed since
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such an approach introduces a balance between the efficiency of a centralised approach and 
the autonomy and scalability of fully distributed systems; the latter is the exact reason for 
the wide use of super-peers in P2P systems. Finally, the adoption of a mesh topology is 
considered a viable solution for offering robustness in peer dynamics and efficiency in query 
routing as it can offer good resilience in peer failures and improved performance in the 
resource discovery affected by the peers' connectivity. The topological characteristics have 
been adopted from existing P2P systems since they have been proven to work well 
compared to other approaches.
The mesh topology can improve performance during resource discovery because of the 
global well-established connectivity among the network's peers. Since all peers are 
interconnected, it is much easier to exchange information and locate resources. However, 
connectivity alone is not sufficient for providing effective query routing, therefore as a 
solution, resources' properties can also be utilised for providing better match among user- 
requests and network resources. For achieving efficient query routing, a number of 
semantic techniques are adopted, including the harnessing of the network knowledge and 
the creation of a semantic layer in the form of a collective ontology.
The achievement of the functional requirements also leads to the partial achievement of the 
topological requirements and vice versa. The emerging ontology acts as a guide for the 
construction of the mesh topology, since super-peers are directly related to ontology 
concepts. This topology-ontology interconnection is, therefore, beneficial for both creating a 
scalable topology and performing efficient query routing. Finally, to achieve load balancing, 
the system needs to follow a dynamic approach when optimising the network organisation 
in terms of network size and semantic connectivity. Again, this dynamic approach is based 
on the semantic-driven nature of the topology therefore both topological and functional 
requirements complement each category.
3.8 System benchmarking
P2P systems are built to cater different needs and, therefore, vary in network overlays and 
methodologies employed. Every time a new system is proposed, researchers need to 
evaluate it based on existing methodologies and individual tools, hence the need to 
establish a fair comparability between existing and new systems. It is not feasible to create 
a benchmark and use it as a comparison mechanism for all P2P solutions since each network 
employs a different architecture. Lehn et al. (2010) propose certain P2P benchmarking 
approaches based on which P2P can be compared to each other and they also explain that 
the main challenge is to understand the functionalities and boundaries of the given systems 
under evaluation. Benchmarks must follow a set of requirements since they must be 
capable to quantify the performance of a system. Firstly, a benchmark must be 
representative of real-world applications and the operations performed must satisfy two 
scaling dimensions which are common in distributed systems: horizontal and vertical
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scaling. Horizontal scaling represents the number of peers in a given system while vertical 
scaling the load generated by each peer. Therefore, a system under test must be able to 
scale both based on the number of peers and the workload volume. Secondly, a benchmark 
must be able to generate reproducible results that can be evaluated based on some quality 
metrics.
For evaluating the system proposed in this thesis, two existing P2P algorithms are used: a 
general widely-applied Traditional super-peer architecture and Social P2P. The decision for 
using those algorithms as benchmarks is twofold: firstly, they share certain architectural 
and/or functional characteristics with the proposed system and, secondly, they fulfil a set of 
benchmarking criteria as described below. Even though it is possible to find other systems 
that are comparable to the one proposed in this thesis, these systems do not have clear 
design characteristics and, therefore, the results could not be reproduced and measured. 
The two algorithms utilised as benchmarks are described in detail in the rest of this section.
3.8.1 Traditional super-peer
A Traditional super-peer benchmark addresses two main goals: firstly, it enables the 
comparability of super-peer architectures under different functionality and connectivity 
scenarios, based on which it is possible to set a fair comparison between the systems under 
evaluation. Secondly, by putting those systems under test, it is possible to observe their 
strengths and weaknesses and use them as guidelines for future research. The Traditional 
super-peer scenario selected as a benchmark in this thesis fulfils the basic requirements of a 
hierarchical super-peer overlay and follows practical guidelines on how to design super-peer 
networks (Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2003).
In a super-peer network, peers are connected only to a single super-peer. The super-peer 
keeps an index over the resources of its child peers and, consequently, when a query is 
received from a neighbouring super-peer, it will process the query by taking into 
consideration the index. To be able to properly analyse query requests, the super-peer 
needs to maintain sufficient information about the resources of its child peers in the index; 
for this reason, the index maintains the filename and keywords of attached metadata 
describing the resource. This index is created as peers join the network, as, every time a 
peer connects to a super-peer it sends metadata information about its resources to the 
parent super-peer with which it is connecting. When a peer has a query request, it will first 
submit it to its parent super-peer, who in turn is responsible to route it to the corresponding 
neighbouring super-peers.
A super-peer, along with a set of child peers, is considered a cluster. Having only few but 
large clusters is dangerous for the network since a small number of super-peers acts as 
points of failure and, therefore, it is easier for the system to become compromised. On the 
contrary, having small cluster sizes and more clusters provides system reliability, since if a
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super-peer fails only few peers will be affected. For this reason, in the benchmark super­
peer network, the number of super-peers is proportional to the number of peers leading to 
a bigger network with small cluster sizes.
The degree of connectivity among super-peers also defines the workload of queries that 
each super-peer has to serve compared to the network requests, as well as the hops that a 
query must travel before an answer is produced. If the degree of connectivity is small, on 
the one hand, the workload on the super-peers will be correspondingly low as fewer queries 
are coming in but, on the other, the queries will need to travel deeper in the network to 
discover the required resources. For this reason, the degree of connectivity has again been 
chosen to be proportional to the size of the network, so that a balance will be maintained 
between the workload attracted on the super-peers and the path length of the query 
request. To avoid infinite query routing, a TTL count is applied to set the query horizon. TTL 
determines both the traffic generated in the network and the possibilities of satisfying a 
query based on the number of super-peers visited. To maintain a balance between traffic 
and success rate, the correct TTL is defined by the scale of the network as in a small scale 
network more super-peers can be reached with the same TTL applied than in a large scale 
one.
Finally, the scenario of the benchmark, i.e. the environment within the benchmark takes 
place (Lehn et al., 2010), needs to be equal to the proposed system, indicating that the 
overall architectural design and query analysis follows an ontology-based approach. The 
number of super-peers is defined by the ontology concepts, as each super-peer supports an 
ontology concept and the query analysis also takes into consideration ontology concepts, 
based on which query keywords are matched against concept keywords.
3.8.2 Social P2P
Section 3.4 discussed various P2P networks that are based on the social concept when 
connecting and sharing resources. The present research has adopted as a benchmark the 
Social P2P paradigm proposed by Liu et al. (2007) which is described in detail below.
Social P2P can be described as a social like system which can be used for resource discovery 
by mimicking human behaviours. Each peer gradually connects to other peers with the same 
interests based on the results of searches, resulting in a high connectivity among peers with 
the same interests. In order to make informed routing decisions, each peer builds a 
knowledge index which maintains associations between topics and other peers. When a 
search is successful, the requesting peer updates its knowledge index and associates the 
query topic with the replying peer. Ultimately, peers can learn from previous searches and 
make future searches more efficient.
As in social networks. Social P2P utilises a logic-based semantic approach to route queries to 
a subset of query-similar neighbouring peers. This routing algorithm involves 3 phases:
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1. When a peer receives a query that needs to be forwarded, the peer routing algorithm 
initially searches the local knowledge index for peers directly associated with the 
requested topic and ranks them based on their updating time. In other words, the peer 
that has been entered or updated more recently gets a higher rank.
2. If a sufficient number of directly associated peers is not found in the first phase, the 
algorithm will move on to the second phase, where the routing algorithm searches for 
peers sharing content associated with the interest area, i.e. a semantic area with a set of 
topics, of the requested topic. These peers will be ranked according to their degree of 
correlation with the interest area of the query.
3. If all peers associated with the area of the requested topic have been taken from the list 
in the second phase but there are still not enough peers, the selection procedure moves 
to the third phase to randomly pick up peers from the rest of cached peers.
The connections among peers are built according to the results of searches, which means 
that a peer will probably connect to other peers with the same interests which have files of 
interest with a high degree of likelihood. Therefore, the peers that have the same interests 
are highly connected to each other and naturally form a virtual community.
Social P2P is used as a benchmark because it is considered comparable to the proposed 
system due to their shared characteristics. To be more precise, in Social P2P, peers are 
connected based on topics of interest, resulting in a high probability of peers covering the 
same topics to be interconnected. In the proposed system, super-peers are represented by 
ontology concepts and peers are connected to super-peers that have close semantic 
similarity. Another shared characteristic is that, in Social P2P, queries are forwarded to 
peers that are relevant to the topic or to the area of interest of the topic. In the proposed 
system super-peers are represented by ontology concepts and peers are connected to 
super-peers that have close semantic similarity. Queries are forwarded to super-peers that 
are semantically similar to the concepts of the query. Finally, the evaluation results of Social 
P2P show high performance in comparison with other searching methods such as RAN and 
NEURO. In order for the proposed system to exhibit good performance, it must outperform 
the good performance of Social P2P.
A final point, regarding the analysis of Social P2P, is that the environment of the benchmark 
needs to be equal to the proposed system. Therefore, the peers' representation and query 
analysis follow an ontology-based approach, where the peers represent ontology concepts 
instead of topics, and the query keywords are compared against the concepts of the 
ontology instead of being compared against GDP (Open Directory Project) keywords (as 
presented in Liu et al. 2007).
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3.9 Summary
This chapter has summarised and briefly presented the related literature in P2P systems. 
Overall, there is a wide variety of approaches that aim to alleviate the open issues in P2P 
systems such as the inefficient IR methodologies and the inherited consequences of lack of 
scalability and fault-tolerance. Presented approaches include social, semantic and peer- 
clustering methods, which have be proven to be useful since they allow a diverse way of 
managing and sharing resources in distributed systems.
Approaches that use the social dimension, i.e. Social P2P, for connecting peers have been 
proven to be more effective and to scale well during IR, compared to random search 
counterparts. Nevertheless, such approaches depend not only on the explicit social 
behaviours of the peers but, mainly, on the explicit interests emerging via resource sharing. 
On the one hand, such approaches can be very beneficial in an environment where peers 
with local proximity have similar interests and, hence, connectivity can be established fast 
after a small period of routine searches. On the other hand, social connectivity can be 
lengthy, in a large scale network with resources of diverse topics, since peers will need 
either to further propagate the network (increased TTL) or to increase the degree of 
connectivity with other peers; in both scenarios the result is an increase in traffic and the 
workload of peers. If none of the pre-mentioned parameters (traffic and workload) changes, 
then each peer will need to make additional and more extensive searches in order to build 
its knowledge index and, eventually, be able to take informed decisions during query 
routing. In other words, there is a need for approaches that take into consideration more 
factors than social behaviour.
Approaches that structure P2P topologies with explicit semantics require some interaction 
with an equivalent authority responsible for the construction of the semantics. Some 
researchers recommend the utilisation of existing ontologies for representing semantics, a 
proposition which, in a way, cancels the unrestricted nature of P2P computing. Since implicit 
knowledge has already been adopted with existing ontologies and peers must conform, not 
only to the pre-specified structure, but also to the predefined knowledge that might not be 
completely in sync with the network's resources. As a result a method that automatically 
selects and structures the appropriate knowledge is required. Likewise, semantically derived 
peer-clusters, using ontologies, can be useful for making informed searches, as a query is 
routed to the semantically similar cluster. This semantic routing can be very beneficial when 
the query is forwarded to the semantically correct cluster, since fewer messages are 
necessary for discovering the required resource. On the contrary, if the clusters are not well 
formed semantically or serve only ephemeral semantic trends, then the topology might be 
flooded with excessive traffic. For this reason, certain mechanisms are required that will, 
firstly, ensure the creation of effective clusters and, secondly, provide timely topological 
optimisations based on the fluctuating needs of the network.
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The aim of this work is to provide a solution that takes advantage of the topology's collective 
intelligence and to suggest a mechanism where the network will autonomously and dynamically 
adapt to fluctuating topological needs. To conclude, the gap in existing research that tries to 
enhance IR can be bridged by mapping a dynamic ontology to a dynamic topology. Hence, the 
set of requirements described above has been established for meeting the design criteria of the 
proposed system.
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Chapter 4
4 The Sem antic-Driven Architecture
The semantic-driven architecture (SDA) provides a combined topological and semantic 
approach for overcoming the limitations of existing P2P methods as analysed in the previous 
chapter. The overlay of SDA is an unstructured P2P of semantically established super-peers 
which enables the discovery of resources through semantic-driven methodologies. The SDA 
design follows the guidelines discussed in Section 3.7 which among other requirements 
include the ones essential for a semantic-driven topology. The SDA model can also be 
characterised as ontology-based since the concepts used for the topology formation are 
directly extracted from the network ontology. For this reason, and for gaining a better 
understanding of the overall approach, this chapter, firstly, presents the ontology design, 
providing in this way the basis for explaining the SDA system and secondly, explains in detail 
the system architecture by describing the peer components, communication protocol and 
topology operations.
4.1 General overview
The implementation of the SDA model comprises three phases: in phase one, the user- 
tagged resources are analysed and later the collective ontology is created based on the 
results. In phase two, the P2P upper layer of super-peers is formed based on the collective 
ontology concepts. Finally, in phase three, the query routing mechanism is implemented by 
taking into consideration the network semantic architecture and the derived collective 
ontology.
In the first phase, during tag processing, all tags were taken into consideration. Some lexical 
processing applications (Angeletou et al., 2008) do not take into consideration non-English 
words or numbers when processing tags because they consider them meaningless and they 
can negatively affect the sematic enrichment process. This research focuses on the music 
domain to test the proposed semantic-driven approach. In the music industry any naming is 
possible, since, artists, albums or songs can have any term which may be lexically 
meaningless (for example the new song Va va voom' from artist Nicki Minaj is an 
onomatopoeia that has no specific meaning as a word but as a sound word). 
Notwithstanding, some tags can be futile in the music domain as well, as they can be 
misspelled or explicitly formed to a user specific meaning during tagging. However, 
incorporating lexical processing would require extending the focus of this work, which was 
not feasible due to time limitations. For the same reason, there is no tag expansion 
involved, using synonyms or hyponyms, which could have been delivered referring to a
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lexical database such as Word Net (Wu and Palmer 1994). As it has been already explained 
the sense of similarity does not exist In the music lexical domain.
4.2 Network ontology
The cumulative knowledge of the network is represented through an ontology. A formal 
definition of ontology is presented by Pretorius (2004), where an ontology is defined as a set 
of concepts, relations and axioms. Formally presented as:
0={C, R, Ao}
where C represents sets of concepts, R denotes sets of relations and Ao represents sets of 
axioms which describe the relationships among the concepts. Similarly, the proposed 
network ontology consists of a set of concepts and a set of relations while the concepts are 
interrelated through those relations. More details on ontologies have been provided in 
Section 2.5.
4.2.1 Ontology design
For designing the ontology, a number of knowledge engineering steps were followed as 
proposed by the protégé project team (Noy and McGuinness, 2001). As they support, there 
is not only one way for developing ontologies as there are always alternatives. The best 
solution depends on the application for which the ontology is designed. Therefore, it is very 
important to decide about the usage of the ontology and how general or specialised it needs 
to be. SDA is focused on a domain specific ontology since it is modelling the network's 
knowledge. For designing the SDA domain specific ontology, the following five steps were 
followed in an iterative manner where the initial version was evaluated, tested and 
improved:
1. Specifying domain and scope
During this step a number of questions need to be answered, e.g. which is the domain 
the ontology will cover, what is the purpose of the ontology and for what type of 
questions is the ontology going to provide answers?
For evaluation purposes, the domain of the SDA ontology has been decided to be the 
music domain. The purpose of the ontology is to share the network knowledge among 
the peers and to enhance resource retrieval. The ontology is expected to help in the 
answering of user queries during the resource discovery process. The user queries will 
consist of keywords which will represent music-related terms.
2. Using existing ontologies
It is advised to re-use existing ontologies if available or to evaluate them and use them 
as guidance for the creation of the new ontology. During the creation of this ontology 
two existing ontologies related to the music domain were identified:
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musicOntology(musicontoiogy.com) and musicBrainz(musicbrainz.org). For simplicity 
reasons none of the ontologies was introduced in the actual system implementation 
since both come with a complicated schema when for the purposes of this research a 
simpler design was sufficient. However, the new ontology is influenced by the design of 
the musicBrainz database as the general music concepts adopted in the new music 
ontology were taken from the existing blueprint provided by musicBrainz. Additionally, 
the ontology had to be a representation of the network knowledge therefore, existing 
ontologies would be insufficient.
3. Defining important terms
In a music domain important terms include keywords that can specify a music item like a 
song, album, artist, genre and other related features.
4. Defining the set of concepts
The most general concepts can be retrieved by the terms specified in step 3. 
Additionally, for defining the important concepts of the ontology several other factors 
were taken into consideration: the metadata supported by music files, the music 
concepts supported by the music ontologies identified and the type of concepts that can 
be extracted from real user searches. After combining all those factors the following 
main concepts were identified: Song, Album, Artist and Genre.
5. Defining the set of relations
Based on the set of concepts identified above, a set of relations can be derived for 
semantically connecting the concepts. Such relationships should be capable of creating a 
structured meaning in the network knowledge. These relationships can be summarised 
into three types: <song of>, <album of> and <genre of>. The set of concepts and 
corresponding relationships are analytically illustrated in Table 4.1.
Concept type Relationship name Concept type
Song -song o f - Artist
Song -song o f - Album
Song -  genre o f - Genre
Artist -  genre o f - Genre
Album -genre o f - Genre
Album -album  o f - Artist
Table 4.1 Relationships among concepts
4.2.2 Ontology structure
For the construction of the music domain specific ontology, a controlled vocabulary is used 
as a backbone. The vocabulary is essential in a globally shared ontology as it meaningfully 
communicates the specific knowledge domain within the network. The selected terms in the 
controlled vocabulary serve as music concept types. The selection process of those concept 
types have been defined above in the ontology design process. The predefined concept
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types are used only for the needs of this case study since future developments would allow 
the P2P network to intelligently generate the required vocabulary.
As explained in the above section, the ontology is formally defined as a set of concepts, 
relationships, descriptions and keywords. Each concept is assigned a unique id. A concept is 
not defined by a single name but by a description which is a combination of keywords. It is 
possible for a particular keyword to be associated with more than one concept in the 
ontology. In other words, the association between keyword and concept is one to many, 
rather than one to one. For example the keyword <Madonna> is associated with the 
concept of type 'Artists' as well as with the concept of type 'Album'. Figure 4.1 represents 
how concepts, descriptions and keywords correlate and form the ontology. Concepts are 
interrelated with relationships. Three types of relationships exist and can be used to relate 
different types of concepts, as illustrated in Table 4.1 above. Concepts of the same type 
cannot relate to each other. Each relationship between two concepts curries a weight which 
indicates how close the semantic similarity of the concepts is.
Example. As an example two concepts are presented of type 'Album' and 'Artist'. These two 
concepts can only relate with the relationship name <Album of>.
Concept Type Description keywords
1 Album Celebration
2 Artist Madonna
Thus the associated concepts' relationship is: Celebration <Album of> Madonna, meaning 
that the music album called 'Celebration' belongs to the artist called <Madonna>.
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Figure 4.1 ORM Diagram Concept-Description-Keyword
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Each music file resource in the network represents a song, thus in most cases each file 
relates to a concept of type song, which is the most specific among the concept types 
(ranked from general to specific concept types rank as: genre, artist, album, song). In the 
case where the resource is not associated with any song concepts it then relates to a more 
general concept. This model of the music ontology enables the storage of the file resources' 
in a conceptual approach, solving in this way the known problem of unmanageable network 
resources. Furthermore, the use of some reasoning when retrieving knowledge from the 
ontology enriches the user search with semantic capability for retrieving more accurate 
results in an efficient manner.
4.2.3 Ontology creation
The ontology is initially created by the first peer that forms the P2P network. As more peers 
join the network they contribute through their resources to the ontology expansion. The file 
resources exist in the peer level but the network knowledge is managed at the super-peer 
level. Each resource in the network is described by a file descriptor and file related 
knowledge (metadata). A parent super-peer is responsible for analysing file resources of 
their child peers and enriching the ontology with new concepts.
When a peer enters the network and connects to the conceptually appropriate super-peer, 
the parent super-peer is responsible for analysing the peer's resources and enriching the 
ontology with the retrieved concepts and relationships. The retrieved peer concepts may 
already exist in the ontology, in which case no action needs to be taken in this case. Each 
resource of the peer is assigned to a concept, preferably to the most specific concept type. 
Assigning resources to concepts facilitates more efficient resource retrieval during the 
searching process.
The above scenario is valid in the case where all super-peers hold the same part of the 
ontology. In the case where the ontology is distributed among the super-peers and each 
super-peer holds a different part of it a different process should take place.
4.3 System architecture
Using super-peers in a P2P system is like embedding the benefits of a centralised topology in 
a distributed system but without running the risk of a single point of failure. Super-peer 
networks have the advantages of locating rare resources and being the least expensive in 
terms of network traffic, in contrast with flat architectures which uses blind search 
techniques that do not scale and produce a lot of traffic. Unstructured random search 
algorithms which come as a variation considerably reduce the number of messages sent but, 
still, the success depends on the random choices made. Neither structured approaches
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satisfy the requirements of the proposed system since they come with high maintenance 
overheads (Tsoumakos and Roussopoulos, 2003).
K l:  B ritney/  B ritney
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Britney Sperars 1 
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Figure 4.2 Semantic-driven architecture
The architecture of the proposed system follows a hierarchical two-layer approach 
consisting of peers and super-peers. The higher level of super-peers defines the network's 
concepts and relationships among them. The ordinary peers, which are the owners of the 
network resources, are part of the lower level. Each resource in the network is assigned 
metadata, which are keywords conceptually describing the resources. Each peer is 
responsible for enriching its resources with metadata.
As represented in Figure 4.2 above, the knowledge of the network is represented through a 
domain specific ontology. The ontology consists of concepts and these concepts are 
maintained by super-peers. A super-peer may be responsible for one or more concepts. 
Preferably semantically related concepts will reside in the same super-peer. The peers are 
connected with the super-peers that support the concepts to which they relate. The 
example in the figure demonstrates that SP (super-peer) 1 has four child peers, PI, P2, P3 
and P4. All four peers have in their resources an mp3 file of the song 'Piece of me' from 
artist 'Britney Spears'. The song 'Piece of me' is also a concept in the ontology which relates 
to the 'Blackout' concept of type album, 'Britney Spears' concept of type artist and 'Pop'
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and 'Dance' concepts of type genre. All the mp3 files of song 'Piece of me' are semantically 
linked to the ontology concept 'Piece of me' of type song and also have an inherited relation 
to the related album, artist and genre concepts. Super-peer 1 supports the genre concept 
'Pop' and for that reason the four peers are attached to it. The reason the four peers are 
connected with the super-peer supporting 'Pop' concept and not with the super-peer 
supporting 'Dance' concept is because the majority of the resources that reside on those 
peers fall under the 'Pop' concept.
Adaptive topology
While this chapter describes SDA and explains how it can support intelligent query routing, 
the definitive goal of the proposed system is not just to create a semantic layer (represented 
by the domain specific ontology) on top of the existing topology, but also to enforce 
scalability and fault tolerance through load balancing techniques, and ultimately to build a 
dynamically adaptive topology. Therefore, an overview of the basic concepts of the 
proposed adaptive topology is given in this section. The purpose is to give an illustration of 
the bigger picture and to aid to some degree the description of the architecture that needs 
to reflect the needs of the adaptive topology as well. A detailed description of the dynamic 
adaptive topology is given in Chapter 5.
The dynamic adaptive topology proposed develops a varied volume and connectivity in 
terms of peers number and interactions. Initially the network starts with only one super­
peer and as the network load increases and the super-peer is no longer capable of handling 
all the network requests some of the load is transferred to a newly created super-peer 
(Figure 4.3). Ordinary peers are appointed as super-peers from their parent super-peer 
based on their capacity and availability. The super-peer categorises the incoming queries to 
concepts in order to decide which concepts to hand over when the workload reaches a 
critical point. This threshold is calculated by measuring the query rate per time period. Using 
this value, the load of the super-peer can be forecasted and the network can be partitioned 
before the super-peer becomes unable to serve the network, avoiding thus a potential 
bottleneck. For reaching a correct load balancing between the existing super-peer and the 
newly created super-peer, equally demanded concepts are handed to the new super-peer.
Technically, the network adaptivity is achieved by exchanging the messages defined by the 
communication protocol explained in more detail in the following sections. While 
monitoring the workload, the super-peer needs to decide when it is the appropriate time to 
re-formulate the network. When the time comes, the corresponding super-peer will send a 
message to the affected peer instructing it to take the appropriate actions. Following the 
transformation of the peer to super-peer, the parent super-peer will command the 
appropriate peers to move to the new super-peer. Thus, eventually the network will 
transform and will become more capable in serving the peer requests.
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Figure 4.3 a) Overloading Super-peers before adaptivity, b) Introducing new super-peers
4.4 Peer components
SDA is composed with a number of components. On super-peers reside different 
components than on peers. Super-peer components are responsible for handling query 
requests, query replies and network reformulation while peer components are responsible 
for managing the peer resources. To further clarify, the two lists of super-peer and peer 
components are provided below (Figure 4.4):
Super-peer components:
■ Global Index: it determines the list of neighbours of the super-peer. Since the query 
needs to be forwarded to semantically similar super-peers, the neighbours of the super­
peer should have a close semantic distance to it. For each neighbour the super-peer 
keeps information for the concepts it maintains. The global index gets updated when 
super-peers' concepts change, or when a new super-peer joins the network and it is 
semantically similar to the super-peer's concepts. In the case of a mesh topology the 
super-peer keeps information about the entire network.
■ Group Index: it maintains the list of all peers connected with the super-peer. Peers that 
have resources similar to the super-peer's concept are connected to it. The list is 
updated when peers' resources semantically change and cannot any more satisfy super­
peer's requests. A super-peer is responsible for deciding when a peer needs to move to 
a new super-peer.
■ Local Index: super-peers manage their resources through their Local Index where 
information for each of their resource is stored. For each resource important 
information is kept like resource name and metadata, as well as the concept describing 
the resource.
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■ Ontology container: the ontology is distributed among the super-peers and each super­
peer is responsible for the part of the ontology based on the concepts it supports. For 
the mesh topology each super-peer holds the global ontology.
■ Query Analyser; when the super-peer receives a query that needs to be analysed, the 
query is passed to the query analyser which is responsible for giving semantic meaning 
to the query by assigning concepts to it. The query analyser cooperates with the 
ontology in order to analyse the query and find the corresponding concepts. Also, it is 
responsible to find the supporting super-peers, peers or resources matching the query.
■ Peer Controller: it is responsible for allocating peers to the various super-peers. The job 
of the peer controller is to find the suitable super-peer with which the peer should 
connect and send a relocation request to the peer. This can either happen when a super­
peer is overloaded and needs to partition, therefore a number of peers need to move to 
the new super-peer, or when a super-peer has been re-conceptualised and the concrete 
concept is not reflected by some of the peers.
■ Adaptivity Controller: if a super-peer constantly exceeds a predefined boundary for a 
specific time frame, then it is considered overloaded and needs to partition. It is the 
Adaptivity Controller's job to decide when network adaptivity and, hence, super-peer 
optimisation needs to be initialised.
Peer components:
■ Local Index: peers manage their resources through their Local Index where information 
for each of their resource is stored. For each resource important information is kept like 
resource name and metadata, as well as the concept describing the resource.
Super-peer
Adaptivity ControllerQuery
Analyser
Peer 
Controller
GlobaLocal
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Group
Index Index
Index
Figure 4.4 Super-peer and peer components
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4.5 Communication protocol
A communication protocol describes the message formats and the rules for exchanging 
messages among the peers. The SDA communication protocol defines several messages for 
the communication between peers and super-peers, as well as between super-peers 
communication like query request, query reply, peer registration, registration accept, 
registration reject, super-peer connect and connect accept. Each of the communication 
messages follows a format suitable for the type of communication for which it is used; 
therefore, for each message type it is important to define the kind of communication, i.e. if 
the message represents a query request or a query reply.
As illustrated in Table 4.2, a register message is used by a peer that wants to register the 
super-peer as its parent. Upon receiving this message, a super-peer sends a corresponding 
message to denote either the acceptance of the request {register accept) and the 
consequent establishment of the registration or the rejection of the registration request 
{register reject) and the proposal of other super-peers to the requestor. A connect message 
is sent to the super-peers of the topology by a newly created super-peer. To accept the 
request and continue with the connection, each super-peer should send back a 
corresponding connect accept message. A query request and the corresponding query reply 
are exchanged between super-peers and between super-peer and peers during the resource 
discovery process.
Type Description
Register Used by peers to ask for registration permission to the new super­
peer.
Register accept A message sent by a super-peer to requesting peer accepting the 
request for registration.
Register reject Negative response sent by a super-peer to requesting peer 
rejecting the request for registration.
Connect Used by a newly created super-peer to connect to the network's 
super-peers.
Connect accept Confirmation for accepting the connection request sent from a 
super-peer to another super-peer.
Query request Used by a peer or super-peer when searching for resources
Query reply Used by a peer or super-peer to send back a query reply to the 
origin peer.
Table 4.2 Communication protocol messages
Each message has seven fields containing information that enables the communication 
process. Nevertheless, because of the varied message types, not all fields are utilised 
during message exchange. The six fields are described in detail below:
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1. Message ID: each message is recognised by a unique identifier.
2. Message type: the message type is defined by one of the seven messages specified in 
the communication protocol (Table 4.2).
3. Originating peer ID: the ID of the peer or super-peer initiating the communication.
4. Targeting peer ID: the ID of the peer or super-peer to which the message needs to travel 
to.
5. TTL: Time-to-Live, maximum number of hops a message can take.
6. Hops: the number of times the message has been forwarded.
7. Message related data: based on the message type, additional information needs to be 
included to support the communication.
On the one hand, message ID, message type, originating peer ID and Targeting peer ID fields 
are compulsory for all messages since, through them, messages can be identified, classified 
and routed. On the other hand, fields like TTL, hops and message related data are optional. 
Thus, messages will have a different format based on the nature of the request. For example 
a query reply will require fields that would include the query related resources, along with 
the peers that could satisfy the request. Similarly, when a super-peer does not have the 
capacity to accept other peers and sends a registration reject message, the message needs 
to be accompanied by a list of possible super-peers to which the peer could further send 
registration requests. Table 4.3 includes a comprehensive list of all messages and possible 
values of 'message related data' field's.
Message Message related data
Register List of concepts, number of resources
Register accept
Register reject List of other supporting peers' IDs
Connect List of concepts
Connect accept
Query request Query string, supporting concepts, supporting peers
Query reply Replying peer, related resources information
Table 4.3 Message related data field values
4.6 Topology operations
4.6.1 Peers joining activity
Initially, when a peer joins the network, the peer is connected to a randomly selected super­
peer. The super-peer is responsible to assign the peer to an explicit concept, based on the 
peer's resources, and consequently, to the corresponding parent super-peer. The process of 
assigning concepts to a peer can be described as follows: every peer has a set of resources 
and each resource has user-tagged metadata. Those resource metadata are harvested and
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matched against the ontology concepts. The matching process will result in a number of 
concepts that describe each resource and, consequently, the dominating concept that 
defines the peer semantically. After the peer has been classified to a concept, the super­
peer to which the peer has been temporarily connected has to make an informed decision 
about the most proper super-peer to take its place. However, an exact match might not be 
found and this is an indication that either the concept does not exist or the peer relates to 
more than one concept. In the former case, a new super-peer is created to support the non­
existing concept and it is responsible to find relevant resources from the network. In the 
latter case, the peer connects to the super peer that can accommodate the most relevant 
concepts.
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Figure 4.5 Categorisation of a query to concepts and query expansion
4.6.2 Query expansion and routing
Inefficient query routing may lead to a non-scalable, inaccurate and expensive P2P system, 
in terms of messages exchanged for routing. Efficient query routing can be defined as 
forwarding the query to the appropriate peers that can satisfy the request. It has been 
proven (Xu and Callan, 1998) that query expansion can greatly improve the quality of the 
information retrieval process. For that reason, a standard query expansion technique has
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been applied, where the user queries are expanded through the use of semantically related- 
terms. These terms must be similar to the whole concept of the query, rather than being 
synonymous similar to the query keywords. Before the query expansion process, the query 
is analysed using the domain specific ontology. The keywords of the query are compared 
against keywords of the concepts in the ontology and the most related concept(s) are 
extracted. After the query has been categorised to concepts and based on the concepts 
extracted, semantically similar concepts of type genre are also retrieved from the ontology 
(see Figure 4.5 above). The reason for expanding the query with genre concepts is because 
super-peers support genre concepts and this expansion will enable query routing.
When analysing the query and categorising it to concepts, the Cosine Similarity measure is 
used for comparing a set of keywords against concepts descriptions. A concept C in the 
ontology comprises a set of descriptions {Dl, D2, D3, ..., Dn} and a description D comprises 
of a set of keywords {k l, k2, k3, ..., kn}. To match a query to a concept from the ontology, 
the set of descriptions are matched with the ontology concepts. In more detail, given a 
query Q with the set o f keywords {k l, k2, k3, k4}, a set of descriptions that include the query 
keywords will be first identified and keywords will be grouped to descriptions, e.g. D l{k l, 
k2, k3}, D2{k2, k3}. Then, for each concept C in the ontology a comparison will take place 
where the set of concept keywords are matched against each description's keywords. Given 
a description D l with keywords {k l, k2, k3} and a concept C with the set of keywords {k l, 
k2, k3, k4}, cosine similarity measure is applied where Sim(Dl, C) = Cos(Dl, C). The result of 
a cosine similarity calculation is a value between 0 and 1, where 0 means 0% similarity and 1 
means 100% similarity. The query descriptions are considered similar to a concept if the 
result of the cosine similarity is greater than 0.5. The predefined similarity threshold was 
decided after running a number of experiments where query strings where compared. 
Additionally, the threshold was defined after taking into consideration the possibility of 
misspelled words, where a bigger percentage in cosine similarity would not be able to match 
misspelled words.
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Figure 4.6 Query expansion process example
To exemplify, based on the query expansion process of Figure 4.6, given the query Q with 
keywords {Poker, face. Lady, Gaga}, the query keywords are matched to corresponding
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descriptions: Dl{Poker, face} and D2{Lady, Gaga}. Among the other concepts in the ontology 
each of the descriptions will have 100% match with concept C1{D1}, C2{D2} and C3{D1} 
where Cl is of type song, C2 is of type artist and C3 of type album. Therefore, the query Q 
relates to the concepts Cl, C2 and C3.
To apply query expansion, the related genre concept is retrieved. To retrieve the genre 
concept, the relationships of the concepts are taken into consideration. For the specific 
example the following relationship is extracted: Cl <genre of> C4, where C4 is a concept of 
type genre and has the value Pop.
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Figure 4.7 Query routing
During the query routing (Figure 4.7) algorithm, the query is firstly submitted to the parent 
super-peer from the peer. The query is then analysed locally, where the query expansion 
process takes place, as described above. When the query needs to be forwarded to another 
super-peer, a matching technique is applied for finding the corresponding super-peer, based 
on the query concepts extracted, for the query to be forwarded to. Depending on the
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network topology, mesh in the current research, a different approach is followed to find the 
query's matching concept. In a mesh topology the querying super-peer maintains 
information for all the rest super-peers and the concepts of the network. For finding the 
matching concept and, consequently, the related super-peer, the super-peers' global index 
can be searched.
4.7 Summary
This chapter describes the SDA model which aims to improve the query efficiency by finding 
the appropriate super-peer that semantically relates to the query concepts. SDA achieves 
this by, firstly, creating a network ontology through collective intelligence and, secondly, by 
mapping the network ontology to the overlay topology creating in this a way a semantic- 
driven architecture. The resulting system is considered to have a number of benefits over 
the existing P2P approaches.
The strong point of the SDA is the ontology-topology mapping through which the system 
architecture is formed. This architecture not only overcomes the challenges inherited by a 
mesh topology but also enables efficient query routing, enhancing in this way the resource 
discovery process. It can be argued that query routing matters if the topology is not a mesh, 
but in the case of an overlay, where all super-peers are interconnected and information is 
globally known, query routing decisions are not so important. SDA comes as an answer to 
this argument. If knowledge is not properly structured and linked, then it cannot be 
efficiently shared. Knowledge can be well organised by, firstly, giving well defined meaning 
and, secondly, giving structure by relating the meaning. When knowledge is well structured, 
reasoning can be applied using a set of inference rules and information can be effectively 
shared. SDA gives meaning to the network resources though the collective ontology, this 
explicitly represented meaning is also applied to the network topology therefore resulting in 
better resource sharing and discovery decisions.
Flowever, the success of the SDA highly depends on the quality of the metadata provided 
through the network resources. The quality of metadata infers to the quality of values that 
populate the metadata fields in terms of accuracy, consistency and reliability. The poor 
quality of metadata firstly, makes the resource invisible and, therefore, impossible to locate 
and, secondly, does not contribute towards the semantic-driven formation of the network. 
If the resources are not accompanied by structured metadata then the SDA model is not 
feasible. However, metadata is a general requirement adhered by semantic based systems 
like the Semantic web.
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Chapter 5
5 Dynamic Adaptive Topology
Chapter 4 introduced SDA, the semantic-driven architecture forming the frame within which 
the proposed Dynamic Adaptive Topology (DAT) needs to be designed. In this chapter, the 
focus shifts to the design methodology and architecture employed for carrying out the 
second component of this thesis which introduces the dynamic topological optimisation on 
top of the SDA component.
5.1 Design overview
Firstly, it is important to contextually position the notions of an adaptive and a dynamic 
topology which are extensively used in this chapter. An adaptive topology is defined as a set 
of super-peers and peers which are altering or relocating in order to meet the workload 
requirements of the network. A super-peer needs to adapt when its workload is critically 
growing, reaching a dangerous stage where the number of query requests have consistently 
increased through a specific time period. The workload of a super-peer is calculated based 
on the incoming query requests, meaning that if a super-peer has received 10 query 
requests, then its workload is equal to 10. Each super-peer has predefined a capacity in 
terms of query requests it can process within a specific time frame; for instance, if a super­
peer has a capacity value of 30, it means it can only serve 30 query requests within a specific 
time period. To avoid a network bottleneck, a super-peer needs to take an optimisation 
action when the workload is critically reaching the processing capacity threshold. The 
optimisation process includes partitioning actions where the super-peer shares its workload 
with a newly created super-peer (for a detailed analysis of this process, see section 5.4). 
Additionally, a super-peer needs to be demoted and relocate to an existing super-peer when 
it does not contribute even at the minimum of its capacity in satisfying any of the network's 
query requests. In that case, the super-peer is considered under-loaded and it needs to 
merge with an existing super-peer (see Section 5.5).
The present topology might be characterised as dynamic because the super-peers' 
partitioning and relocating are decisions taken autonomously and vigorously from each 
super-peer, without the interference of a central authority. These decisions are dynamic in 
the sense that the topology transforms based on its workload fluctuations, thus preventing 
any possible bottlenecks that can compromise the network's reliability.
In Chapter 6, the testing of the SDA method led to the experimental observation that a 
certain level of network adaptivity can balance the workload among super-peers. While
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some super-peers with popular concepts tend to get the majority of the network requests, 
other super-peers with not so famous concepts get few or even no query requests. This 
results in having a network with few overloaded super-peers and a lot of idle super-peers, 
otherwise referred to as under-loaded super-peers, regarding their ability to satisfy a query. 
As the network is monitored in terms of super-peer workload and their processing capacity, 
each super-peer can make informed decisions based on the recorded information: if it is 
overloaded, it can share its workload with a new super-peer, or if under-loaded, it needs to 
search for a suitable super-peer in the topology to merge with.
For fulfilling the requirements stated above, the DAT model introduces additional 
components and mechanisms to the topology which complement the SDA model. These 
components can be summarised in the following:
Evaluating super-peer workload mechanism 
Partitioning an overloaded super-peer mechanism 
Merging an under-loaded super-peer mechanism 
Updating concepts-frequencies table mechanism 
Super-peer re-conceptualisation mechanism 
Storing concepts-frequencies component
All of the above mechanisms are explained in detail in the following sections.
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Figure 5.1 DAT peer components 
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5.2 DAT components
The components of the DAT architecture are principally the same with the SDA model. 
Further system requirements necessitate the addition of two extra components, the local 
concepts-frequencies table and the global topology-concepts-frequencies table. These two 
components are utilised during the topology's evolution towards a more semantically 
specific overlay, where super-peers need to have a more detailed semantic knowledge of 
the network. A concepts-frequencies table stores the concepts and the corresponding 
frequency of each concept based on the underlying peers' resources. While a local 
concepts-frequencies table represents the concepts that semantically describe a super­
peer's local resources, a global topology-concepts-frequencies table provides the global 
semantic knowledge a super-peer retains for the network. Essentially, a global concepts- 
frequencies table consists of a number of concepts-frequencies tables depending on the 
number of super-peers from which it has received this specific knowledge (for a description 
of the rest of the components see Section 4.4). The peer and super-peer components in DAT 
can be seen diagrammatically demonstrated in Figure 5.1 above.
5.3 Communication protocol
Likewise, the communication protocol is principally the same with SDA, but has been 
extended for allocating the required DAT mechanisms, since DAT requires some additional 
messages, as illustrated in Table 5.1. The convert message is used for promoting a peer to 
super-peer during the partitioning process, when a new super-peer needs to be introduced 
in the network. The corresponding convert completed message is sent when the peer has 
concluded the conversion process. The relocate message is used for advising peers to 
relocate to another super-peer, either because the super-peer is partitioning or because it 
has been demoted. A peer will in turn send a register message to the corresponding super­
peer, and the register accept message will finalise the peer relocation process. If the super­
peer cannot accept the registration, a register reject message will be generated. In addition, 
a register message is sent by a super-peer that has been demoted to peer, to the super-peer 
with which it needs to merge. Finally, when a new super-peer is introduced in the network, 
it will send a connect message to the topology's super-peers to establish a connection with 
them. The super-peers will respond with a corresponding connect accept message.
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Type Description
Convert Used during the splitting process from the overloaded super-peer 
to notify the selected peer to convert to super-peer.
Convert completed Used by the peer as an acknowledgement when it converts to 
super-peer.
Relocate Sent by the parent super-peer to all peers that need to relocate to 
another super-peer.
Register Used by peers received a relocation message to ask for 
registration permission to the new super-peer.
Register accept A message sent by a super-peer to requesting peer accepting the 
request for registration.
Register reject A message sent by a super-peer to requesting peer rejecting the 
request for registration.
Connect Used by a newly created super-peer to connect to the network's 
super-peers.
Connect accept Confirmation for accepting connection request sent from a super­
peer to another super-peer.
Table 5.1 Communication protocol messages
The messages follow the same format as in the SDA model and, therefore, each message 
comprises seven fields, described in detail in Section 4.5. One of the fields is the 'Message 
related data' through which additional information is included to support the peers' 
communication. In particular the relocate message type should be accompanied by the ID of 
the super-peer that the peers needs to relocate to, since this information is not supported 
by the other fields of the message. Moreover, the convert message should be accompanied 
by the list of concepts the new super-peer will support and the convert completed should 
include the ID of the new super-peer created. Table 5.2 includes a comprehensive list of all 
messages and 'message related data' field's possible values.
Message Message related data
Register List of concepts, number of resources
Register accept
Register reject List of other supporting peers' IDs
Connect List of concepts
Connect accept
Convert List of concepts
Convert completed New super-peer ID
Relocate Super-peer id to relocate to.
Table 5.2 DAT 'message related data' field values
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The order in which the above messages are exchanged is very important, for instance, the 
new super-peer needs to be created, promoted from peer to super-peer following the 
convert request, and then the relocation message to be sent to the peers to relocate to it. 
The reason for this sequence is twofold: firstly, the super-peer needs to exist prior to be 
able to accept connect requests and, secondly, the super-peer ID needs to be included in 
the relocate message. The message exchange sequence among peers and super-peers 
during network adaptivity and query forwarding can be seen summarised in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Query forwarding and network adaptivity sequence diagram
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5.4 Splitting overloaded super-peers
As mentioned in the previous section, super-peers with popular concepts tend to get more 
query requests than the rest. This high workload on the popular super-peers might influence 
the super-peer's reliability, if not managed properly. When overloaded, the super-peer will 
not be able to handle any requests, thus, will need to reject incoming queries. This will 
eventually affect the overall network performance, and therefore, needs to be efficiently 
resolved.
Each super-peer has a mechanism for monitoring its workload, based on which the 
workload is logged for a specific time period. During a time period if the super-peer has 
consistently logged high workload, it is considered overloaded. The time period is 
represented by timeslots, thus, for example the monitoring period can be defined to 10 
timeslots. To determine whether the workload is dangerously high, each super-peer defines 
an upper boundary threshold, which is a percentage calculated based on each super-peer's 
capacity. For example, if the super-peer's capacity is 30 query requests and the upper 
boundary percentage is 90% then, the threshold is estimated to be 27, meaning the super­
peer can process up to 27 query requests before considered overloaded. Therefore, when 
the workload of the super-peer during a specific time frame of 10 timeslots is equal to or 
above 27, then, it is labelled overloaded. If the super-peer has 27 entries for 10 time slots 
then it is considered overloaded and the partitioning process needs to start.
Having established the circumstances where a super-peer is considered overloaded and 
needs to partition, this section describes the partitioning (splitting) process and related 
mechanisms. To be able to make an informed decision on how to split, the super-peer needs 
to have information relating to the queries processed. Since every super-peer represents 
specific concepts and is exclusively connected to a number of peers, it needs to choose 
which concepts and corresponding peers to maintain or give away. For this reason, every 
time a super-peer processes a query, it keeps a record of the concepts related to it.
To be more precise, every time a query is processed, the super-peer logs the matching 
concepts and the corresponding counter, which ultimately denotes the concepts' popularity 
on the specific super-peer. It is important to note that, when splitting, a super-peer will give 
away concepts that it already supports, therefore, it only logs concepts that supports or 
directly related concepts. As an illustration, consider a super-peer that supports concepts A 
and B: when an incoming query request is processed and the query is related to concepts A 
and B, then the counters of these two concepts will be increased. However, when the query 
processed relates to concepts C and D, then the super-peer will not record these concepts, 
since this information is not valuable for defining the popularity of supported concepts'. 
Nevertheless, if concepts C and D relate to concepts A and B, then these concepts will be 
recorded, as they indirectly specify the popularity of supported concepts.
Suppose that a super-peer semantically supports the genre concept 'Pop' and has received 
11 queries for concept 'Madonna' and another 22 queries for the concept 'Vogue', which
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are concepts semantically related to 'Pop'. When a new query 'Madonna Vogue' is received 
and analysed; the concepts 'Madonna' and 'Vogue' are extracted. Since these concepts 
semantically relate to the super-peer and have already been logged, their counter will be 
increased by 1. This scenario is schematically demonstrated in the example below:
Example
Super-peer's concepts-counter entry:
Concept Counter
A: Madonna 11
B: Vogue 22
Requested query:
Query Madonna Vogue
Related Concepts A: Madonna , B: Vogue
Updated super-peer's concepts-counter entry:
Concept Counter
A: Madonna 12
B: Vogue 23
During the splitting process a number of mechanisms are employed which need to take into 
consideration the measurements described above. Initially, the super-peer must determine 
which concepts need to relocate to the new super-peer, during this process, the concepts of 
the super-peer need to be clustered into two groups. For this reason, an existing widely 
used method for cluster analysis has been adopted, the bisecting k-means algorithm 
(Steinbach et al., 2000). Bisecting k-means is an improved variation of the standard k-means 
algorithm (Hartigan, 1975). As Steinbach et al. (2000) experimentally demonstrate, bisecting 
k-means significantly outperforms the standard k-means algorithm in terms of proper 
clusters selection. Similarly, Harrington et al. (2012) also propose the bisecting k-means for 
overcoming the problem of poor clusters, where linear separation of classes takes place 
which converges to local minimum. In contrast, when using bisecting k-means the clustering 
will converge to the global minimum. It is important to state that, initially, the basic k-means 
algorithm was employed for clustering the super-peer's concepts and this is when the local 
minimum problem occurred. The problem was raised every time the observations given to 
the algorithm were nonlinear i.e. there was a big gap among value ranges.
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Bisecting k-means pseudocode (Harrington et al., 2012):
Start with all the points in one cluster 
While the number of clusters is less than k 
for every cluster
measure total error
perform k-meons clustering with k=2 on the given cluster 
measure total error after k-means has split the cluster in two 
choose the cluster split that gives the lowest error and commit this split
Algorithm 5.1 Bisecting k-means
The super-peer feeds the bisecting k-means algorithm (Algorithm 5.1) with a set of 
observations. The set of observations consists of a set of points and each point represents 
the product of concept frequency multiplied by the corresponding workload during a 
definite time frame. Table 5.3 below gives an illustration of the concepts frequency and 
concepts workload observed points where, a sample set of observations is presented along 
with the corresponding categorisation into clusters of each concept.
Frequency represents the number of occurrences of a specific concept within the peer's 
resources. For example, the concept 'Madonna' semantically represents 20 of the peer's 
resources while the concept 'Vogue' represents 14 resources. It is possible for a resource to 
be represented by both concepts since 'Vogue' is a song of the artist 'Madonna', therefore 
the number of concept occurrences can be overlapping among the concepts. This means 
that among the 20 resources representing 'Madonna' some of them also represent 'Vogue' 
as well.
The term workload indicates the number of queries processed by a super-peer. Workload 
per concept denotes the number of processed queries that were semantically represented 
by the specific concept. For example, as can be seen in Table 5.3 below, the concept 
'Madonna' was semantically related to 15 of the queries processed. Like frequencies, 
queries can also be semantically represented by more than one concept, therefore, the total 
workload does not represent the number of unique queries processed and it can be better 
characterised as concept-based workload. For instance, a query represented by both 
'Madonna' and 'Vogue', will increase the super-peer's workload by 1 and the conceptual 
workload by 2. The reason this approach is employed is twofold: firstly, all the query 
concepts need to be taken into consideration since they equally describe the query 
semantically, and secondly, by taking into consideration all the concepts the most popular 
ones become more easily detectible. This is illustrated in the scenarios where queries are 
represented by semantically related concepts like artist and song. As a case in point, a query 
can be semantically described by both concepts 'Madonna' and 'Vogue', where 'Vogue' 
semantically relates to 'Madonna' with the relationship 'song <song of> artist'. If 'Madonna' 
was not taken into consideration as a workload-contributing concept, then 'Madonna' 
would not appear as a popular concept (semantically representing a lot of resources), a fact
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that would give the wrong representation of the super-peer's semantic image. As a result, 
this could influence the semantic partitioning of the super-peer and, consequently, affect 
the semantic-driven architecture of the system.
Concept Frequency Workload Observations 
(Frequency X 
Workload)
Cluster
A: Madonna 20 15 300 1
B: Vogue 14 7 98 2
C: Everybody 1 5 5 2
D: Michael 10 20 200 1
Jackson
E: Britney Spears 8 5 40 2
F: Circus 3 3 9 2
Table 5.3 Sample set of observations for bisecting k-means
The reason for choosing to use as observations for the bisecting k-means algorithm the 
product of frequency times the workload of each concept is rather straightforward. A 
concept might be considered popular in terms of occurrences on a super-peer. However, 
despite the high frequency of occurrence, the demand for the specific concept might be 
low. Thus, moving a high frequency concept with low workload will not resolve the super­
peer's workload problems. On the contrary, when taking into consideration both 
parameters, a more well-judged decision can be taken, relative to whether a concept should 
move or n o t . Additionally, the system follows a semantic-driven architecture where super­
peers represent concepts, if only workload is taken into consideration and concepts are 
ignored during splitting then the principle of the research question (see Section 1.2) is 
defeated. Since, the aim is not only to give away workload but also a reasonable number of 
resources, the result of the multiplication of frequency and workload ensures that a 
legitimate number of concepts are coupled to a legitimate number of queries, which are 
associated with workload.
In the example presented in Table 5.3 the last column namely 'Cluster' represents the two 
clusters into which the concepts and queries are grouped. The reason there are two clusters 
(1 and 2) is that the super-peer needs to split and share its resources and concepts into two 
clusters, with one cluster remaining on the super-peer and the other migrating to a newly 
created super-peer. Based on the example, the two concepts 'Madonna' and 'Michael 
Jackson' are classified in cluster 1 and the rest to cluster 2. Cluster 1 concepts will remain on 
the existing super-peer and cluster 2 concepts will move to the newly created super-peer. 
As observed, the big chunks of conceptual workload are retained in the existing super-peer 
and smaller chunks are given away to the newly created one. The new super-peer, with
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which the overloaded super-peer will share its conceptual workload is the result of 
promoting a semantically similar to the concepts to move, peer to super-peer. The peers in 
the network have various capacity values, where peers with high capacity are fewer 
compared to the ones with low capacity. For this reason and after also taking into 
consideration the difficulty to locate a peer with the proper capacity, the new super-peer 
takes the small portion of the conceptual workload to ensure that it can meet the storage 
and capacity expectations. Capacity is defined as the ability of a super-peer to serve queries 
and storage the ability to handle network resources. Since the new super-peer will take over 
both workload and peers from the overloaded one, it needs to have the capacity to handle 
them. The possible challenge of this action is the result of a non-equally balanced workload 
sharing which might require further splitting from the overloading super-peer's part. The 
benefit is that it is more feasible to find the proper peer, by lowering the required 
expectations, and consequently achieving network scalability through load balancing among 
the super-peers.
Having decided on the concepts that need to move and, consequently, the associated 
workload, the next step is to filter out the corresponding peers that support those concepts. 
Since, most of the peers' resources are directly related to specific concepts during the 
filtering process, those concepts are taken into consideration, where peers that support 
more specific concepts (song) are firstly selected proceeding with the peers supporting 
more generic concepts (album, artist, genre). More analytically, initially each peer's 
concepts are categorised based on their type and then, based on that classification, a three 
stages process of selecting peers takes place (as can be seen in Algorithm 5.2):
Peers to move algorithm pseudocode:_________________________ ___________ _
Given the list of concepts to move 
Run Phase 1
Get specific concepts (song type) from the list of concepts to move 
For each peer attached to the overloaded SP
If peer's concepts match specific concepts from the list of concepts to move 
Add peer to list of peers to move
Update concepts to move list, remove peer's supported concepts 
Continue until concepts to move list has been exhausted
If  remaining concepts to move at the end of phase 1 
Run Phase 2
Get more generic conceptsfaibum type, artist type) from the list of concepts to move 
For each peer attached to the overloaded SP - excluding peers already selected to move 
If peer's concepts match more generic concepts from the list of concepts to move 
Add peer to list o f peers to move
Update concepts to move list, remove peer's supported concepts 
Continue until concepts to move list has been exhausted
_______ If  remaining concepts to move at the end of phase 2___________________________
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Run Phase 3
Get most generic concepts(genre type) from the list of concepts to move
For each peer attached to the overloaded SP - excluding peers already selected to
move
If peer's concepts match most generic concepts from the list of concepts to move 
Add peer to list o f peers to move
Update concepts to move list, remove peer's supported concepts 
 Continue until concepts list has been exhausted ________________________
Algorithm 5.2 Filtering peers to move from overloading super-peer to new super-peer
During the first phase, peer's specific concepts (song) are compared against the specific 
concepts selected to relocate. The matched concepts are then further analysed where the 
related more generic concepts (artist, album, and genre) are retrieved and compared 
against the generic concepts selected to relocate. At the end of this phase, all the matched 
concepts are removed from the list of concepts to relocate, since matching peers have been 
found, and all the matched peers are added to the list of peers to relocate. After the end of 
the first phase, if there are still concepts in the concepts to relocate list, for which matching 
peers have not been found the second phase initiates. The second phase is similar to the 
first with the only difference more generic concepts (artist, album) are taken into 
consideration. During the second phase, peer's generic concepts (artist, album) are 
compared against the specific concepts selected to relocate. The matched concepts are then 
further analysed where the related more generic concepts (genre) are retrieved and 
compared against the generic concepts selected to relocate. At the end of this phase, all the 
matched concepts are removed from the list of concepts to relocate, since matching peers 
have been found, and all the matched peers are added to the list of peers to relocate. 
Finally, during phase three, peer's most generic concepts (genre) are compared against the 
generic concepts selected to relocate. At the end of this phase, after adding all the matched 
peers to the list of peers to relocate, the peer's selection process finalises and the list of 
peers to relocate is ready. This process is graphically demonstrated in Figure 5.3.
After deciding on the concepts and corresponding peers that need to relocate, the process 
of splitting concludes with the formation of the new super-peer. The overloaded super-peer 
ranks the selected peers to relocate based on their processing capacity and the peer with 
the highest capacity is selected as the peer to convert to super-peer. The selected peer will 
take the role of the new super-peer where the overloaded super-peer will share its 
workload with. For concluding the overloaded super-peer's splitting process (Algorithm 5.3), 
the peers selected to move, send a registration request to the new super-peer. When the 
peers' moving to the new super-peer finishes, the new super-peer goes through a 
conceptualisation process, where the concepts supported are defined based on the peers 
registered to it. The re-conceptualisation process is further expanded in Section 5.6.
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Figure 5.3 Splitting and relocation stages
Overloaded super-peer splitting algorithm pseudocode:
For each concept get the product of Frequency*Workload 
Run Bisecting K-Means algorithm, given as input the Frequency*Workload product 
Get the concepts returned by Cluster 1 
For each concept to move 
Get corresponding peer 
Given the list of peers to move promote peer with higher capacity to super-peer 
For each peer to move 
Send relocate request 
Super-peer sends connection request to topology's super-peers 
Set overloaded super-peer's status back to normal 
Reset workload to 0
Algorithm 5.3 Overloaded super-peer splitting algorithm
Alternative attempted approach for super-peer splitting
The above splitting approach follows a non-hierarchical, non-semantically constrained 
approach in terms of concept types shared and their classification. The ontology concepts 
can be hierarchically ranked based on their concept type and their cardinality instances. 
General concepts rank higher in the hierarchy where more specific concepts rank lower. 
General concept types are defined by their low cardinality; the small number of concept
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instances that the general concepts have, compared to other concept type instances. This is 
illustrated by the number of instances each concept type has in the ontology. In the actual 
ontology created for this thesis, the genre concept type has only 153 instances, which is the 
lowest number of instances, as opposed to song concept type that has 922, and is ranked as 
the most specific concept type. Based on their cardinality concept types are hierarchically 
ranked, from generic to specific as: Genre->Artist->Album->Song.
Therefore, a hierarchical approach can be described as the method where during splitting 
generic concepts are first taken into consideration in terms of concepts selected to be given 
away and gracefully continue with more specific concepts. The whole idea of a hierarchical 
semantically constraint approach lies in the way semantic constraints are applied on the 
concepts to be given to the newly created super-peers. Initially, high level concepts are 
assigned to other super-peers and then the same process is followed with lower level 
concepts. For instance, if the super-peer that supports the generic genre concept 'Pop' is 
overloaded and needs to split it will be giving away to the newly created super-peer the 
second more generic concepts which are of type artist. If the 'Pop' concept is on top of the 
hierarchy, let's assume that it relates to the second level artist concepts 'Madonna', 
'Michael Jackson' and 'Britney Spears'. When the super-peer needs to partition and share its 
workload, then the workload of the artist-related concepts will be evaluated. Supposing that 
'Madonna' has recorded workload of 20 queries, 'Michael Jackson' of 10 queries and 
'Britney Spears' of 8 queries; in order to share the workload, equally weighted concepts will 
have to be given away, thus the 'Madonna' concept will have to be given away, while the 
rest of the afore-mentioned artist concepts remain on the current super-peer. Therefore, 
the newly created super-peer will support the artist concept 'Madonna', if the new super­
peer will need to split it will give away the concept type which is lower in the hierarchy from 
artist, which is album. To sum up, a hierarchical and semantic constraint splitting method 
takes into consideration, during partitioning, generic concepts which reside high in the 
ontology hierarchy, and applies semantic constraints based on their relationships.
The splitting approach applied to the current thesis follows a non-hierarchical non- 
semantically constrained approach, where the position of the concepts in the ontology 
hierarchy and their relationships are not taken into consideration during the splitting 
process. This decision was taken after implementing and testing the hierarchical top-down 
approach and after poor experimental results were reported in terms of queries successfully 
satisfied. The reason why the hierarchical approach has not been proven so effective is the 
lack of consistency in resource metadata. The data used for the experiments have a more 
folksonomy-based nature (i.e. the users are tagging the resources) rather than a well- 
structured and clear representation. Since topology resources were tagged by actual users 
some of the tags are vague and dissimilar across users and, therefore, a given user-tagged 
resource may belong to different concepts of the same concept type. For this reason, it is 
considered essential that super-peers supporting duplicate concepts exist in the network 
instead of super-peers that simply categorise concepts, and consequently resources, in a
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semantic-restrained hierarchical way. The latter also explains why bisecting k-means was 
preferred when creating cluster of concepts on super-peers instead of a more structured 
hierarchical approach.
Nevertheless, it should be stressed that a completely unstructured approach has been 
avoided during concept clustering. If an unstructured method was followed for clustering 
peers and a cluster contains concepts covering several semantic areas the aggregate 
semantic meaning of the cluster can become unclear. Additionally, if a cluster contains 
concepts irrelevant to the strong concept, the aggregate meaning in the cluster can become 
diminished (Gemmel et al., 2008). For this reason, the concept-based approach is adopted, 
so that concepts are taken into consideration when creating clusters but not the explicit 
hierarchical relationships among concepts.
To summarise, in a hierarchical approach the super-peer would have to orderly break, 
starting from related generic concepts and proceeding to more specific ones. Based on 
concept types, every successive super-peer introduced would have to initially support an 
artist concept, then break to album concepts and later to consider the most specific song 
concept type. This hierarchical approach would be ideal in a scenario where the data is well 
structured and all resources are well defined in terms of semantic concepts matching. As, in 
such an approach, there are no variations on which concept each resource belongs to, since, 
all the related concepts are directly attached to it, hence, drilling through the concepts 
hierarchy would be really easy for locating resources. However, the data used in this 
research is not well defined: each user gives his/her preferred tags to resources, with the 
result being resources that have multiple concepts attached to it but no consistent relations 
to subsequent concept types. For this reason, a simple concept-based approach has been 
established for clustering the super-peers into concepts.
5.5 Demoting under-loaded super-peers
Adaptive networks should be symmetric, something that could be achieved by adding and 
removing super-peers. Action should be taken not only when a super-peer is overloaded but 
also when it is under loaded. Super-peers with no traffic should be removed rather than 
used as routers; in order not to create extra traffic by adding an additional hop to the 
message propagation.
In the same way that some super-peers have popular concepts and attract a lot of traffic, 
other super-peers have not so widely known concepts and, consequently, draw fewer query 
requests. These super-peers are characterised as under loaded if the same low traffic 
perceives for a specific time period. Similarly to measuring if a super-peer is overloaded, 
each super-peer also specifies a lower boundary threshold, which is a percentage calculated 
based on each super-peer's capacity. For example, if the super-peer's capacity is 30 queries 
per time period and the lower boundary percentage where the absolute minimum a super­
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peer must process to be considered useful as super-peer is 10% then, the threshold is 
estimated to be 3. The time period is represented by timeslots. The monitoring period can 
be for examples defined to 10 timeslots. Hence, when the workload of the super-peer 
during a specific time frame of 10 timeslots is equal or below 3 then, it is logged as under­
loaded. Correspondingly, the demoting process needs to initiate when the super-peer has 3 
or fewer number of logged entries for 10 time slots.
Before demoted to a peer, the super-peer must first find a super-peer with which it will 
merge. For this purpose, the super-peer will consult its global index and will find another 
super-peer that semantically matches with the residing resources. When a suitable super­
peer is located, the under-loaded super-peer is demoted to a peer and, along with all its 
child peers, registers to the matching super-peer (see Algorithm 5.4). By promoting peers to 
super-peers and demoting super-peers to peers, the mesh topology will increase and 
decrease by adding and removing peers. An organically organised semantic mesh will 
eventually be created where super-peer resources are naturally recycled.
Continuing on the topology formulation topic, the following section will explain the super­
peer re-conceptualisation mechanism. This is an essential process after a super-peer's 
promoting or demoting action. It also takes place after the topology's super-peers have 
gone through a number of resource exchange following successful query requests.
Under-loaded super-peers merging algorithm pseudocode:________
For each under-loaded super-peer 
Get list o f supported concepts 
For each neighbour super-peer 
Get super-peer's concepts list 
Perform semantic matching on the two lists 
Choose super-peer with maximum matching concepts 
For each child peer
Send relocate request to chosen super-peer 
Under-loaded super-peer demotes to peer
Demoted peer sends register request to chosen super-peer___________
Algorithm 5.4 Under loaded super-peers merging algorithm
5.6 Super-peer re-conceptualisation
An equally significant aspect of classifying super-peers to concepts is the super-peer re­
conceptualisation process. Re-conceptualisation is the process where the concepts 
supported by a super-peer need to be re-evaluated. As the network evolves, super-peers 
are added or merged and peers relocate, and as queries propagate the network, resources 
are recycled. These events cause changes not only to the topology but also to the involved 
super-peers. These changes have a direct impact on the resources a super-peer supports 
and consequently on the related concepts. For this reason super-peers need to re-assess
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their semantic status periodically. Re-conceptualisation is triggered either when new peers 
relocate on a super-peer or when the resources of the peers have radically changed above a 
predefined threshold.
For implementing this mechanism, each super-peer has introduced an additional 
component, the topology-concepts-frequencies table. The purpose of this table is to store 
the concepts and the corresponding frequencies on each of the super-peer in the topology. 
Whenever the re-conceptualisation process takes place, each super-peer records and stores 
locally the concepts supported with their corresponding frequencies. This process involves 
the evaluation of the resources each peers holds and extraction of the concepts represented 
by those resources. The result of this process is the local concepts-frequencies table. Each of 
the super-peers needs to produce or update their concepts-frequencies table every time 
they go through the re-conceptualisation process. Table 5.4 illustrates an example of a 
super-peer's local concepts-frequencies table. Essentially, what the table demonstrates are 
the concepts supported by the specific super-peer and the occurrence of each concept 
based on the attached peers' resources. For instance, the concept 'Madonna' semantically 
describes 20 of the resources that the super-peer maintains either directly, through its local 
index, or through the group index, where information about its child peers is retained. The 
higher the frequency of a concept, the stronger the presence of related resources on the 
super-peer. The high frequency of 'Madonna' concept is an indication that there are 20 
resources semantically related to the artist 'Madonna', therefore, during query search, the 
super-peer has a high probability of answering queries semantically related to 'Madonna'.
The objective of introducing this table is to gradually be able to disseminate the super­
peers' semantic knowledge in the topology. Every time a super-peer produces a new local 
concepts-frequencies table it means that whenever a message exchange takes place the 
new table should be attached to the message. For this reason, the super-peer maintains a 
list of all the super-peers with which it is connected, accompanied by a flag whether the 
new table has been disseminated to them or not. This list is useful for the super-peer to 
keep track where the new table has been disseminated to, so it does not send it twice. Even 
though disseminating the same table more than once does not introduce any extra 
overhead in the network, it, however, requires extra processing power from the receiving 
super-peer's side for updating its global information.
Concept Frequency
A: Madonna 20
B: Vogue 4
C: Everybody 1
D: Michel Jackson 50
E: Britney Spears 8
F: Circus 3
Table 5.4 Example of super-peer's local concepts-frequencies table
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For avoiding flooding the network with messages, and risking compromising its availability, 
the table is shared using a pushed mechanism. Every time a super-peer communicates with 
another super-peer for exchanging query messages, the table is added in the message and 
more specifically, in the 'message related data' field (Section 5.3). In this way no extra 
messages need to be introduced. Additionally, the table is really small in size (it has been 
measured to only few hundreds of KBs) and, therefore, it will not considerably influence the 
size of the communication messages exchanged. The dissemination process through the 
push mechanism has as follows; for every query message the super-peer is sending, the 
super-peer will refer to the list of super-peers that have already received the table; if the 
targeting super-peer is not included in the list, then the table is attached to the message. In 
the case where a peer to peer communication is taking place during a query respond 
interaction, the table will still be attached to the message so that the peer can transfer it to 
its parent super-peer during another message communication. Simultaneously, for every 
message the super-peer receives and has a concepts-frequencies table attached it will 
update the corresponding super-peer's global topology-concepts-frequencies table.
Super-peer Concept Frequency
1 A: Madonna 20
B: Vogue 4
C: Everybody 11
D: Michel Jackson 59
E: Britney Spears 8
F: Circus 3
2 D: Michael Jackson 40
B: Vogue
C: Everybody
G:JLS 50
H: Love you more 67
3 J: One Direction 98
K: Beautiful 105
C: Everybody 1
L: Paradise 5
M: U2 18
N: Elvis Presley 1
0: Follow that dream
Table 5.5 Super-peer's global topology-concepts-frequencies table
Table 5.5 illustrates through an example a possible scenario of a super-peer's global 
topology-concepts-frequencies table. The global topology-concepts-frequencies table
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consists of many concepts-frequencies table of the various super-peers for which the super­
peer has received information. In this specific example, the super-peer holding the table has 
received information from three different super-peers, namely 1, 2 and 3. For each super­
peer, the global concepts-frequencies table keeps the corresponding concepts-frequency 
table.
It is important to clarify that the concepts-frequencies table is not disseminated to all super­
peers in the topology and, consequently, super-peers do not have a global semantic view of 
the network. Super-peers that have not received other super-peers' concepts-frequencies 
table have only a general semantic view of the topology based on the genre concepts each 
super-peer supports. More details on the query routing algorithm based on the concepts- 
frequencies table will follow in next the section.
5.7 Query analysis and routing
The DAT model relies on the SDA model foundation and this is why it was built on top of it. 
However, while moving along and gaining more expertise in the semantic information 
retrieval field, some enhancements and adaptations were considered beneficial for 
addressing some additional requirements. Consequently, a number of features were applied 
on the existing query analysis and routing mechanisms already implemented on SDA.
In the initial implementation of the SDA (see Chapter 4) and, more specifically, when 
analysing the query and categorising it to concepts, the Cosine Similarity measure is used for 
comparing a set of keywords against concept descriptions (Section 4.6.2). In the case of the 
DAT, the query analysis mechanism has been enhanced for improving the retrieval of similar 
keywords. For that reason, the Levenshtein distance measure (Sankoff, 1983) has been 
additionally employed. Cosine Similarity is more effective for long strings, as opposed to 
Levenshtein measure which is more effective in comparing small strings. The latter measure 
is used when performing a single keyword comparison, against another keyword, between 
query keywords and concept's individual keywords. For example, the Levenshtein measure 
can recognise that the keyword 'Madonna' is similar to 'Madona', where Cosine Similarity is 
failing to identify the similarity.
After the query has been analysed and related concepts have been attached to it, the query 
needs to be forwarded to the appropriate super-peers, based on the semantic similarity 
with the related concepts. For this process, the super-peer needs to refer to the global 
topology-concepts-frequencies table for deciding which super-peers are the most 
appropriate for satisfying the query. For each super-peer of the topology for which the 
querying peer has information would try and match the query concepts with each super­
peer's concepts.
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Initially, the querying super-peer will categorise the query concepts to specific and generic 
(for a detail description of specific and generic concepts see Section S.4). Starting with the 
query's specific concepts, it will go through the global topology-frequencies table and for 
each super-peer that has received concepts-frequencies information will try to match the 
query specific concepts with the corresponding super-peer's table concepts. For each 
matching concept of each super-peer, a similarity counter is recorded based on the 
matching concept's frequency. At the end of the process, the super-peer with the highest 
similarity counter is selected. Table S.6 illustrates the above method with an example. Based 
on the given example, the super-peer to be selected as the most appropriate for answering 
the query is super-peer 2, since the aggregated similarity counter is the highest among all 
other super-peers.
Query Concepts:
A: Vogue 
B: Madonna
Super-peer Concept Frequency Similarity counter
1 A: Vogue 36 36
2 A: Vogue 23
B: Madonna 54 .
3 A: Vogue 8 8
4 A: Vogue 1 1
Table 5.6 Concepts-frequencies similarity counter example
In the case where the query has not been satisfied, the second super-peer with the highest 
similarity counter will be selected (Figure 5.4). The process goes on until the query has been 
satisfied or TTL (Time-to-live values are explained below) has been reached.
In the case where the global topology-concepts-frequencies table has very few or no 
entries, the super-peer has to try to satisfy the query given the generic concepts. The list of 
concepts with the generic concepts has already been disseminated among the super-peers 
in the topology; leading to all super-peers having already acquired this knowledge. This 
process is the same as the one described in the SDA model (see Section 4.6.2).
Before implementing DAT, in the SDA model, queries were satisfied within two hops, 
because the network was invariable. However, for DAT, where resources, peers and 
concepts move around the network, it is considered wise to introduce the TTL (Time-To- 
Live) parameter. Every time a query needs to be forwarded, the super-peer has to consult 
the global topology-concepts-frequencies table. Since, the table is not always up-to-date or 
does not contain semantic-specific information for the given query, the query might need to 
be forwarded again. Consequently, an expiration mechanism needs to be put in place, so 
that the query will not endlessly circulate in the network. TTL is the most common
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mechanism used in P2P networks for setting the query horizon, since, it specifies the 
maximum number of steps the query can take in the network. This mechanism Is also useful 
because it sets limits to the number of messages generated in the network by the discovery 
mechanism. As, TTL might vary based on the discovery mechanism, a number of 
experiments took place in order to define the ideal number for TTL. All experiments are 
described and analysed in Chapter 6.
Requesting peer
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Figure 5.4 Query routing using concepts-frequencies table
A simple query routing example, where the concepts-frequencies tables are utilised, is 
demonstrated in Figure 5.4. In step 1, peer 1 sends the query request Vogue' to its parent 
super-peer 1, after the query analysis takes place and the query is semantically related to 
the specific song concept Vogue' and 'artist concept 'Madonna' the super-peer does not
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have an entry in the global concepts-frequencies table supporting the song concept 'Vogue', 
but since 'Madonna' is related to 'Vogue' the query is forwarded to the super-peer 
supporting 'Madonna'. Since 'Madonna' and 'Vogue' are semantically related, there are high 
possibilities that super-peer 2, which supports 'Madonna', either have 'Vogue', but this does 
not appear in the routing table because it is either outdated or not a strong concept, or to 
know a super-peer that has the song 'Vogue' since it maintains information about other 
super-peers that are semantically related to its concepts. In step 2 the query is routed to 
super-peer 2. Super-peer 2 does not support the song 'Vogue' but the routing table 
indicates that super-peer 5 does, hence, in step 3 the query is forwarded to super-peer 5 
which can indeed satisfy the request through its child peer 2.
In another scenario, if super-peer 1 did not support any of the query's specific concepts, the 
generic concept of the query, in this case 'Pop', would be utilised and the query would be 
forwarded to the super-peer that supports the generic concept 'Pop'. This scenario indicates 
that the super-peers are still interconnected in a mesh topology but the information 
retained for each of the super-peers change the way the query is routed. Even though the 
super-peers still maintain their initial connections with the rest of the super-peers in the 
topology, as the network evolves and adapts to the semantic-driven approach, super-peers 
change semantically as well. Because of that change, super-peers need to inform the 
network about their semantic alterations. The new semantic information is exchanged only 
within super-peer existing communication, hence only a specific number of super-peers gets 
updated about the topology's semantic changes. The generic genre layer remains a plan B, 
whenever the specific layer created cannot satisfy the query request.
5.8 Summary
This chapter presents DAT, the dynamic adaptive topology, a model for providing semantic- 
driven optimisations following a dynamic and autonomous approach. DAT is a key 
component of the semantic-driven system implemented for this thesis, therefore, it is built 
on top of the SDA component analysed in the previous chapter. The dynamic optimisations 
in DAT are achieved by, firstly, monitoring the network's behaviour regarding the workload, 
super-peer alterations and peer movements, and, secondly, by taking the required actions 
through semantic-driven adaptations.
Since DAT's objective is scalability and fault tolerance, one of its strengths lies in its ability to 
create timely, long lasting and effective topological changes. Scalability can be achieved 
when the traffic in the network is well balanced among the super-peers. For this reason, 
DAT introduces the overloading and under-loading mechanisms that super-peers can 
employ for sharing their workload with newly created super-peers when overloaded or for 
merging with existing semantically similar super-peers when under-loaded. These 
topological movements along with the query reply-based resource movements, the super­
peers' semantic presence fluctuates; therefore, for maintaining the efficiency of query
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routing, super-peers periodically employ the re-conceptualisation mechanism. This 
mechanism also contributes towards the network's scalability, since queries are efficiently 
routed and, thus, excessive traffic generation is avoided.
However, one of the challenges the DAT model has to overcome is the creation of 
ephemeral super-peers during the splitting of overloaded super-peers. If the new super­
peer introduced cannot attract equally the workload of the overloaded super-peer, then the 
overloaded super-peer needs to partition again, introducing extra overhead in the network 
during the splitting process. This issue is rectified by taking into consideration both workload 
and semantics when partitioning the super-peer and, hence, maintain the efficiency of the 
semantic-driven architecture and also provide effective partitioning by taking into 
consideration all possible factors that affect the workload.
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Chapter 6
6 Case Study: Music Ontology
For evaluating the unstructured P2P system proposed in this thesis, a music file sharing 
system has been used as a case study scenario. The reason for choosing the music domain 
for testing the proposed system is that distributed music file sharing systems are of great 
interest; prove are large scale P2P applications that have been deployed for that purpose 
(eg. Kazaa, Napster, Bearshear, iMesh, Limewire). Additionally, there is a huge amount of 
music data available which makes it feasible to perform pragmatic experimental evaluation. 
In general, multimedia file sharing is a domain where a lot of metadata-rich resources can 
be found and utilised for building the corresponding ontology. As described in Chapter 4, for 
meeting the design objectives of the proposed system, a domain specific music ontology is 
required (see more details in Section 4.2). Music files are associated with a set of metadata, 
such as genre, artist and other music related attributes, which enable the creation of a 
widely accepted vocabulary for the music ontology. For creating the music ontology, a P2P 
file sharing crawler has been customised and used for collecting real user data. IR-Wire 
(Nguyen et al., 2007) is a Gnutella data crawler and analyser. It is a publicly available system 
that collects data that can be further used for creating realistic file-sharing environment 
models.
This chapter presents the implementation stage of this thesis' proposed system in a 
chronological manner. The implementation stage can be divided in three major phases. The 
first phase incorporates the real user data collection process, where part of it is used for 
building the ontology and other part for creating the P2P network architecture. Based on 
the metadata type of the data collected, the ontology structure is designed, followed by the 
actual metadata extraction process where the formation of concepts takes place and 
ultimately the final ontology is constructed. In the second phase, the SDA model is designed, 
where its topology architecture is defined and the reasoning behind the searching algorithm 
is implemented based on the concepts formed during the first phase. The third and last 
phase depicts the evolution of the SDA model with the integration of extra mechanisms 
which define the DAT component.
6.1 Data collection and ontology learning
For the needs of this research real user data has been gathered where an open source P2P 
system, the Li me Wire Data Crawler (IR-Wire: Gnutella Data Crawler and Analyzer, 2006), has 
been utilised after been customised to the proposed system's needs. LimeWire Data 
Crawler collects information from a Gnutella-like network and stores it in a relational
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database (mySQL). The specific data crawler is built on top of Li me Wire client, thus it 
supports all the Li me Wire functionalities. The data crawler collects incoming and outgoing 
queries, as well as peer information and the metadata of the music file resources. To be able 
to utilise the data collected, the peers' information and the metadata of the collected 
network resources need to be extracted and analysed.
For populating with data instances the domain specific ontology the metadata of the 
network resources collected need to be exploited, therefore a data analysis process is 
essential. During the data analysis process an ontology-driven extraction of domain-specific 
metadata types was employed for acquiring the semantic data from the file resources of the 
network. This is a direct mapping between, the embedded metadata of the resources and 
the corresponding ontology instances. Firstly, the metadata content, comprised by a set of 
keywords, was matched to the corresponding ontology concept types. If no identical 
instance existed then the concept was formulated and added in the ontology, otherwise no 
entry was made. It is possible that a particular keyword to be associated with more than one 
concept type in the ontology, therefore, the association between keyword and concept 
instances could be one to many. The above case is possible when one term has various 
meanings.
To be more specific, after the data collection process, the resources of the network are 
represented and stored in a relational database (mySQL). Each resource is represented as a 
table row where the corresponding columns give the metadata of the resource. Below is an 
example of a music resource collected from LimeWire crawler. For practicality purposes only 
the fields necessary forming the music ontology are shown. The last four fields, Genre- 
Album-Artist-Song, represent the metadata embedded on the specific music resource.
Resourceld FileName Genre Album Artist Song
1 Madonna-Jump.mp3 Pop Confessions on a Dance 
Floor
Madonn
a
Jump
As described in the previous chapter in Section 4.2.1, there is a predefined vocabulary 
incorporating the ontology concepts, where each concept of the ontology must be of a 
specific type namely artist, album, genre, song; therefore, for every music resource, 
concepts of a specific type are created based on the given metadata.
Based on the above music file, the associated concepts' generated are as follows:
Conceptid ConceptType Kevword(s)
1 Artist Madonna
2 Album Confessions on a Dance Floor
3 Genre Pop
4 Song Jump
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The concepts produced from the above music file, populate the ontology with four concept 
instances, of the four concept types identified (artist, album, genre, song). The actual 
resource is semantically represented with the most specific concept of the ones retrieved, 
which is the concept of type song, and based on the above example is concept id 4.
Similarly to the ontology creation, for creating the network topology the collected peer 
information was analysed and the corresponding peers of the network were generated. The 
peers collected by Li me Wire crawler were represented by IP addresses and each IP address 
was linked to a number of file resources owned by the peer. For simplicity purposes each IP 
address was converted to a corresponding ID number and similarly represents a peer within 
the simulated P2P environment; also each peer ID is connected to the number of resources 
owned by the peer. The user queries collected by the crawler were used as such without any 
modifications, since they are represented by a set of music related keywords that can be 
used when searching for music files.
On the one hand, an independent ontology, built without taking into consideration the 
network's knowledge, can merely help the query routing process. On the other hand, an 
ontology built while taking into account the resources of the network, can be utilised not 
only for efficient query routing but, also for aiding the construction of the network in a 
semantic-driven way. P2P networks are famous for their volatile behaviour, therefore, 
ontology is even more useful when incorporating this volatile behaviour in its design and 
structure, this ontology building process is called ontology learning architecture (Maedche 
and Staab, 2001). The ontology learning architecture of the music ontology comprises of five 
components:
1. Tags extraction (Resource processing)
2. Metadata evaluation and concept formation
3. Ontology vocabulary (Schema)
4. Ontology update mechanism (Ontology learning)
5. Ontology
The tag extraction mechanism is responsible for extracting from the resources (user files) 
the user tags. These tags represent the metadata of the resources therefore they form the 
basis for the concepts formation. The metadata represent concept instances in the ontology 
which are based on the ontology vocabulary. Before updating the ontology with the concept 
instances, first a check needs to take place, whether the concept instance already exists in 
the ontology or if it needs to be added. The final component it is the actual ontology, for the 
creation of which, all of the above processes take place. This process is recursively and 
occurs every time a peer joins the network. Figure 6.1 depicts the ontology learning 
architecture of the music ontology used with the proposed system.
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Figure 6.1 Ontology learning architecture
After explaining in detail the procedures employed for creating the music ontology, in the 
sections below the simulation environment of SDA and DAT components is explained, which 
represent phase two and three of the implementation stage and used for evaluating the 
proposed system.
6.2 Simulation environment
The performance of the SDA and DAT components were evaluated by simulating the 
proposed environment. For carrying out the experiments a special-purpose simulator has 
been developed In Java. The simulator was designed bearing in mind real network 
conditions, like running queries in parallel and continuously generating new queries. 
Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that the simulator omits some other issues, including 
the peers' join-leave activity, the delays of messages caused by network interruptions and 
so on. Despite these omissions, the simulator is able to provide the basic simulations for 
understanding the fundamental properties of the proposed system and the other simulating 
benchmark algorithms.
Currently there is no commonly agreed evaluation methodology and benchmark for 
semantic search, thus Social P2P (Liu et al., 2007) and Traditional super-peer networks were 
chosen as comparable systems. The proposed architecture is compared against a traditional
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super-peer network as a super-peer hierarchy is employed in the proposed system as well. 
Since conceptualising the network potentially can add processing overhead to the peers, it 
needs to be proven that the effort is worthwhile (for more details about the benchmark 
algorithms see Chapter 3 Section 3.7). The two algorithms need to adapt to the semantic 
environment of the proposed system to become appropriate to work as benchmarks. These 
adaptations are more analytically explained below for each system.
Usually, a traditionally super-peer based network comprises of a number of super-peers 
which is interconnect with a number of neighbours and have a number of peers linked to 
them. Similarly, the simulation environment of the Traditional super-peer network 
comprises of the following characteristics: each super-peers supports one of the ontology's 
genre concepts and each super-peer is connected to three super-peer neighbours. Each 
super-peer maintains a group index which incorporates information for its child peers and 
neighbouring super-peers. In detail, the group index holds information of child peers' 
resources plus corresponding metadata, and also neighbouring super-peers resources and 
metadata. Each peer is only, connected to one super-peer and all peer requests go through 
it.
In Social P2P environment peers represent interests' topics and peers covering the same 
topics are more likely to be interconnected. Queries are forwarded to peers who are 
relevant to the topic or to the area of interest of the topic. An interest area of Social-P2P is a 
semantic area with a set of topics. The authors of Social P2P in their experiments use 
interest areas from the open directory categories ("OOP - Open Directory Project," 1998- 
2010). Correspondingly, in the SDA model peers are connected to super-peers based on 
their resources conceptual similarity. Queries are forwarded to conceptually related super­
peers and peers. To set an impartial comparison between the two algorithms the music 
ontology is set as a knowledge base for Social P2P simulation environment; thus the social 
P2P algorithm had to be adapted and use the music ontology as well. For creating an 
analogous environment for Social P2P, an interest area has as equivalence a genre concept, 
which represents the more generic concept of the ontology and topics relate to concepts of 
type artist, album and song.
The simulation environment was parameterised based on a set of attributes as shown 
below:
• Network size: it is the number of super-peers and peers in the network.
• Connectivity degree: it is the number of neighbours of a super-peer. Every super-peer is 
connected to a number of other super-peers with which sends and receives requests.
• Time-to-live (TTL): it is the maximum number of hops a query can travel in the topology.
• Processing capacity: it represents the number of queries a super-peer can process.
• Search techniques: they are methods used for deciding on the route a query request 
should follow and vary based on the algorithm simulated.
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For simulating the Social P2P and Traditional super-peer each query had a TTL equals to 3 
hops, for limiting the life time of messages and the number of peers to be contacted in each 
hop was set to 3. The knowledge index has an upper limit of 40 entries. Time is represented 
as a sequence of timeslots during which queries are generated, forwarded and processed. 
Each experiment comprises of 100 timeslots.
For simulating the proposed system the topology is formed based on a mesh structure 
where all super-peers are interconnected. The network resources are allocated to peers 
based on the data collected from the crawler. During the data collection process it was also 
listed which peer holds what resources, thus, during the simulator initialisation phase the 
resource information is analysed and a network with real user and resources information is 
set. As far as the peer to super-peer connectivity is concerned, peer resources are 
semantically analysed and peers connect to super-peers that can support their resources' 
concepts.
The behaviour of the proposed system is evaluated based on a set of metrics:
• Success rate: it represents the ratio of the queries successfully satisfied to the queries 
generated. It is calculated by dividing the number of queries successfully satisfied with 
the number of queries generated within a specific time period. This metric is an 
indicator of the performance of a P2P network. Flighest the success rate, better the 
performance of a P2P network.
• Traffic: it represents the ratio of messages produced to the queries generated. It is 
calculated by dividing the number of messages produced, for satisfying a number of 
query requests, with the number of query requests. This metric evaluates the overhead 
produced regarding the messages exchanged to satisfy the query requests. Fewer the 
messages, better the scalability of a P2P network.
• Rejected queries rate: it represents the ratio of queries rejected, due to processing 
capacity reached over the peer, to the queries generated. It is calculated by dividing the 
number of queries rejected with the number of queries generated within a specific time 
period. This metric is an indicator of how well balanced a P2P network is.
• Workload: it represents the actual number of requests processed by a super-peer within 
a specific time period. Every time a super-peer processes a request, this requests counts 
towards its actual workload. This is a good indicator showing whether the workload is 
balanced within the network and can point to any potential scalability issues.
6.3 Simulation operation
For simulating SDA and DAT, the simulator mentioned in the previous section has been 
employed. Time is simulated as a sequence of timeslots where messages are processed and 
propagate the network for a single hop. No network delays have been simulated; therefore, 
a message processed in one timeslot is forwarded in the consequence timeslot. Timeslots
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are equivalent to iterations and during each iteration three phases take place. It is also 
important to mention that every peer has a buffer which is divided in two parts, the input 
buffer and the output buffer. In the input buffer reside the queries received from other 
peers and in the output buffer reside the queries that have been processed and are ready to 
be forwarded to the destined peers. Having clarify that, in the first phase the queries 
residing in the peers' output buffer are forwarded to their destination. Following, is the 
second phase where queries newly arrived in the input buffer are processed. Finally, the 
third phase involves the generation of queries, where peers send their new query requests 
in the network.
Apart from the regular processes that occur at each iteration, there are additional events 
which are not completely time related. These events are directly linked to DAT component 
and are concerned with network optimisation mechanisms. For example, an increase in 
workload will trigger a super-peer to initiate the splitting process, where in this case the 
overloaded super-peer will split in two and the workload will be shared with a new super­
peer. Similarly, a drop in workload will sign the launch of the merging-process, where under­
loaded super-peers merge with selected super-peers in the topology. Likewise, re­
conceptualisation takes place based on the changes occurred on each super-peer.
During all the experiments the same initial configuration is established for constructing the 
simulation environment. The simulator first creates the network topology by initialising the 
peers and the super-peers. Then all the wiring takes place where super-peers get 
interconnected and peers are assigned to parent super-peers. Both, super-peers and peers 
remain fixed during the simulations, with the exception of the reconfiguration that takes 
place during the adaptivity process, where peers are promoted to super-peers and super­
peers are demoted to peers.
Concluding, to ensure the proper functionality of the simulator, appropriate automatic 
testing mechanisms were developed in order to avoid any logical errors. To give an example, 
for every query initiated a sequence of messages propagating the network should follow. 
For this reason a mechanism has been put in place which captures all the possible cases of 
message types. In the situation where a message is missed the simulator will throw an 
exception notifying for the logical error. Furthermore, queries cannot propagate the 
network beyond a predefined number of hops; therefore resource discovery terminates 
when the resource has been found or when the query reaches the preset query horizon. 
Additionally, during each experiment log files were created keeping track of peers, concepts, 
query parameters and message counters. These files were used to cross verify that, based 
on the different events taking place during each simulation, the right number of messages 
were produced and the appropriate type and number of peers were in place. This was part 
of the manual testing process following all the experiments conducted.
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6.4 System key components
6.4.1 SDA
The goal of the experiments is twofold: on one hand, the effectiveness of the SDA needs to 
be tested against the existing paradigms in order to examine whether the semantic 
organisation of the upper-layer improves the performance of the P2P network, in terms of 
query satisfaction rate. On the other hand, it must be ensured that the semantic layer does 
not create excessive traffic when querying the network in a conceptually guided manner. 
Lastly, the experiments serve as guidance in solving any potential issues and also as a 
foundation for forming the second part of the proposed system, the DAT component. These 
experiments were also presented in (Eftychiou and Vrusias, 2010).
For evaluating the performance of each algorithm the following criteria has been 
established as comparison measures when analysing the experimental results:
• Query success rate: the success rate of a query is calculated by dividing the number 
of successful queries by the number of generated queries.
• Traffic: this is the total number of messages sent by the peers when forwarding 
queries and query results.
• Overload: this is the total numbers of queries rejected due to exceeding processing 
capacity threshold.
6.4.1.1 Proof of concept
During this set of experiments the music ontology comprises of 450 concepts, of which, 20 
represent genre concepts and they structure the higher-level of the super-peers topology, 
the rest represent concepts of type artist, album and song. In total, there are 330 resources 
in the network, each one described by a concept type (usually of type song) and distributed 
to various peers among the 200 that form the topology. There are 440 unique queries, 30 of 
which are chosen at each timeslot to propagate the network.
A. Query success
Figure 6.2a below, demonstrates the performance of the three algorithms, SDA, Traditional 
super-peer and Social P2P, in terms of query success. The SDA algorithm produces higher 
success rate compared to Traditional super-peer and Social P2P. This good performance of 
SDA performance can be attributed to the semantic-driven architecture of the network. 
Since peers and super-peers are assigned to specific concepts, based on their resources 
semantics, and, queries are routed approximately to those semantic similar peers, the 
possibility of finding the requesting resources increases and therefore more queries are 
satisfied.
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In Social P2P, queries are forwarded to peers that have previously satisfied query requests, 
assuming that since those peers have the same interests can satisfy similar query requests, 
also based on this process peers gradually connect to other peers with the same interests. It 
has been observed however, that the process of connecting to semantically similar peers is 
time consuming and in the meantime queries cannot be successfully satisfied, consequently 
Social P2P producing smaller success. The Traditional super-peer network has almost the 
same high success rate as SDA and the reason is the small size of the network under 
experimentation. Since, the queries are broadcasted in the upper layer amongst super­
peers, and since the upper layer consists of a small number of super-peers, with only a 
couple of broadcasts the whole network is propagated with query requests, making it easier 
to locate a resource.
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Figure 6.2 SDA, Traditional super-peer and Social P2P a) General performance, b) Success rate
Figure 6.2b, gives a more detail comparison between the three algorithms where success 
rate is illustrated in each timeslot. As it can be observed SDA is more stable -  80% success in 
average -  regarding successful queries throughout the experiment. On the contrary. Social 
P2P has a much lower success rate compared to SDA, which towards the middle of the 
experiment it increases and follows a more stable behaviour until the end of the 
experiment. The reason for this behaviour can be credited to the fact that in the beginning 
of the experiment peers have little knowledge of the network, butas queries propagate the 
network and peers knowledge index is enriched, queries are more efficiently routed and 
consequently the success rate increases and eventually becomes stable. Traditional super­
peer network have a high and stable success rate, which, as already explained above, is due 
to the broadcasting mechanisms applied in the small scale network.
The credits for the stable behaviour of SDA are attributed to the conceptual way peers and 
super-peers are interconnected. This design ensures that if a resource exists there is a high 
possibility for locating it. A resource might not be located in the situation where this 
resource is rare, and, the majority of the other resources that reside in the same peer
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belong to non-related concepts. Additionally, it is logical to expect that semantically poor 
resources have fewer possibilities to be located as well.
B. T ra ffic
This set of experiments calculates the traffic generated by SDA and compares it against the 
Traditional super-peer and Social P2P networks. This evaluation also involves some 
mathematical calculated metrics which are compared against the simulation results.
To calculate the number of messages the Social P2P network produces, the following 
formula is used:
M Social P2P - Q n *
/=l
where Qn is the number of queries per timeslot and Qp the number of querying peers per 
query. For a network with 30 generated queries at a timeslot, 3 peers to be contacted at a 
time and TTL=3 the calculations give the maximum number of messages to be generated per 
timeslot:
M Social P2P =  1170 messages.
To this number needs to be added the number of messages generated for returning the 
query results to the requesting peer. This is calculated by multiplying the messages by the 
number of peers, each peer has forwarded the query to. Thus, the total number of 
messages produced is: 1980 messages per timeslot. The simulation results give total average 
messages 1887, which is an expected value.
For calculating the number of messages for the Traditional super-peer network a similar 
formula to Social P2P is applied. The difference is instead of peers, super-peers are 
contacted instead:
TTL
M  Traditional super-peer “ Q n *  '^ ^{QspY
/=!
The hierarchical structure is the reason Traditional super-peer network produces fewer 
messages than Social P2P. With a single broadcast much more peers are contacted rather 
than in Social P2P, thus there is a bigger possibility for locating the requesting resource. For 
calculating the number of messages for the SDA network the following formula can be 
applied:
M SDA = Q n + +Qp
/= l
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where Qn is the number of generated queries per timeslot, Nsp is the number of super-peers 
the query is forwarded to, P is the peers specific to the concept and Qf the number of 
forwarded queries.
Due to the use of real data and not fabricated generated data, during the proposed system 
simulations a number of assumptions need to be made. It is assumed that in average, each 
super-peer is the parent of 10 (200 peers/20 super-peers) peers, therefore at each time 
approximately one third of the peers are considered to be query concept specific peers. 
After applying the above assumptions on the formula the following results are retrieved:
M SDA= 91 messages
The above number of messages does not include the messages sent for returning the results 
to the requested peer. For getting the total number of messages the messages found above 
need to be multiplied by 2 (that is all the peers that the query has been forwarded to send 
back a response). Thus, the total number of messages produced is: 182 messages. The 
simulation results give total average messages 165, which is an expected value. The graph in 
Figure 6.3 demonstrates these figures diagrammatically. It is observed that SDA generates 
much less messages than the Social P2P network. The reduced number of messages is 
credited to the super-peer hierarchical approach the system employs.
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Figure 6.3 Average messages sent: Semantic-driven, Traditional super-peer and Social P2P comparison
This justifies the initial decision of using a hierarchical layer when building the proposed 
system. It is proved that even the controlled flooding used by Social P2P generates a lot of 
traffic in the network. To sum-up, SDA system outperformed the traditional P2P and Social 
P2P in success rate and cost of messages, fulfilling the purpose of its design. The specific 
architecture was initially chosen among random flat and structured approaches for its 
advantages of reduced traffic and the capability of locating easily resources.
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C. Overload
In this set of experiments the workload of the peers is assessed in terms of queries 
processed per timeslot. The purpose is to evaluate whether the network exhibits good load 
balancing behaviour; translated as the amount of workload each peer process and whether 
the processed workload is equally disseminated among the super-peers. Since overloaded 
super-peers have high possibility of causing network bottlenecks due to their incapability of 
serving network queries, during the experiment the queries processed per super-peer, or 
peer in the case of Social P2P, where counted. When a specific number of processed queries 
was reached the successive incoming queries could not be processed and therefore were 
rejected and marked as failed queries. The graph in Figure 6.4 demonstrates the rejected 
queries of each algorithm due to peer overloading.
This successful behaviour of SDA is due to queries being forwarded to the correct super­
peer where they are likely to be satisfied from the first hop, hence queries do not 
accumulate in peers to cause processing overload. In the Traditional super-peer and the 
Social P2P there is a high probability of peer overload since queries are more likely to blindly 
be broadcasted to neighbouring peers.
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Figure 6.4 Small scale network -  Overloading
To sum-up, SDA outperformed the Social P2P and Traditional super-peer in success rate, 
cost of messages, and network load-balancing, therefore fulfilling the purpose of its design. 
The specific architecture was initially chosen among random flat and structured approaches 
for its advantages of reduced traffic and the capability of locating resources easily. 
Nevertheless, current evaluation acts only as a proof of concept for the proposed system, 
further evaluations include a larger dataset and topology for measuring the scalability of the 
architecture. For that purpose, the same set of experiments was carried out in a large scale 
network and the results are presented and analysed in the following section.
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6.4.1.2 Large scale network
During this set of experiments the music ontology comprises of 2188 concepts, of which 153 
represent genre concepts, who structure the higher-level of the super-peers topology; the 
rest represent concepts of type artist, album and song. In total, there are 3760 resources in 
the network, each one described by a song, artist, album or genre concept and distributed 
to various nodes among the 1500 that form the topology. There are 1000 unique queries, 30 
of which are chosen at each timeslot to propagate the network.
A. Query success
Figure 6.5a demonstrates the performance of SDA, Social P2P and Traditional super-peer 
architecture in terms of query success. SDA produces higher success rate when compared to 
both Social P2P and Traditional super-peer architectures. This performance can be 
attributed to the semantic-driven architecture of the network. Since peers are assigned to 
specific concepts based on their resources' conceptualisation, and queries are routed 
approximately to those semantic similar peers, the possibility for high success rate 
increases. In Social P2P queries are forwarded to peers that have previously satisfied query 
requests, assuming that peers gradually connect to other peers with the same interests. As 
already observed, the enrichment of the knowledge index is time consuming and therefore 
Social P2P cannot take informed decisions during query routing, resulting in lower query 
success compared to SDA. The Traditional super-peer architecture has a higher success rate 
than Social P2P because of the hierarchical topology that it employs, despite that it has a 
lower success rate compared to SDA. Even though traditional P2P make use of resources 
metadata like SDA, the lack of a collective, domain specific, ontology is the consequence of 
poor search results, since queries cannot be semantically mapped to resources.
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Figure 6.5 Large scale network a) Success rate, b) Success rate compared with super-peer Social P2P
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It can be additionally observed that SDA is more stable -  around 80% success rate in average 
-  in terms of successfully satisfied queries. On the contrary, Social P2P produces an 
increasing query success rate in the beginning of the experiments, continuing with a more 
stable behaviour through the end. The reason for this behaviour is the lack of network 
knowledge at the beginning of the experiments since the peers' knowledge index is empty, 
but as queries propagate the network and peers knowledge index is enriched, the success 
rate increases and becomes more stable. Traditional super-peer architecture also has a 
more volatile behaviour compared to SDA.
The comparison of the Social P2P algorithm with SDA and Traditional super-peer models is 
considered a good benchmark since it performs a good comparison between unstructured 
P2P topologies. However, to set a balanced comparison between the three algorithms it is 
considered practical to adapt the Social P2P architecture to a hierarchical topology where 
the social behaviour will take place in the super-peers level. Therefore, to ensure the good 
performance of the proposed semantic-driven model, given its hierarchical architecture, 
another set of experiments was conducted where super-peer based Social P2P is compared 
against SDA and Traditional super-peer architectures (Figure 6.5b).
As expected the super-peer based Social P2P architecture outperforms the flat Social P2P 
counterpart. Since the network knowledge is shared among the super-peers, which are 
much less (153) compared to the number of peers (1500), the network knowledge can be 
advertised much quicker. Even when initially the knowledge index is empty and a blind 
search technique is applied the query can reach more resources in a small network 
therefore the success rate is much higher than in the flat Social P2P architecture. The super­
peer Social P2P also outperforms the Traditional super-peer algorithm. Social P2P make a 
better utilisation of the network knowledge as opposed to Traditional super-peer where 
even though resources are represented semantically with metadata, this feature is not 
further utilised by the network. The credits for the stable behaviour of SDA are given to the 
conceptual way peers and super-peers are interconnected. This design ensures that if a 
resource exists there is a high probability to locate it.
B. T ra ffic
This set of experiments calculates the traffic generated by all three algorithms. The graph in 
Figure 6.6 demonstrates these figures diagrammatically. It is observed that SDA generates 
much less messages than the super-peer Social P2P and the Traditional super-peer network. 
The reduced number of messages is credited to the way the query is routed, since the query 
is forwarded to super-peers that can satisfy it, further forwarding of the query is avoided, 
thus the messages propagating the network are less.
The Traditional super-peer topology uses broadcasting, in the case the query cannot be 
satisfied by its immediate neighbours, which consequently causes excessive network traffic.
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Finally, it has been observed that the controlled flooding and the usage of the knowledge 
index concept by super-peer based Social P2P help to generate less traffic in the network 
compared to Traditional super-peer P2P. Furthermore, the super-peer based Social P2P 
demonstrates improvement with regards to the traffic produced, since the average 
messages sent has a decreasing trend. In the beginning of the experiments the knowledge 
index of the super-peers is empty, but as queries propagate the network and knowledge 
index information is enriched, queries are routed using informed decisions, consequently 
arriving to super-peers that can satisfy them with fewer hops.
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C. Overload
In this set of experiments, the workload of each super-peer is calculated by setting a 
capacity threshold for processing queries. When a super-peer reaches the capacity 
threshold, it is considered overloaded and it cannot process any more queries. Figure 6.7 
demonstrates diagrammatically the rejected queries rate depicting in this way the workload 
weight carried by each algorithm.
In SDA, a super-peer that supports a popular genre concept is expected to have the biggest 
number of child peers and, hence, it is more likely to accept a bigger number of queries in 
comparison with the other super-peers. Results demonstrate that even under such 
circumstances this type of algorithm has the lowest overloading on super-peers in 
comparison with the other algorithms. This behaviour is due to queries being forwarded to 
the correct super-peer, where they are likely to be satisfied from the first hop; hence 
queries do not accumulate in super-peers to cause overloading.
In the Traditional super-peer topology there is a high probability of super-peers becoming 
overloaded since queries are more likely to be broadcasted to neighbouring peers until TTL 
is reached or until the queries are satisfied. In this type of topology, a super-peer has an 
index of its child peers and neighbouring super-peers, but this does not give a broad view of
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the network's knowledge, thus, super-peers do not have the capability to find the best 
matching super-peer for the requested queries. Due to this limitation, additional query 
forwarding is required to satisfy each query in the topology, which may cause super-peers 
to reach their processing capacity threshold and hence become overloaded. Social P2P 
topology has a similar but little lower failure rate compared to the Traditional super-peer 
topology, since, it uses a similar form of broadcasting. However, the social behaviour 
mechanisms employed by Social P2P super-peers produce less traffic compared to the 
complete broadcasting mechanisms employed by the Traditional super-peer algorithm.
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Figure 6.7 Large scale network- overloading
The above experiments demonstrated that SDA continuous to perform successfully in a 
larger network as well. The high success rate, low traffic and well load-balanced workload 
can be credited to the semantic way resources are described and searched. Since the 
system architecture is built based on the concepts which describe the network resources, 
the resource discovery process becomes more successful. After experimentally proving that 
SDA can provide efficient query routing and thus enhance information retrieval in 
unstructured P2P systems, the second key component, DAT, is evaluated. The following 
section provides a series of experiments that test the performance of DAT.
6.4.2 DAT
This section simulates the DAT component. The purpose of the experiments is to examine 
whether the adaptive mechanisms employed, indeed contribute towards the creation of an 
effective dynamic adaptive topology. The topology must demonstrate attributes of well- 
balanced workload among its peers, which must be also carried out in a dynamic way. 
Similarly, it must respond in network requests in an autonomous way where super-peers are 
capable to independently make decisions without the interference of a centralised
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authority. The dynamic adaptive topology to be effective must not infer excessive cost in 
the number of messages exchanged in the network.
The performance of the algorithm has been evaluated using the following metrics:
• Query success rate: the success rate of a query is calculated by dividing the number 
of successful queries by the number of generated queries.
• Traffic: this is the total number of messages sent by the peers when forwarding 
queries and query results.
• Workload: this is the total numbers of queries processed by super-peers on a given 
time frame.
During this set of experiments the music ontology comprises of 2188 concepts, of which 153 
represent genre concepts and they structure the higher-level of the super-peers topology; 
the rest represent concepts of type artist, album and song. In total, there are 3824 
resources in the network, each one described by a song, artist, album or genre concept and 
distributed to various nodes among the 1601 that form the topology. There are 2197 unique 
queries, 50 of which are chosen at each timeslot to propagate the network.
A. Success Rate
The first experiment compares the performance of DAT with the SDA model. Traditional 
super-peer and Social super-peer P2P topologies. The reason DAT is compared against SDA 
model is to justify whether, the extra responsibilities the super-peers have to undertake for 
rewiring the topology, indeed contribute to a well performed system. Another reason is to 
examine whether the extra features added (see Chapter 5 - Section 5.7) in the new 
searching algorithm indeed improve the performance rather than negatively affecting it.
As it is demonstrated in Figure 6.8, DAT starts with the same success rate as the SDA model, 
but, as rewiring begins to take place, DAT outperforms ail other algorithms, initially DAT 
starts with the same topological structure as the SDA model where each super-peer 
supports a genre concept, and peers are attached to super-peers based on their related 
genre concepts extracted from their resources. Differently in DAT, as super-peers become 
overloaded, before becoming incapable to serve the network, they initiate a splitting 
process where workload is shared with a newly introduced super-peer (detail analysis of the 
splitting process has been given in Chapter 5 - Section 5.4). The advantages of this rewiring 
process are two-foid: first, potential bottlenecks are avoided and therefore network 
processes continue to run smoothly and second, during the splitting process, a different 
distribution of concepts takes place, where super-peers not only support generic genre 
concepts but also more specific concepts like artist, album and song; since the majority of 
the resources are attached to specific song concepts, by giving to the super-peers the
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capability to advertise those specific concepts as well, it makes the query discovery process 
more effective.
Additionally, the introduction of the topology-concepts-frequencies table (see Chapter 5- 
Section 5.6) on each super-peer has been proven to be beneficial in terms of taking effective 
query routing decisions, since now, super-peers have a broader view of what each super­
peer supports and can make more informed decisions where the query should be routed. 
However, since this table is not broadcasted in the topology, there is the risk the not to 
reach super-peers that are more likely to need it (with semantically similar concepts) and 
consequently affect the success of query requests. The experimental results, however, 
reveal that the selective dissemination of the concepts-frequencies table reaches the 
semantically interested super-peers since not only success rate is not affected but it also 
improves. Nevertheless, when introduced this more detail distribution of information, there 
was the concern whether this implementation would potentially overwhelm the network in 
terms of traffic when exchanging update related messages. Therefore, careful decisions 
have been taken on this continuous exchange of information to ensure that the advantages 
in performance would not be overshadowed by excessive traffic. This aspect is examined in 
more detail in the next section where traffic related findings are explored.
Additionally, the good performance of DAT can also be attributed to the benefits introduced 
by the re-conceptualisation mechanisms. Super-peers periodically check whether the 
concepts they advertise to support are in synch with the concepts their child peers support. 
Since peers continuously request new resources and upon a successful reply the resource is 
downloaded locally on the requesting peer, it is fair to assume that peers concepts can vary 
from time to time. Therefore, if the super-peer does not provide a mechanism to properly 
advertise the new concepts emerged, query routing decisions could become outdated and 
ambiguous.
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Figure 6.8 Success rate comparison between DAT, SDA, Traditional super-peer and Social P2P
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Finally, the merging mechanisms DAT employs have also contributed in the good 
performance in terms of successful query responses. Initially, super-peers support the 
ontology's genre concepts, some concepts might end-up being more popular than others, 
and other concepts might end being totally unpopular, based on the query requests. 
Naturally, the unpopular concepts attract less traffic but their presence in the network 
introduces an extra step in the routing process. Based on the above reasoning and since 
currently the topology follows a mesh structure, for rectifying the disadvantages that come 
with big mesh topologies, unpopular, or as described in this thesis, under-loaded super­
peers merge with conceptual similar super-peers. This additional merging mechanism not 
only makes the topology more symmetric, since super-peers are added and removed, but 
also more scalable.
To ensure the good performance of DAT experiments were undertaken for a longer time 
frame of 200 timeslots. As illustrated in Figure 6.9, throughout the experiments the 
algorithm continues to have the same stable behaviour. Therefore, it can be inferred that 
the decisions taken create long lasting results and not ephemeral solutions.
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Figure 6.9 Semantic adaptive topology success rate for longer time period
B. Traffic
One of the main P2P problems is the consumption of too much bandwidth. For this reason, 
this set of experiments is concerned with the traffic produced by DAT. Since a mesh 
topology is followed where super-peers need to constantly exchange information to keep 
the network up-to-date, a trade-off is expected to appear between the good performance 
and the traffic generated. Flowever, as illustrated in Figure 6.10, the well-thought 
mechanisms in terms of network rewiring, information updating and query routing have the 
positive effect of reduced network traffic in comparison with the benchmark algorithms -  
SDA, traditional P2P and super-peer Social P2P.
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For avoiding flooding the network with circulation messages, the introduction of the 
concepts-frequencies table among the super-peers is advertised through a push mechanism, 
where, instead of sending separate messages for advertising a new or updated concepts- 
frequencies table, the information is embedded in existing messages. This method has 
proven to be beneficial since it is cost effective and does not add extra overhead in the 
network.
In SDA component, when a super-peer could satisfy a query through its child peers, it would 
forward the query to all of the matching peers. However, in DAT, since the dynamic 
adaptive model has a better connectivity and therefore improved success rate, the number 
of matching peers, has incrementally amplified. For this reason, the messages sent in the 
network were also correspondingly increased because of the bigger capacity of the network 
peers to satisfy a request. Consequently, an increasing trend of messages produced was 
observed, which was due to successful query replies. Accordingly, an extra measure was 
taken where if a super-peer has more than one child peers satisfying a specific query, it will 
just forward the query to just one peer and not to all. Experiments on the previous section 
(Figure 6.8) have demonstrated that such an adjustment does not negatively affect the 
topology's success rate.
The low traffic produced by DAT, compared to the other benchmark algorithms, can be 
attributed to several factors. Firstly, the better connectivity taking place between super­
peers and peers during re-conceptualisation, where peers might migrate to conceptually 
similar super-peers, positively affects the query routing process, since fewer steps are 
necessary for satisfying a query request. Secondly, after an overloaded super-peer splits, the 
super-peer represents more specific concepts, therefore, it is easier to discover a matching 
peer since resources are directly related to more specific concepts (e.g. song). Furthermore, 
since under-loaded super-peers are treated as obsolete and are merged with conceptually 
matching ones, the topology decreases in size, decreasing in this way the query path length 
and consequently the messages sent. Finally, the overall query routing model, improves the 
searching experience resulting, therefore, in fewer messages. Since the query is semantically 
classified through the usage of the network's ontology, given that semantic description, 
informed decisions can be made, regarding the semantically related super-peer the query 
should be forwarded to, which is more likely to satisfy the specific query request.
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Figure 6.10 Traffic comparison between DAT, SDA, Traditional super-peer and Social P2P
To verify DATs good performance, in terms of traffic produced, an experiment with a longer 
time span has been conducted. Figure 6.11, diagrammatically illustrates the continuous 
good performance of the topology when tested within a bigger time frame compared to the 
previous experiment. As can be observed, the traffic not only remains low but also has a 
decreasing trend. As the network becomes smaller, the query path length decreases 
therefore fewer messages are produced. Though, despite the decreasing trend, during 
specific timeslots, a high jump followed by an immediate decline in traffic is observed. This 
increase takes place during the re-conceptualisation time periods, therefore the high traffic 
can be credited to the messages exchanged for peers' migration. The reason for having 
more messages produced during the re-conceptualisation process in the late stages of the 
experiment can be credited to the better utilisation of the super-peers. As the network 
becomes smaller and there are more active super-peers, more resources are acquired 
therefore more super-peers need to reconceptualise and consequently more child peers 
need to migrate to a better conceptually matching super-peer. Unlike the initial stages 
where only a few super-peers were having the highest clustering coefficient of peers and 
therefore acquiring the majority of resources. To prove the above argument the red line in 
Figure 6.11 demonstrates the traffic produced excluding adaptivity related messages. The 
graph clearly demonstrates that the additional and sudden increase in traffic are due to the 
adaptivity related messages, since the query related messages have a unwavering and 
decreasing trend.
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Figure 6.11 DAT traffic for longer time span
C. Workload
A super-peer takes the decision to split when the workload processed within a specific time 
period exceeds a predefined percentage, which is calculated based on the super-peer's 
processing capacity threshold. Each super-peer has a fixed processing capacity threshold of 
30 units. Which can be further explained as, the capacity of processing query requests is 
limited to 30 requests per timeslot. When the query has reached the threshold of 30 
processed requests, then the rest of the requests are rejected, as the super-peer does not 
have the capacity to further process any query requests. It is considered essential for the 
super-peer to split before it becomes dangerously overloaded and cannot further serve the 
network requests. For this reason, a boundary has been set on each super-peer based on 
which the splitting process initiates. This boundary might vary for experimental purposes, 
however, for the set of experiments conducted in this section the boundary value is set to 
60% of the processing capacity value, which comes down to the value of 18 units. In other 
words, if for a specific time period a super-peer constantly reaches or goes above that 18 
units, it is an indication that the super-peer is becoming overloaded and needs to split 
before it becomes a bottleneck to the network. The results of the splitting process are 
illustrated in Figure 6.12a. The y axis of the graph represents the workload a super-peer 
reaches for a specific time frame, having as maximum value the capacity each super-peer 
holds, time is represented in x axis by timeslots. The boundary value based on which a 
super-peer initiates the split process is demonstrated with a straight purple line.
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Figure 6.12 Splitting process resulting super-peers workload a) Normal time span, b) Longer time span
The first super-peer to split was super-peer with id 3 and as it can be observed, between 
timeslots 1-10 its workload was above the boundary threshold, therefore at the end of the 
surveyed period, the super-peer shares its workload with the newly created super-peer 154. 
Thereafter, from timeslot 10 onwards, super-peer 3 exhibits normal workload 
characteristics. On the contrary, super-peer 154 has overtaken a lot of workload, since for 
the period 10-20 it presents a really high workload, especially in timeslot 20 where it 
reaches the maximum processing capacity value. For this reason, super-peer 154 splits and 
shares some of its workload with the newly created super-peer 155. Even after the split, 
super-peer 154 still demonstrates workload above the threshold therefore it further splits 
and shares its workload with new super-peer 156. The last split takes place during timeslot 
30 and thereafter the workload remains normal on all the pre-mentioned super-peers. For 
that reason no further split is considered necessary and each super-peer demonstrates a 
stable and long lasting behaviour.
One of the objectives of the splitting process was to avoid the creation of ephemeral 
clusters, and to create new super-peers with long lasting contribution towards the network 
requirements. On one hand, the results demonstrate that this objective has been met since 
the last splitting process took place in timeslot 30 and no further splitting took place
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thereafter, and, until the end of the experiments. On the other hand, even though the 
overloaded super-peer and the newly created super-peers demonstrate a stable behaviour 
in terms of normal workload characteristics, one might argue that the newly created super- 
peer 155 has not met its objective since it has absorbed below average workload. That 
argument can be considered sound since super-peer 155 was the first created to share the 
processing load with super-peer 154, but that split did not achieve its purpose, as super- 
peer 154 had to further split into super-peer 156. However, still the behaviour of super-peer 
155 cannot be considered ephemeral since it has a stable behaviour; it can only be argued 
that It has not met the parent super-peers workload requirements as Intended.
To further Investigate the reason for the low performance of super-peer 155, a further 
reference to the splitting algorithm applied, needs to be made. During the splitting process, 
as described In detail In the previous chapter In Section 5.4, bisecting k-means algorithm Is 
employed. For the algorithm to commence the clustering process a set of observations are 
required, based on which decisions are made for the formation of the clusters. Since, this 
thesis deals with semantic topological adaptations, the observations take Into consideration 
the workload of the super-peers from the semantic perspective. Therefore, for deciding how 
to split an overloaded super-peer. Its workload with regards to the concepts frequency Is 
taken Into consideration. As It Is explained In more detail In the following section (D. 
Splitting algorithms), this approach keeps the topology well organised In terms of concepts 
and corresponding relationships, thus making query routing more efficient.
Despite the fact that the bisecting k-means algorithm manages to create long lasting 
clusters. It falls to deal with more complex clustering requirements. To exemplify, the 
observations fed to the algorithm can be non-linear, where there Is a big gap between the 
workload values. In these cases bisecting k-means will create uneven clusters where the 
majority of the concepts will reside In one cluster and very few will reside In the other. The 
effects of the above clustering results would be the creation of clusters that cannot absorb 
the workload In a balanced manner. The new super-peer which Is created based on one of 
the cluster outcomes of the bisecting k-means, will either absorb a lot of traffic, therefore 
the need to split will soon emerge, or It will absorb very little load and therefore the 
workload produced will be below the normal average. These effects are depicted In the 
experiment above where super-peer 155 absorbs few requests from super-peer's 154 
workload, therefore 154 needs to split again. Even though, as described In the previous 
chapter In Section 5.4, big chunks of concepts are preferably retained by the existing super- 
peer, still workload might varies Independent from the concept's weight, since workload Is 
affected by other factors as well (eg. type of queries propagating the network). Kernel k- 
means could be utilised as a possible solution to the above Issue (Dhlllon et al., 2004; Jain, 
2010), since by 'kernellsing' bisecting k-means better balanced clusters of similar sizes are 
expected to be produced (Liu and Feng, 2008). However, due to time constraints, the above 
Implementation has not been tested.
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As performed in the previous experiments, for monitoring the long lasting effect of the 
adaptivity mechanisms an experiment with longer time frame has been conducted. The 
workload related results (Figure 6.12b), confirm the effectiveness of the splitting algorithm, 
since, the clusters created provide a continuous balanced behaviour in terms of workload 
processed by each super-peer. Similar to the above observations, super-peer 156 even 
though initially demonstrates a stable behaviour, towards the end of the experiments, the 
workload falls. The reasons for this behaviour can be two-fold. As explained above, first, the 
clustering algorithm cannot deal with non-linear workload, therefore, non-balanced 
clusters, in terms of number of concepts, are created resulting in unstable super-peers with 
regards to concepts and peers moved. The effects of the above are visible when monitoring 
the super-peers' workload, as they are occasions where new super-peers are not capable of 
absorbing equal workload of the overloaded parent super-peer. The second reason for the 
poor performance of the new super-peer can be credited to the rewiring activity taking 
place during reconceptualization. Since the new super-peer demonstrates low activity, it 
means that it does not support a concrete concept, and based on the fact that peers are 
more probable to migrate to super-peers with more concrete concept, the new super-peer's 
workload consequently will reduce more since existing peers will migrate to other super­
peers during re-conceptualisation and no other peers will migrate to the new super-peer.
D. Splitting algorithms
One of the mechanisms employed for providing dynamic adaptivity in the proposed dynamic 
adaptive topology, is the splitting functionality applied by overloaded super-peers. During 
the splitting process the workload of the overloaded super-peer is shared with a newly 
created super-peer, by promoting as a super-peer one of the child peers that demonstrate 
high processing capacity and has semantically similar resources compared to the concepts 
moving from the overloaded super-peer. During this experiment, the effectiveness of this 
semantic splitting mechanism is assessed by putting it under trial along with two other 
splitting algorithms. In this experiment 70 new queries are generated in the network every 
timeslot.
As explained in the previous chapter in Section 5.4, for the super-peer to decide which 
concepts to give away, it takes into consideration firstly, each concept's frequency of 
occurrence on peers' resources, and, secondly, each concept's popularity in terms of the 
number of queries processed that relate to it. To be able to objectively support the 
efficiency of this semantic-based splitting mechanism, it needs to be compared against more 
neutral, non-semantic mechanisms. Therefore, for the needs of this experiment, another 
two splitting algorithms have been implemented.
The first algorithm is characterised by its random nature in the decisions taken regarding 
splitting. When the super-peer is overloaded it will simply randomly choose half of the child 
peers to move to the newly created super-peer. This approach is called random since no
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other attributes, like workload or concepts' frequency is taken into consideration. The 
purpose of comparing the semantic workload driven splitting algorithm against this random 
approach is to verify that the semantic decisions taken make a difference in the networks 
effective and long lasting topological changes. The second splitting algorithm takes into 
consideration the workload of each child peer in order to be able to decide which peers 
need to migrate. In a pretty much straight forward way, takes the sum of all the peers' 
workload, it then moves the number of peers that match half the workload to the newly 
created super-peer. This algorithm has been tested against the semantic splitting for 
examining whether concepts should be taken into consideration when splitting or whether a 
simple split on the workload would do the same good job.
The first graph (Figure 6.13) gives a general comparison of the three algorithms. The number 
of new super-peers created for each algorithm demonstrates whether the topological 
changes are ephemeral or persistent. As it is observed, the semantic splitting algorithm has 
the smallest number of new super-peers introduced in the network. This behaviour is an 
indication of the persistent changes that the semantic algorithm offers to the topology. In 
addition to that, another good sign of long lasting changes is the time an algorithm takes to 
topologically adapt. Again, the semantic algorithm manages to create a balanced workload 
in the network in the shortest time period, after timeslot 53 no additional splitting process 
has to take place. Lastly, since the algorithms were tested in an environment with high 
workload, it was expected the network to be unable to serve all the queries. Therefore, a 
good splitting algorithm that adapts fast and creates long lasting effects should 
consequently have the smallest number of queries rejected due to processing capacity 
reached on the residing super-peer. As expected, the semantic algorithm has the smallest 
number of queries rejected throughout the experiment.
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Figure 6.13 Splitting algorithms general comparison
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As far as the effectiveness of the random and workload based algorithms is concerned, they 
both demonstrate poor performance in both important areas mentioned above, in terms of 
creating long lasting changes fast, and also, both algorithms introduce a much bigger 
number of super-peers for supporting the workload of the network. Similarly, not only, they 
continue to create new super-peers even towards the end of the experiment, but also, a 
much bigger number of queries is rejected throughout the experiments.
An additional indication of the persistent changes and long lasting effectiveness of a splitting 
algorithm is the time period needed for the topology to adapt to the high workload. In the 
semantic splitting algorithm rejected queries occurred only in the initial stages of the 
experiment, as opposed to the random and workload splitting algorithms that not only 
queries continue to be rejected until the end of the experiments, but also the rejection rate 
increases linearly. More analytically (Figure 6.14a), in the semantic splitting algorithm, some 
queries are initially being rejected due to overloaded super-peers, since workload is above 
normal, but, after iteration 20 all queries are normally processed. Hence, it can be argued 
that network adaptivity creates long lasting effects in terms of semantically sharing the 
workload, even though super-peers capacity (max number of queries that can be processed) 
remains static, the new super-peers introduced manage to absorb in an efficient way the 
high network traffic.
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As far as the random splitting algorithm is concerned, not only queries continue to get 
rejected due to overloaded super-peers but, the rejection rate also increases as super-peers 
continue to split. Based on this observation it can be claimed that workload sharing has 
ephemeral effects. In addition to that, network workload is getting worst instead of 
improving the balance of workload within the network. The conclusion is that, the way the 
overloaded super-peers split is very vital, since if it is not semantically related it can even 
cancel the benefits of semantic query routing and introduce extra workload in the network.
Finally, during the workload-based splitting experiment a pattern has been observed in the 
way queries are processed. In the early stages after each splitting apparently workload falls, 
therefore no or few queries get rejected. However, since the super-peers created are only 
based on the peers workload and not the concepts popularity, ephemeral super-peers are 
created that can only absorb workload short term, thus, after some period of time the same 
splitting process needs to repeat in order to share the workload again. The rejected queries 
increase by time in a non-linear way which is a sign of poor workload distribution. A non- 
semantic driven approach in splitting can muddle the semantic layer organisation and 
therefore revoke the benefits of semantic query routing.
In terms of traffic created by each algorithm (Figure 6.14b), similar observations are 
recorded with the rejected queries results. The semantic approach has a stable and low 
traffic unlike the random and the workload-based splitting methods. As explained above, 
the way the super-peers split In random and workload-based approaches, the semantic- 
driven nature of the network is overlooked; therefore semantic query routing becomes 
disordered, with the side effects of excessive traffic.
Another metric that can demonstrate which splitting algorithm performs better is the 
measurement of the average path length a query needs to satisfy a query requests (Figure 
6.14c). The bad performance of the random and workload-based approaches in terms of 
the average path length of successful queries, demonstrates the disorganisation of the 
semantic layer and the side-effects reflected in delayed query response. Since concepts are 
constantly replicated without taking into consideration the semantic similarity among them, 
the semantic layer becomes random and as a result resources are more difficult to be 
located.
Lastly, the bad performance of random and workload-based splitting approaches is depicted 
in their incapability of effectively sharing network workload with the newly introduced 
super peers. As it is illustrated in the graphs below, semantic driven splitting approach 
manages to reduce the weight from the overloaded super-peers and to introduce a good 
balance among the super-peers workload. On the contrary, the random and the workload- 
based algorithms create ephemeral super-peers that can only temporarily absorb the 
workload, therefore, there is a continuous need to constantly introduce new super-peers for 
accommodating the excessive workload that is created.
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Figure 6.15 Semantic splitting algorithm
More specifically, as depicted in Figure 6.15, initially super-peer 3 is addressed as 
overloaded, therefore semantic based splitting takes place and concepts are shared with 
super-peer 154. Super-peer 154 at some point needs to share its workload with super-peer 
155 and thereafter with super-peer 156. At the same time super-peer 9 becomes 
overloaded and as a result, super-peer 157 is introduced. Due to the high network workload 
(70 queries per iteration) super-peer 154 constantly gets overloaded and needs to gradually 
share its workload with newly created super-peers (158-161). The last super-peer 
introduced by super-peer 154 exhibits low workload behaviour, below normal averages, 
which signals a potential problem of ephemeral cluster creation. This issue is analysed in 
detail in another set of experiments where the time parameter is tested (see Appendix A).
As far as the random splitting algorithm experiment is concerned (Figure 6.16), initially 
super-peer 3 reports overloaded and therefore shares its peers with super-peer 154. Similar 
to the previous experiment, super-peer 154 needs to split and therefore super-peer 156 is 
introduced. At the same time, super-peer 9 creates super-peer 155. Flitherto and up to 
timeslot 20, workload seems to be shared well, however, from timeslot 20 onwards the side 
effects of ephemeral super-peers creation are obvious. Constantly new super-peers are 
introduced into the network, which provide only a short term solution to the workload 
issue. As a consequence, after a small period of time the same problem appears repeatedly. 
This continuous partitioning of super-peers creates even more workload on the network, 
which causes even more super-peers to split, without providing a beneficial long term 
effect. Even worst, the whole situation becomes chaotic and out of control because of the 
epidemic situation where new super-peers are created, max processing capacity is reached, 
thus the need for a new super-peer is created again. This pattern seems to be repeated 
infinitely.
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Figure 6.16 Random splitting algorithm
The same behaviour is observed when the workload-based algorithm is put under test as 
well (Figure 6.17). A continuous pattern is detected of new super-peers created, max 
workload reached and the loop goes on infinitely. Even though it was expected the 
workload-based approach to perform better than the random one, the results represent the 
opposite. The workload-based approach performs even poorest. The reason for this 
behaviour can be reasoned to the fact that, peers to move are only chosen based on their 
workload behaviour, since peers with high workload reside on both the overloaded super­
peer and the new super-peer, both of them will reach a high workload situation sooner. As 
opposed to the random approach where distribution is random, hence one super-peer 
might bear less workload than the other and, therefore, it will take less time for the low 
workload holder to become overloaded. This is also the reason for the fewer super-peers 
created during the random splitting as opposed to workload-based splitting.
1  15 - -
Timeslots 100
Figure 6.17 Workload-based splitting algorithm 
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This section has provided a set of experiments for evaluating the efficiency of DAT 
component, a key component of the proposed system. Experimental results have illustrated 
that DAT can provide better results in terms of successful queries and traffic generated for 
network operations when compared to the benchmark algorithms, Traditional super-peer 
and super-peer Social P2P. The reason for the good performance can be credited to the 
various dynamic and adaptive mechanisms employed by DAT, based on which the query is 
more efficiently routed in a well-established semantic-driven environment. Dynamic 
topological adaptations introduce into the network more details about the concepts each 
super-peers supports through the concepts-frequencies table. For avoiding flooding the 
network with messages, the concepts-frequencies table was advertised through a push 
mechanisms, where the new semantic information supported by the super-peers where 
made available only to super-peers that had direct message exchange communication. The 
above mechanism has be proven beneficial both in terms of query success results and traffic 
involved, since the query success improves without affecting the number of messages 
exchanged in the topology.
Special attention is drawn to the workload related experimental results, since the main aim 
of the DAT component was to introduce load-balancing in the topology. Results have 
illustrated that the semantic splitting algorithm employed, indeed delivers effective 
topological optimisation, since the new super-peers introduced in the network absorb the 
workload from the overloaded ones and bring long lasting effects in the network. The 
effectiveness of the splitting mechanism can be measured by the number of new super­
peers introduced in the network and for the stability introduced in the network. 
Experiments demonstrate that the number of super-peers introduced in the network is 
proportional to the traffic of the network, and proportionally, higher the traffic more new 
super-peers are needed. Also, the super-peers introduced in the network produce long 
lasting results, since at some point onwards there is no need for further optimisation.
After comparing the proposed system with other algorithms in the following section a 
sensitivity analysis for DAT takes place. Important parameters are tested for determining 
the best values those parameters should carry in order the DAT to have the best 
performance and also how DAT behaves under various environments.
6.5 Sensitivity analysis
In this section a sensitivity analysis is provided for DATs critical parameters. This set of 
experiments is important for demonstrating the effects of those important parameters on 
the key indicators (e.g. success rate and traffic) and on the overall performance of the 
proposed system. In these sensitivity analysis experiments a classical approach is applied 
where one or two parameters vary while keeping others constant. The experiments below
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demonstrate how a fluctuating workload can affect the splitting mechanisms, observing the 
behaviour of DAT under churn, how query biased experiments influence the performance of 
the network, and, finally, how the topology would evolve if initiated with fewer super-peers.
A. Workload variations 
Constant high workload
The next set of experiments has as an objective to examine DAT in a high workload 
environment. The topology is examined with three different query generating settings. In 
the first experiment, a normal workload of 50 queries per timeslot is produced. In the 
second the workload is linearly increased from 50 to 60 queries per timeslot. Finally, in the 
third experiment the workload increases further to 70 new queries propagating the network 
at each timeslot.
The first objective is to observe whether the high workload affects the performance of DAT 
in terms of success rate. Figure 6.18a graphically demonstrates success rate for the three 
different environments. The results produced are very satisfactory since the increase in 
workload does not affect the topology's good performance in terms of successful queries. 
The reason for the continuous stable behaviour the algorithm exhibits, despite the high 
workioad environment, can be credited to two facts: first, the topology promptly adapts to 
the network's workload by introducing new super-peers in the topology, therefore, the 
extra workload is dynamically absorbed. Second, the adaptation process follows well 
established mechanisms as far as splitting, merging and re-conceptualisation is concerned, 
and hence the results created are long lasting.
In Figure 6.18b a cioser analysis was conducted for the environment with the highest 
workload, where 70 queries were produced per timeslot, since, a slight decrease in 
successful queries is observed at the beginning of the experiment. This decrease is observed 
at the initial stages of the experiment, but thereafter the success rate returns rapidly back 
to the normal behaviour. This decrease in success rate is directly related to the increase in 
rejected queries (red line). Super-peers have a specific processing capacity threshold. When 
that threshold is reached, queries cannot any further be processed therefore are rejected. 
This behaviour, however, is temporary and success rate goes back to normal as soon as the 
network adapts to the high workload. This effect is temporary and minor therefore, the 
overall general performance is not affected. As illustrated in Figure 6.19a the success rate is 
virtually the same in the three environments. The low workload environment compared to 
the really high one has only a difference of 0.004 in overall average success rate.
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Figure 6.18 a) Low, medium and high workload success rate, b) High workload success rate and rejected queries
Beside the query success rate, the three workload environments are also analysed in 
regards to the topology size adjustments. During the experiments, the initial size of the 
super-peers has been logged, as well as, the new super-peers introduced, under-loaded 
super-peers merged and the resulting number of super-peers left on the topology by the 
end of the experiment. Based on the simulation environment initially the number of super­
peers is the same in all three. However, during the experiments a different number of 
super-peers are introduced for all three setup scenarios (Figure 6.19b).
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Figure 6.19 Low, medium and high workload a) Average success and rejection rate b) Number of super-peers
As it is expected, the environment with the highest workload produces the biggest number 
of new super-peers, since there is a higher demand on query requests, existing super-peers 
need to increase more in size to satisfy them. The same applies for the number of super­
peers that need to merge. Based on the initial, new and final number of super-peers it can 
be inferred that for the low and medium workload environment, 98 super-peers had to 
merge with existing ones, and, for the high workload environment 86 super-peers in total 
were demoted. Again, these were more or less the expected results, given that in a high
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workload environment more super-peers are utilised to answer query requests. The only 
discrepancy monitored, is the equal number of super-peers merged in both the low and 
medium workload environment. A slightly lower number of demoting super-peers were 
expected in the medium workload environment since, a bigger number of queries were 
disseminating the network. This inconsistency however also illustrates the consistency in 
the topology changes, since a small difference in workload produces nearly the same results 
in terms of network size. It also illustrates the dominance of popular concepts.
Finally, the last set of graphs (Figure 6.20) illustrate the above workload related findings 
more analytically, where the overloaded and new super-peers workload behaviour is 
examined in detail. The purpose is to confirm that the super-peers workload continues to be 
distributed uniformly even during busy situations. For setting up a uniform and fair 
comparison environment, similar to the previous experiments, the timeslot were the super­
peers need to make a partitioning decision is set to a product of 5. This setting overrides in a 
way the findings of the time-interval experiment (Appendix A) where the ideal time interval 
was proven to be 5. For this reason another experiment has been conducted and analysed 
subsequent to this section.
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Figure 6.20 Low, medium and high workload environments a) 50 queries, b) 60 queries, c) 70 queries
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The results demonstrate that all three environments exhibit stable workload behaviour 
since, a reasonable number of new super-peers is introduced and also, from the middle of 
the simulation onwards the topology remains stable. As already observed in the splitting 
time intervals experiment, when splitting is done every 5 timeslots super-peers that absorb 
very low workload might be produced. This is the reason for the few discrepancies with 
regards to workload levels in the new super-peers created. More specifically in the high 
workload environment the last four super-peers introduced depict low workload levels. To 
ensure that this is the reason for the inconsistencies, another experiment was conducted 
where the high workload environment splitting was assessed every 10 timeslots instead of 
5. The findings (Figure 6.21) confirm that long observed decisions create more efficient and 
long lasting results. In comparison to 5 timeslot splitting experimental findings, fewer super­
peers have been introduced to the network and all of them, except the last one, exhibit high 
workload.
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Figure 6.21 High workload environment- splitting every 10 timeslots
Increasing traffic with 10 queries every 20 timeslots
In the time related experiments (Appendix A) it has been demonstrated that more effective 
super-peers are created when the decision to split is taken when monitoring the super-peer 
workload for a longer time frame (every 10 timeslots). Therefore, it was considered 
reasonable for the rest of the experiments (except from cases where a direct comparison 
needs to be drawn with other experimental results, therefore same parameters should be 
applied for making the results impartially comparable) to use a longer time span for the 
monitoring period before initiating the splitting process. For this reason, in this experiment 
super-peers make splitting decisions every 10 timeslots. Hence, the expectation is that new 
super-peers will bring long lasting effects on the topology and not to be affected by the 
increase on network's workload.
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The dynamic adaptive topology Is expected to have a sound performance regardless of the 
workload fluctuations, since Its objective Is to organically evolve as network requirements 
change. The purpose of this experiment Is to observe the topology's performance as the 
network workload Increases In a linear way. In terms of successful queries, the rate should 
continue to be high, since the topology Is expected to respond gradually to the workload 
Increase through the effective utilisation of the embedded adaptation mechanisms.
The first experiment conducted, tests the topology's performance In regards to successful 
query replies, and, as expected (Figure 6.22a), DAT adjusts well on the Increasing workload. 
The success rate Is compared against constant normal workload behaviour. The results 
demonstrate that the Increasing workload does not affect the performance, hence, 
exhibiting the network's ability to respond well to change. The major decrease around 
timeslot 20 can be attached to the fact that a big topological adjustment Is taking place In 
timeslot 20, the first one since the Initiation of the experiments. A big group of peers need 
to migrate to the new super-peer and the overloaded super-peer needs some time to 
absorb the semantic and topological alterations taking place. In addition to that a lot of 
super-peers In the topology go through the re-conceptuallsatlon phase, therefore the 
network react with a small drop In performance, to soon rebound with a continuous stable 
behaviour.
Further to query success rate performance, DAT must also be tested In terms of well-formed 
super-peers with lasting effects In an Increasing workload environment. Experimental 
findings Indeed demonstrate that after network adaptivity, the workload on the overloaded 
super-peers as well on the newly created super-peers remain stable for the whole course of 
the experiment. As It Is diagrammatlcally demonstrated (Figure 6.22b), overloaded super­
peer 3 exhibits a stable overloading behaviour, therefore a splitting process Is Initiated at 
timeslot 20, while, during that time, super-peer 154 Is created and absorbs the excessive 
workload. Since network workload continues to Increase, super-peer 3 needs to split again 
at timeslot 100 and to share the increasing workload with super-peer 156. In the meantime 
super-peer 154 after presenting a constant overloaded trend at timeslot 40 It splits and 
shares Its workload with the newly created super-peer 155. From that moment onwards 
super-peer 154 has a stable and normal workload until the end of the experiment. Similarly, 
as the network Is organically formed and concepts move around the network, super-peer 9 
has an Increase In workload, therefore needs to split as well and share Its workload with 
super-peer 157 during timeslot 100.
Summarising, from the findings of this experiment It can be concluded that DAT behaves In 
a dynamic way where the topology adapts according to the network requirements. 
Therefore the goal of creating a dynamic adaptive topology (aka the name of the topology) 
has been realised.
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Figure 6.22 a) Increasing and stable workload success rate, b) Increasing workload environment behaviour
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As opposed to the previous experiment, in this section DAT is tested against a fluctuating 
environment where queries injected in the network increase or decrease. The purpose is to 
monitor topology's reactions and ensure that DAT response well under changing 
environments. As expected, the topology dynamically adjusts the size and type of peers in 
order to adapt to the changing workload.
Initially, due to the increased number of queries (Figure 6.23c demonstrates the fluctuating 
number of queries injected per timeslot), the maximum processing capacity on some super­
peers is reached and therefore some queries are rejected (Figure 6.23a). However, the 
rejection rate is really small, thus the success rate is not noticeably affected. Despite the 
changing workload when compared to a stable environment the algorithms roughly behave 
the same. As illustrated in Figure 6.23b, the average success rate is almost identical in both 
environments, just slightly higher in the stable workload environment.
The last set of graphs demonstrates how the topology is formed in a fluctuated 
environment. When compared to a stable situation, in terms of number of queries injected 
in the network per timeslot, the fluctuated environment behaves the same, since the 
number of new super-peers introduced in the network is the same and the number of 
super-peers at the end of the simulation is also almost the same (Figure 6.24a). Finally, the 
new super-peers introduced have been monitored for their effectiveness in terms of load 
absorbed from the overloaded partitioning super-peers. As depicted in Figure 6.24b, new 
super-peers introduced in the network alleviate the burden from the overloaded super­
peers. As expected, since the workload in the network constantly changes, this is reflected 
on the super-peers' workload as well.
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The good performance of DAT under changing workload conditions can be attributed firstly, 
in the semantic formation of the upper-layer of super-peers and secondly, on the 
adaptation mechanism which allows the topology to promptly and consistently adapt based 
on the network timely needs. The semantic formation of the super-peer layer allows 
resources to be easily located within few hops. The adaptive mechanism acts proactively, 
whenever possible, by moulding the topological structure based on the network demands, 
eliminating in this way network bottlenecks and ensuring successful query replies.
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B. Behaviour under churn
Up to this point all the processes described were taking place on a fixed topology where 
super-peers and peers are always available. However, since churn is an important property 
when designing and evaluating P2P networks DAT needs to also be deployed on a large scale 
unreliable environment. On those environments resource availability is not guaranteed 
since peers have unstable connections. When a super-peer goes offline all connections from 
underlying peers and neighbour super-peers are broken, consequently, no messages of any 
sort can be sent or received from the super-peer.
DAT under churn is expected to behave proportional to the churn rate, if the number of 
failed super-peers is small then the effect on success rate will be small as well and vice 
versa. DAT has been designed having fault-tolerance in mind, therefore, failures should not 
cause total network breakdowns. Three set of experiments have been conducted for 
evaluating DAT under churn, each experiment produces a different churn rate and therefore 
DAT is evaluated under those three different environments. In the first experiment the 
failure rate of super-peers is around 20%, this means that in every timeslot approximately 
20% of the super-peers are incapable of serving the network. The super-peers which go 
offline vary across the experiment, every 5 timeslots the offline super-peers come back in 
action and a new set of super-peers are selected to go offline. Figure 6.25a diagrammatically 
illustrates the behaviour of DAT under 20% churn rate. As expected the success rate 
fluctuates based on the number of failed super-peers, thus, where churn rate increases 
success rate falls and vice versa. Churn also affects the workload of the network, since, they 
are fewer super-peers serving query requests, the workload on each super-peer increases 
and at some occasions the processing capacity of several super-peers is reached. A bigger 
number of super-peers become overloaded and faster, under churn, because of the smallest 
number of super-peers serving the network. Based on the experimental results DAT 
responds well when super-peers fail and are not available to serve the network, since the 
dynamic adaptive mechanisms are triggered and the topology adapts accordingly. This 
adaptation is depicted firstly in the success rate behaviour, since from the middle of the 
experiment onwards it portrays a more stable behaviour. Secondly, it is depicted on the 
rejection rate behaviour since it is observed that the rate of rejected queries falls from some 
point onwards.
Figure 6.25 a) 20% churn rate, b) 30% churn rate and c) 50% churn rate
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The second experiment conducted simulates the DAT environment with 30% churn rate. 
Similarly to the previous experiment, DAT depicts a behaviour which is directly related to 
the churn rate. Since in this experiment the churn rate is higher, the success rate has more 
negative fluctuations and there is a higher rejection rate. As illustrated in Figure 6.25b, at 
the initial stages of the simulation the success rate has more and bigger drops, however, as 
the topology evolves and the network behaviour adjusts on the rate of failed super-peers, 
the success rate improves as well. The same is also valid for the rejection rate since the 
behaviour changes after the network adaptations.
For verifying that DAT can perform well under churn, the third set of experiments introduce 
in the topology 50% churn rate, where half of the network super-peers are marked as failed 
and therefore incapable of serving the network. Figure 6.25c illustrates that success rate at 
some case drops even below 50% and the rejection rate is much higher compared to the 
other experiments with lower churn rate. Under this high churn environment DAT behaves 
proportionally to the super-peers failure rate, but, the success rate or rejection rate do not 
improve as the topology evolves. On the contrary, the network portrays similar behaviour 
though out the experiments. Even though the network adapts through topological 
optimisations to the failed super-peers, still the effects are not visible. The reason is that the 
offline super-peers are not fixed, but every 5 timeslots the super-peers that go offline 
changes, therefore the changes introduced in the network cannot be absorbed by all super­
peers due to their different semantic representation. In other words, every time a number 
of super-peers go offline, the network becomes overloaded and therefore introduces new 
super-peers in the network to absorb the workload. The workload absorbed, semantically 
relates to the overloaded super-peers, but constantly super-peers leave the network 
therefore the super-peers created might go offline, or the new super-peers created might 
not be able to semantically serve the network since it continuously changes.
Concluding, in P2P systems high churns influence the performance of the network, this 
behaviour was reflected in the experimental results illustrated above. In general, DAT 
depicted a dynamic behaviour and in environments with small-medium churn rate super­
peers failures was successfully handled, maintaining therefore high performance in terms of 
success rate. Even in the environment with high churn rate the system does not totally 
breaks down, but depicts behaviour which is proportional to the network's unpredictable 
activity.
C. Query based experiments
The objective of these experiments is to determine whether the topology will react 
differently when queries of explicit concept types propagate the network. In the first 
experiment mainly queries with popular genre concepts propagate the network, on the
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contrary, in the second experiment queries representing rare genre concepts are selected. 
Before, representing the results of the experiments though, it is important to explain which 
genre concepts are considered to be the popular ones in the topology. Since popular 
concepts are considered the ones that most of the peers have resources related to them, 
the resources of the network have been analysed. The most popular concept is considered 
to be the one with the highest number of resources relating to it. Figure 6.26a demonstrates 
that the highest percentage (25%) of the resources is represented by 'Pop' genre concept, 
following by 'Other', 'Rock', 'R&B' and so on. Therefore, based on the above findings, 
popular queries are considered the ones that support popular genre concepts (i.e. Pop, 
Other, Rock, R&B), and non-popular queries the ones excluding the popular genre concepts.
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Figure 6.26 a) Percentage of resources per genre concept, b) Dominance of explicit concepts on peers
Additionally, to be able to explain the reaction of the topology when injecting genre concept 
specific queries, it is important to identify the concepts' domination on each peer. If there 
are concrete dominant concepts on peers it means it is easier to locate the peers which 
support specific queries concepts, otherwise it is more difficult. As it is presented in Figure 
6.26b, the majority of the peers do not have a dominant concept but a mixture of equally 
governing concepts. Only 4% of the peers have a concrete concept, where the majority of 
the resources are supported by it. Another 9% of the peers have a distinct concept, meaning 
there is one concept which dominates the majority of the resources, but the difference from 
the second dominating concept is really small.
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Popular queries
As justified in the above section, popular genre concepts are considered to be 'Pop', 'Other', 
'Rock', 'R&B' and 'Blues'. Therefore, for this experiment 90% of the queries injected in the 
network are supported mainly by those popular concepts and the rest by all the other genre 
concepts. Since the queries are supported by the majority of the peer resources, as it is 
expected (Figure 6.27a) the performance in terms of successful queries, slightly outperforms 
the environment where queries are of varied genre concepts. The topology with the popular 
queries starts with a higher success rate, since popular resources are widely spread in the 
network and therefore are easier to locate. The side effect however, is the overloading of 
the super-peers with the popular queries, which results in some queries to be rejected. This 
is also the reason for the sudden drop in success rate at timeslot 21, where the super-peers 
get overloaded and unable to serve the network. Nevertheless, the topology quickly adapts 
to the situation by introducing new super-peers and thereafter the network has no more 
bottlenecks and no more rejected queries, since, from around timeslot 25 onwards, the 
success rate has a stable performance.
Figure 6.27b demonstrates the average success rate of the two environments and it is 
recorded that the popular-concept queries environment has a higher average success rate. 
The reason for this is twofold: first, resources with popular concepts can be more easily 
located and therefore to be duplicated among the peers. At the same time however, this 
high popularity, is the reason of overloading the super-peers that support the popular 
concepts and the result of the rejected queries. The topology promptly and dynamically 
adjusts to these query requirements and this is the second reason of the good performance 
of the popular concept queries setting.
This network adjustment can be more clearly illustrated in Figure 6.27c, where the workload 
of the overloaded and newly introduced super-peers is presented. Super-peer 3 supports 
the most popular concept 'Pop', therefore it is the one with the highest workload. The 
super-peer reaches the maximum of the processing capacity, becomes unable to serve the 
network and therefore shares its workload with a series of newly introduced super-peers. 
Since constantly popular queries propagate the network, the workload remains high on the 
newly introduced super-peer, creating the need for a continuous split. At some point, 
around timeslot 55, however the popular queries workload is fully absorbed by the new 
super-peers created and the topology does not need to undergo the partitioning process 
any more.
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Figure 6.27 Popular concept queries a) Success rate, b) Average success rate, c) Super-peers workload
Non-popular queries
Non-popular concept queries are considered the ones that do not include the popular genre 
concepts (Pop, Other, Rock, R&B, Blues). Even though these concepts are not represented 
by the majority of the resources and they are more difficult to locate, still DAT performs well 
and manages to locate them. As depicted in Figure 6.28a, the topology performs identical in 
terms of successful queries, for both environments: non-popular-concept queries and 
varied-concept queries. The reason for this good performance can be credited to the way 
concepts are represented by each super-peer. Initially, the network is formed in such a way 
where all the genre concepts of the topology are represented by one super-peer and 
despite that structure even rare resources can be located. Thereafter, the network evolves 
based on the topological requirements and since there is a high demand for non-popular 
genre concepts, the super-peers are formed in such a way to serve the specific request.
As a final observation of the good performance of the network under an environment where 
the majority of searches concerns non-popular resources. Figure 6.28b demonstrates the 
average success rate compared to the varied concept queries environment. The results 
demonstrate an almost identical performance for both environments.
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As far as the topology adaptation is concerned, only one new super-peer is created and the 
reason is the scattered nature of the rare resources. Because the rare resources are spread 
in the network, queries are spread among the super-peers and fewer queries are sent to 
each super-peer with lowest possibilities of becoming overloaded. As illustrated in Figure 
6.29a only super-peer 3 becomes consistently overloaded over a period of time and at some 
point takes the decision to split. Even though super-peer 3 represents 'Pop' genre concept 
and not rare genre concepts which are on demand for this experiment, still its child peers 
represent secondary concepts as well. Therefore, as the topology becomes more specialised 
in specific concepts representation, the demand on the specific super-peer increases and 
therefore becomes borderline overloaded. Additionally, super-peer 3 supports a big number 
of peers in comparison to the rest of the super-peers in the network and this is an additional 
reason for becoming overloaded over time.
154 <-3
Boundary
Timeslot
Figure 6.29 Non-popular concept queries environment a) Super-peers workload, b) Increased workload on super-peers
with non-popular concepts
Additionally, during the non-popular concept queries simulations, it has been observed that 
the workload increases on non-popular concepts super-peers as well. For the same reason
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mentioned above, the queries propagating the network are of specific concept types and 
therefore have a specific widespread target of super peers. Since those specific super-peers 
are constantly targeted, it is logical to have an increased number of query requests. This 
behaviour it is illustrated in Figure 6.29b, where super-peers that represent genre concepts 
like 'Country', 'Oldies', 'Vocal pop'. 'Top 40' and 'Hip-Hop' (i.e. super-peers 2, 6, 8, 14, 18) 
depict high workload behaviour.
Finally, it is important to highlight the major outcomes as far as the behaviour of DAT is 
concerned in query biased environments. The first observation is that DAT depicts high 
performance in terms of successful query requests despite the nature of the queries. 
Secondly, the topology responds according to the network requests in terms of query 
concepts and super-peers affected, and proper clusters are created (if necessary) on a 
timely and long lasting manner. Lastly, even if peers do not follow concrete concept 
behaviour, where peers only represent resources of a specific concept, still the topological 
structure ensures the location of even rare resources.
D. Topology evolution
The objective of this last set of experiments is to observe the behaviour of the topology as it 
evolves from a small conceptual network of initially only two super-peers to a bigger 
network serving more concepts. The number of peers remains the same, 1601, but instead 
of having super-peers representing each of the genre concepts, two concepts are randomly 
chosen and peers are correspondingly attached to the super-peer conceptually relating to 
those concepts.
Since the topology starts with only two super-peers, but serving the same number of peers 
and query requests, it is expected to initially become particularly overloaded. Thus, for the 
needs of this experiment, the time period which a super-peer observes its workload before 
making splitting decisions, it is set to 5 timeslots. Even though previous experiments have 
proven the creation of ephemeral clusters when using this value (Appendix A), still this 
setting is necessary for enabling the network to respond faster to the overwhelming number 
of query requests.
As expected, at the initial stage of the simulation there are a lot of queries rejected due to 
super-peers' processing capacity reached and their inability to furthermore serve queries. 
As it is graphically illustrated (Figure 6.30a) initially the rejection rate falls into the range of 
35-40%, and correspondingly only 50% of the queries on average are successful. From 
timeslot 15 onwards a sudden increase in success rate is observed and a corresponding 
abrupt decrease in queries rejected, since, the topology starts to respond to the vast 
amount of query requests by taking into consideration the inability of the two super-peers 
to react to the big volume. New super-peers are introduced to the network, sharing the 
overloaded super-peers' workload, enabling in this way the gradual topological evolution of
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the network. This topological adaptation not only eliminates the network bottlenecks but 
also produces long lasting results; since the network exhibits a stable performance 
throughout the experiment.
The topology evolution it is more clearly illustrated in Figure 6.30b where existing and newly 
created super-peers are represented along with their workload. Super-peer 1 appears to 
have an average and stable workload throughout the experiment therefore no partitioning 
needs to take place. The reason for this behaviour is the genre concept it represents. 'Blues' 
genre concept is considered among the popular genre concepts, since it holds 5% 
dominance among the network resources, however, it is not as strong as 'Pop' and 'Other' 
genre concepts where they occupy almost 50% of the network resources.
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Figure 6.30 Topology evolution a) Success and rejection rate, b) New super-peers introduced
Differently, super-peer 2 exhibits really high workload which creates the constant need of 
introducing new super-peers in the topology. Even though it represents a non-popular genre 
concept, only 2% of the resources associate to it, the rest of the resources residing on it 
apparently represents popular concepts with high demand. For absorbing the super-peer's 
increased workload five new super-peers are introduced in the network periodically. The 
last super-peer introduced in the network is during timeslot 70, thereafter the network has 
a stable workload among all super-peers and no further topological adaptation is necessary.
Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 extend the evaluation of the topology illustrating the initial and final 
concepts supported by the super-peers. The first table illustrates the concepts initially 
supported by the two super-peers. The second table illustrates the 10 most dominant 
concepts supported by the super-peers at the end of the simulation. Initially the two super­
peers support the genre concepts 'Blues' and 'Oldies. However, since these two genre 
concepts are not the most popular ones it is expected the new super-peers introduced in 
the topology to represent the popular concepts 'Pop', 'Other', 'R&B' and so forth, along with 
the related artists and albums.
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As shown in Table 6.2, super-peer 1 at the end of the experiment holds as dominant genre 
concept 'Blues', and this is because it is considered a popular concept in the topology and 
attracts a lot of query requests. On the contrary, since 'Oldies' is not a popular genre 
concept, it does not fall in the top ten most dominant concepts of any of the existing or 
newly created super-peers. It is also very interesting to observe that popular genre concepts 
like 'Other', 'Pop', 'Rock' and so on, are not dominating only one super-peer but almost all 
of the super-peers support those strong concepts. When going back to the popularity of 
genre concepts among resources it is very obvious that 'Pop' and 'Other' prevail 50% of the 
resources (Figure 6.26a), therefore it is expected to be present on various super-peers.
Super-peer Initial concept
1 Blues
2 Oldies
Table 6.1 Initial super-peers and concepts
Super­
peer
Parent
super­
peer
On-demand concepts
1 Blues, Other, Pop, Pixie Lott, R&B, Dance, Michael Jackson, Celine Dion, 
Robbie Williams, Reality killed the video star
2 Other, Pop, Rock, R&B, Celine Dion, Blues, Dance/Pop, Oldies, Elvis 
Presley, Hip-Hop/Rap
3 2 Pop, Other, Britney Spears, Rock, Madonna, R&B, Brittney Spears, Elvis 
Presley, Circus, Deep Purple
4 2 Pop, Other, Britney Spears, Brittney Spears, Rock, Britany Spears, 
Greatest hits: my prerogative, Christina Aguilera, R&B, Greatest hits my 
prerogative
5 2 Other, Pop, Rock, R&B, Elvis Presley, Deep purple in rock. Madonna, 
Deep purple, Brittney Spears, Country
6 2 Other, Pop, Rock, Elvis Presley, R&B, Rock/Pop, Deep purple, Elton John, 
Britney Spears, Classic Rock
7 2 Other, Pop, Rock, Deep purple, R&B, Classic Rock, Deep purple in rock. 
Madonna, Dance, Elton John
Table 6.2 Final number of super-peers and corresponding concepts
Even though initially the reaction to the concepts represented by each super-peer would be 
that unique concepts should exist on every super-peer, when the folksonomy nature of the 
ontology is taken into consideration, where a specific resource might belong to more than 
one concept type, then the outcome of the experiment is considered realistic. For example, 
since 'Madonna' which is of concept type artist can be both categorised as 'Pop' or 'Rock' in
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regards to genre concept, it is logical to expect to find the specific artist on a super-peer that 
supports either or both of the genre concepts. It is also anticipated logical to find 'Deep 
purple', 'Britney Spears' and 'Madonna' on the same super-peer, since, users can tag any of 
the above artist's songs in any of the genre categories they think appropriate, as there are 
no rules restricting their actions.
6.6 Discussion
The first objective set by this thesis in Chapter 1 was to review the characteristics of existing 
P2P systems, identify current problems and use existing features to propose a set of design 
requirements to guide the employment of the proposed system (see Section 1.3). The 
outcome of the design requirements led to the implementation phase and in the 
development of the proposed system tested in this chapter. After examining the 
characteristics of existing P2P systems, a set of existing features was included in the design 
requirements: the use of an unstructured P2P topology, the adoption of super-peers, the 
introduction of a domain specific ontology and the application of query expansion (as 
explained in Chapters 2 and 3 these are well proven features which were considered vital 
requirements for the design of an efficient and effective P2P protocol).
Current problems identified in existing P2P systems, led to the design of the two key 
components of the proposed system, which meet the other two objectives of this thesis 
(see Section 1.3). Inefficient information retrieval and excessive traffic led into the 
implementation of SDA and lack of load-balancing and poor scalability led to the design and 
implementation of DAT. SDA meets the second objective of this thesis, to enhance 
information retrieval in P2P networks and DAT meets the third objective, to enforce load 
balancing and therefore improve scalability and fault-tolerance. The fourth objective 
included the evaluation of the performance of the proposed system through simulated 
experiments. This last objective acts as an umbrella to all preceding objectives, since the 
design decisions taken are put into test through a series of simulated experiments.
In Section 6.4.1 the features adopted and adapted by existing and well-established P2P 
protocols have been put into test. Experimental results from existing literature have verified 
that the introduction of super-peers in an unstructured overlay with the combination of 
network ontology and query expansion mechanisms can indeed improve the performance 
of query routing and reduce unnecessary traffic. The above characteristics where 
incorporated in the infrastructure of SDA and tested in a small scale network (Section 
6.4.1.1). Experimental results illustrated that, not only SDA performed well by depicting high 
success rate and low traffic, but also performed better that the two algorithms that were 
used as benchmarks; Traditional super-peer architecture and Social P2P algorithm. The good 
performance of SDA can be credited to the features employed from existing P2P protocols 
and to the various adaptations applied to the existing features in order to meet the SDA 
component requirements. The adaptations that enhanced the good results of SDA include
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the introduction of the mesh architecture through which all the super-peers in the 
unstructured P2P topology are interconnected. Even though they were concerns that a 
mesh topology can become un-scalable, initial tests have only proven the good value such a 
topology can bring for efficient query routing. Undeniably, the mesh topology itself is not 
enough for locating resources inexpensively but the combination of a domain specific 
ontology and semantic query expansion were valuable add-ins to the good performance. 
This first set of experiments has proven that the initial design requirements have been 
satisfied.
The well performed SDA algorithm and its advance performance over the benchmarks 
worked as a proof of concept for further testing the SDA model in a large scale environment 
and test if the second objective of this thesis is met; enhanced information retrieval. The 
large scale experiments (Section 6.4.1.2) demonstrated the performance of SDA in a large 
scale network, and it was compared with traditional and Social P2P super-peer based 
architectures. Enhanced information retrieval can be accomplished by introducing processes 
were the query requests can be successfully satisfied, through inexpensive query routing 
mechanisms and with minimum impact on the topology's overhead. SDA's improved 
information retrieval performance was achieved through topological, ontological and 
informed reasoning based mechanisms. As illustrated in the experiments conducted, SDA 
follows a stable and high success rate which is the result of the semantically established 
ontological and topological-based design principles. Due to the semantic based architecture 
of the topology, the ontology driven query analysis and routing mechanisms, the query is 
efficiently routed, therefore, producing minimal traffic in topology. This is illustrated in the 
traffic-related results which are diagrammatically compared with the other two benchmark 
algorithms; SDA exhibits low traffic compared to Traditional super-peer and Social super­
peer P2P architectures.
Concluding, the experimental results in Section 6.4.1 can demonstrate that the first two 
objectives of the thesis have been met. Through the utilisation of existing P2P features and 
through the implementation of SDA the information retrieval process on P2P has been 
improved. The well performed SDA algorithm and its advanced performance over the 
benchmarks worked as a foundation for the implementation of DAT. DAT's evaluation acts 
as a prove whether the third objective of this thesis has been met: improved scalability and 
fault tolerance through the enforcement of load balancing.
DAT has been evaluated in Section 6.4.2 and the objective was to maintain the good 
performance of SDA while achieving load-balancing and scalability. Topological 
optimisations were applied on top of the semantic-driven mechanisms of SDA. To maintain 
the semantic-based nature of SDA, the topological optimisations also adopt the same 
approach, where semantics are taken into consideration for any network adaptations. 
Experimental results have verified that the dynamic network adaptations can improve load 
balancing among the super-peers. The workload of the super-peers have been monitored
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during the topological adaptations and the results demonstrate fair distribution of workload 
among the new and existing super-peers, which also led to long lasting results. Long lasting 
results prove the effectiveness of the topological adaptations taken, since after a number of 
alterations the network remains stable without developing the need for further changes. 
Consequently, it can be deduced that the introduced topological changes had produced 
load-balancing among the super-peers, and combined with the abiding effects of those 
changes they had produced scalability and fault tolerance in the network. Scalability is 
essential in P2P networks since as they become bigger in volume they must continue to 
have the same good performance. DAT mechanisms can provide this scalability since the 
topology adjusts based on the network changes. Churn related experiments have indicated 
that the network can continue operating properly even at the event of failure of some of the 
super-peers, since, the success rate decrease is proportional to the severity of the failure, as 
opposed to a non-fault tolerant system in which even a small failure can cause a total 
network breakdown.
For achieving the above objectives there were some challenges to be faced. Since a 
semantic approach has been employed on the proposed system one of the greatest 
challenges was the ambiguity in user-tagged metadata. This ambiguity had as a result the 
lack of dominant concepts on peers. In other words it could not be determined which 
concept a peer was representing because resources were differently tagged among the 
users in the network. Therefore, there was a direct impact on the decision a super-peer had 
to make when partitioning, which concepts and consequently which peers to give away. 
Experiments however, revealed that the partitioning techniques employed had a positive 
impact on the network's performance and the reason is twofold: first, since not a strictly 
semantic-based strategy was employed concepts were replicated among the super-peers in 
the network, not one concept was only supported by one super-peer. Having duplicate 
concepts supported among super-peers infers resources not residing on only one super­
peer but they are spread in the network; inheriting therefore the positive benefits of 
replication strategies that are much desired in P2P systems, with the difference the 
replication is happening in the semantic layer and not on the physical layer where resources 
reside. Those benefits were depicted in the experimental results; success rate remains high 
in DAT, and network traffic low, two of the direct advantages of replication in P2P, since 
resources can be easily located with fewer hops. Second, the newly introduced super-peers, 
who share the workload with the overloaded ones, have been selected among the peers 
that were semantically related to the concepts to move and also had the highest capacity. 
The advantage is that the new super-peer is able to accommodate the semantic traffic 
shared with the overloaded one for the long term, hence, load-balancing, scalability and 
fault tolerance is achieved.
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Chapter 7
7 Conclusions and Future W o rk
This thesis posed and discussed the question of how can semantics and dynamic topological 
adaptations be used together for enhancing information retrieval and enforcing load- 
balancing and scalability in unstructured P2P networks (Section 1.2). The first phase of this 
research was two dimensional and defined by two axes. First, the focus was on the semantic 
enrichment of the network knowledge through the creation of a collective network 
ontology. Second, guided by the network ontology, the focus was then shifted towards the 
creation of a semantic-driven architecture on an unstructured P2P topology. This first phase 
focused on the implementation of SDA, a semantic-driven approach through which the most 
appropriate methods for information management and sharing where identified for 
enhancing information retrieval. SDA has proven to perform well with regards to successful 
query requests and corresponding low traffic generated in comparison to existing 
algorithms. The second phase of this research focused on the implementation of DAT, a 
dynamic adaptive topology that provides topological optimisations on top of SDA, by 
enforcing load-balancing and at the same time retaining the semantic nature of SDA. 
Experimentations have verified that dynamic topological adaptations on unstructured P2P 
networks can indeed provide load balancing and scalability, through the creation of long 
lasting, effective results.
7.1 Contributions and findings
The main contribution of this thesis is the proposed unstructured P2P system and search 
algorithm which facilitate the sharing and discovery of resources, this contribution can be 
represented by two key components: the semantic-driven architecture (SDA) and dynamic 
adaptive topology (DAT).
1. Semantic-driven architecture (SDA)
Chapter 4 presented and analysed SDA, explaining that it is an architecture that builds a 
semantic layer by mapping the topology with the network ontology. The network ontology 
was created following recommended design principles and was populated through a well- 
defined learning architecture. The semantic layer can be, thus, characterised as ontology- 
driven and, the successful design and creation of the ontology is, consequently, directly 
related to the overall system performance. Another determinant factor regarding the latter 
is the collaborative nature and the vocabulary-driven metadata extraction and concept- 
formation methods employed for populating the ontology; since, ultimately the efficiency of
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query routing depends on that semantic-driven design. The semantic-driven architecture is 
depicted in the topology by representing super-peers with ontology concepts. The concepts 
represented by each super-peer have a direct relation to the resources of the peers linked 
to it. These semantic representations had a direct impact on the query analysis and routing 
which represent the search algorithm employed by SDA. The importance of the ontology is 
once more depicted during the query analysis, since the semantic meaning of the query is 
derived and expanded from the ontology concepts. The derived semantic meaning of the 
query acts as a primary guidance for query routing decisions. Since both super-peers and 
the query are represented by ontology concepts, informed decisions can be taken about the 
super-peer than can satisfy the request.
Experimental results have confirmed the soundness of the design of the SDA model; since 
the ontology-topology mapping and query-ontology mapping, consequently lead to the 
successful query-topology mapping and therefore to the success of the requesting query. In 
more details the experiments show that:
• SDA demonstrates a high success rate, since the percentage of successful queries over 
the total number of queries produced remains high and stable throughout the 
experiments.
• Super-peers semantically represent network resources, therefore, resources are easier 
to locate, resulting in low traffic generated during resource discovery.
•  Super-peers can make informed decisions regarding the query routing through the 
network ontology. The query can be semantically analysed and represented through the 
ontology, while through the topology-ontology semantic mapping the query can be 
efficiently routed to the appropriate semantically related super-peer. The result of 
efficient query routing is the low percentage of traffic generated for successfully 
satisfying resource discovery requests.
• Effective resource management and efficient query routing results in the load balancing 
of network workload among the super-peers. This prevents the creation of overloaded 
super-peers and potential bottlenecks, resulting in a scalable and fault tolerant P2P 
network.
2. Dynamic adaptive topology (DAT)
Chapter 5 describes DAT, a dynamic topology that adapts based on the fluctuating network 
requests. Since the DAT component is based on the SDA model, topological adaptations 
follow a semantic-driven approach for retaining the successful architecture of SDA. The aim 
of DAT is the delivery of a scalable and fault-tolerant P2P network. Scalability is achieved 
through load balancing mechanisms, where overloaded or under-loaded super-peers are 
optimised accordingly and the overall semantic image of the network is retained up to date 
through re-conceptualisation procedures. Super-peers are monitored for their workload 
levels since the lack of load balancing can considerably influence the scalability of a P2P
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network. To achieve optimal capacity and storage utilisation, the network workload and 
resources must be proportionately distributed across multiple super-peers. Overloaded 
super-peers undergo a partitioning process where, in a semantic and query volume-based 
manner, they share their workload and resources with a new super-peer, introduced in the 
network for this exact purpose. An analogous process is followed for removing under­
loaded super-peers from the network, where they merge with semantically related super­
peers. Since it is very important to maintain the semantic-layer effective, super-peers need 
to re-evaluate their semantic image by assessing the resources linked to them and by taking 
appropriate actions to update the concepts they represent.
Experimental results have verified that a dynamic adaptive model can achieve load 
balancing and scalability through semantic topological optimisations. More analytically, the 
experiments show that:
• The good performance of SDA can be maintained while topological adaptations are 
applied. DAT demonstrates a high success rate as the percentage of successful queries 
over the total number of queries produced remains high and stable throughout the 
experiments.
• Traffic is maintained in low levels since queries are still efficiently routed based on the 
ontology-oriented approach and the semantic-driven architecture of the network.
• The dynamic adaptations increase the traffic in the network since adaptation messages 
need to be exchanged during super-peer splitting or merging processes. However, the 
messages generated still remain rationally low and within expected levels, and do not 
put in danger the overall performance of the network.
• Splitting super-peers, before becoming dangerously overloaded, avoids any bottlenecks 
and unnecessary rejections of incoming queries due to the lack of capacity to be served 
by the super-peers.
• Well timed partitioning and well shared concept-based workload and resources result in 
the creation of effective super-peers that serve the network for the long term.
Summarising the above findings, SDA achieves better success rate in terms of successful 
query requests compared to similar algorithms used as benchmarks, such as Social P2P and 
Traditional P2P systems. Better semantically structured knowledge in conjunction with 
semantically constructed topology achieves a more effective resource management and 
more efficient query routing. This results in small network overhead when exchanging 
messages for query requests. SDA continues to perform well and after the application of the 
DAT component. Proving that a semantic-driven architecture in combination with a dynamic 
adaptive topology can produce high success rate, fewer traffic and well balanced super­
peers in terms of workload received.
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7.2 Discussion
Recent news articles demonstrate that the P2P file sharing approach is still popular, even 
though P2P networks have been around for at least a decade and some predict that soon 
they will become obsolete (Free Press Release, 2010). A proof of the P2P file sharing 
popularity is the introduction of new P2P clients and the high usage of existing P2P systems 
for file sharing. Shareaza (Shareaza, n.d.) is a popular P2P client that can connect to several 
P2P networks simultaneously including P2P supporting Gnutella or Gutella2 based protocols 
like EDonkey2000 (EDonkey2000, n.d.) or Shareaza a network that runs on Gnutella2 
protocol. IMesh (iMesh, n.d.) is another popular P2P file sharing software that operates on 
the FastTrack P2P protocol which utilises super-peers for improving scalability. It is one of 
the oldest file sharing programs since it was firstly introduced in 1998 and is amongst the 
first unregulated peer-to-peer network to turn into a paid music service (CNet news, 2005). 
On the one hand, all of the above P2P applications indicate that P2P systems not only 
remain popular but will keep growing as a low cost and flexible alternative to the client- 
server paradigm. On the other hand, despite their popularity, P2P networks still raise 
concerns not only for copyright infringement but also for bandwidth consumption, since an 
important fraction of the Internet traffic belongs to P2P applications. This is a challenge for 
ISP providers that seek to offer their customers a good service and creates the need for new 
mechanisms to better manage the enormous P2P traffic.
This is the reason why this research was undertaken, to propose solutions for rectifying the 
existing P2P challenges of excessive traffic and lack of scalability. By proposing the above 
solutions to the referred problems, the current research ultimately makes a contribution to 
the P2P community. This research addresses P2P traffic and scalability challenges by 
proposing a different methodology for the management of actual network resources, the 
presentation and advertisement of the overall network knowledge, and the study of the 
behaviour of search techniques. The specific SDA and DAT methods have been 
implemented, even though an enormous amount of solutions has been proposed for P2P 
overlays, for three reasons: firstly, due to semantics, network resources get a semantic and 
global meaning, which can be deciphered through the network ontology concepts and their 
relationships and, therefore can be easily located. Secondly, through the ontology the 
network knowledge is structured and advertised through a semantic layer. Hence, search 
techniques take advantage of both the semantic-layer and semantic structure and can make 
informed query routing decisions. Thirdly, a dynamic network optimisation through 
semantic topological adaptations bypasses potential network bottlenecks. Consequently, by 
improving query efficiency, reducing network traffic and achieving scalability, it is possible 
to both provide better customer service on behalf of the ISPs and also enhance user 
satisfaction on behalf of P2P system providers.
The strength of the implemented methodology lies on the simplicity of the proposed 
solution. Starting from the lowest level of the P2P topology, network resources were 
accepted as is, without probing additional requirements in order to make them appropriate
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to use with the proposed protocol. Especially multimedia resources are rich in metadata 
and, therefore, render easier the process of extracting the metadata and converting it to 
semantic knowledge. Moving to a higher level of network organisation, meaning the peers 
of the network, again, no additional requirements were imposed on them, since they have 
been accepted with the basic components required by a P2P protocol. As far as super-peers 
are concerned, their behaviour in the proposed system was based on existing P2P super­
peer-based protocols and, therefore, similar components and mechanisms were adopted, 
with the exception of those mechanisms and components required for implementing the 
proposed semantic-based P2P protocol.
These strengths however co-existed together with the weaknesses of the proposed system. 
The lack of structure and clarity on the user-tagged metadata introduced a lot of challenges 
as far as the dynamic optimisations are concerned. Since these ambiguities had to also be 
taken into consideration, when reforming the network semantically and therefore the 
proposed optimisation mechanisms were constructed after various attempts. Additional 
techniques for inspecting the validity and improving the structure of the given metadata 
would have been proven helpful in the general approach to resolve P2P issues through 
semantic approaches. Nevertheless, the above area falls into another research field, 
identifying meaning of tags, which also overlaps with the Semantic Web studies that 
similarly investigate ways to improve search results through the application of semantic 
technologies. Those limitations were overcome by applying more general techniques in 
terms of classifying resources with vague semantic meaning while retaining at the same 
time the semantic notion enforced by the system.
Within the proposed system, resources are stored and shared based on their semantic 
meaning, which consequently improves the precision of the search results. However, 
because of time constraints, the scope of this research was limited to the successful location 
of semantically similar requested resources rather than the accuracy of the results returned. 
Even though the results returned during the simulated experiments were logged and 
compared to the initial search requests the main focus of this research is not the evaluation 
of how exact the search results are. The requests matching approaches of the proposed 
system were purely based on similarity measures between ontology keywords and query 
keywords. There was no active user participation and collaboration involved which can 
prove very useful regarding user satisfaction and the study of whether the results returned 
meet users' requests. At the same time, that kind of mechanisms falls into the information 
retrieval research area of exploiting user feedback to improve resource discovery.
Finally, the mesh topology adopted by the proposed system can be considered as a 
potential issue when taking into consideration that a P2P protocol is usually deployed on a 
large scale network with thousands of peers. In such cases mesh structures can prove costly 
in terms of topology maintenance overheads to retain the peer's global interconnections. 
Therefore the current architecture of SDA should deviate from the un-scalable mesh
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topology and evolve in a semantic graph, where only semantically related super-peers are 
interconnected. In the section below some future work is proposed mainly focusing on how 
the SDA can divert away from a mesh topology, incorporating possible implementation 
questions like when should mesh topology start splitting, how a distributed ontology should 
be handled and whether concepts should be added and removed as peers join and leave the 
network.
As a final point, with regards to the applicability of the current research in real life 
applications, the proposed P2P model, based on the robust performance findings during 
churn behaviour experiments, could be used in emergency scenarios as a disaster 
management mechanism.
7.3 Future work
In the proposed system presented in this thesis, initially all super-peers are interconnected 
and generic genre information is globally known. As the topology adapts to query 
requirements, super-peers start to publicise more specific concepts. To avoid flooding the 
network with messages, the new information is advertised through a push mechanism 
where, every time a super-peer exchanges query messages, the new information is 
embedded in the query reply messages. The above method not only safeguards the 
network's balanced workload, but also diverts the topology away from a mesh structure, 
routing it towards a semantic graph. The push mechanism also ensures that only super­
peers with similar interests/concepts exchange the new information, forming in this way 
another layer below the initial generic genre layer. As more requests are exchanged in the 
network, super-peers interconnect to even more concept-specific related super-peers. It is 
reasonable to assume that at some point the information on the generic layer will not be 
useful and become obsolete. Consequently, super-peers will not have to be connected to 
generic super-peers any more. However, super-peers will disconnect from the generic layer 
gradually as interactions cease to exist. Figure 7.1 diagrammatically illustrates the 
transitioning phase.
The way the query is currently routed is through the super-peers' global concepts- 
frequencies table (see Chapter 5 Section 5.7). When a super-peer needs to make a query 
forwarding decision, the query concepts are matched against the concepts-frequencies 
table entries of the super-peers that have advertised their specific concepts. The query is 
then forwarded to the super-peer with the highest matching occurrences among the query 
concepts and the table's concepts' frequencies. In the case where no matching super-peer is 
found the query needs to be forwarded to a super-peer that matches the generic query 
concepts.
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Figure 7.1 Generic to specific layer transition graph
In the scenario where the query has been forwarded to a super-peer based on the 
advertised specific concepts and that super-peer cannot satisfy it, then the super-peer will 
search the entries of its global concepts-frequencies table. In this way the query is 
forwarded to concept-specific clusters of super-peers with high possibilities of satisfying it. 
Following is an example with few scenarios explaining how the global concepts-frequencies 
table is enabling the transition from a mesh organised topology to a semantic graph 
structure:
Example
Query: Madonna Vogue
Query extension: Madonna I am breathless Vogue Pop/Rock
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Scenario 1:
Originating super-peer's global concepts-frequencies table
Super­
peer
Concept Frequency
1 Madonna 30
1 am breathless 20
Vogue 15
2 Madonna 15
4 minutes 10
3 Vogue 35
Query to be forwarded to super-peer 1, which based on its publicised specific concepts, will 
be able to satisfy it.
Scenario 2:
Originating super-peer's global concepts-frequencies table
Super­
peer
Concept Frequency
1 Madonna 50
2 Michael Jackson 20
3 Madonna 10
Vogue 10
Query will be forwarded to super-peer 3 since it matches the most specific song concept.
Scenario 3:
Originating super-peer's global concepts-frequencies table
Super­
peer
Concept Frequency
1 Madonna 10
2 Michael Jackson 20
3 Madonna 50
True blue 10
The query will be forwarded to super-peer 3 with the assumption that since the specific 
super-peer has a strong occurrence of 'Madonna'-related concepts, it will be semantically 
related to other super-peers that will be able to satisfy the query.
Scenario 3 demonstrates how the concepts-frequencies table operates as a semantic 
pointer. It provides guidelines about how the query should be routed to semantically similar 
super-peers that can either satisfy it or have information for other super-peers that would
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be able to satisfy it. It is reasonable to assume that a super-peer that supports a more 
generic artist concept will be connected to other super-peers with the same or a 
conceptually similar artist concept. Additionally, it is logical to expect that those 
conceptually similar super-peers will have song resources of the specific artist that 
neighbour super-peers do not support, like in scenario 3, where the query is forwarded to 
super-peer 3 even though it does not support the requested resource. However since the 
super-peer has a strong presence of 'Madonna', it is expected to be connected to other 
'Madonna'-related super-peers that will eventually have the requested Vogue' song.
In terms of the network's domain-specific ontology, super-peers will only be informed for 
portions of the ontology, as the network diverts to a semantic graph. Every time a super­
peer has a new concept, it will add it to the ontology but only the super-peers of the same 
cluster will be able to get hold of the information; the rest of the network will be unaware of 
it. This partitioning will eventually bring restrictions to the query expansion and routing 
process since the super-peer analysing the query will not have visibility of all concepts and 
corresponding relationships. A possible solution to this limitation could be the further 
analysis and expansion of the query as it propagates the network. However, this approach 
might bring delays in query processing as well as the introduction of longer path lengths 
during query routing. For this reason, a distributed ontology management system is 
required.
This mechanism is also required for a dynamic distributed environment where ontology 
alterations constantly arises as peers join and leave the network. To fulfil those changes the 
ontology needs to constantly evolve. Stojanovic et al. (2002) explain that as an ontology 
increases in size, it becomes ever more complicated to manage the changes and at the same 
time maintain a well-structured ontology. Therefore, they propose specific evolution 
strategies for timely adapting a continually changing ontology. However, this approach does 
not take into consideration the distributed nature of the ontology, consequently, it can be 
merely utilised for each individual part of the distributed ontology. For that reason, a 
framework is also necessary for supporting distributed ontology management. The answer 
to this problem might be Harisson and Chan's (2005) DOM, a distributed ontology 
management framework for the storage and versioning of ontologies in distributed 
repositories. DOM methodologies can be used as a foundation for designing the necessary 
custom-made mechanisms for the proposed distributed environment. Those mechanisms 
should also depict the volatile nature of P2P environments and, therefore, provide 
consistency management and ontology optimisation procedures, regarding the ontology 
concepts and peers that can support them. For instance if a concept is solely supported by a 
specific peer and this peer disconnects from the P2P network, decisions should be taken 
about whether the concept should be immediately removed from the ontology, or the 
amount of time that a super-peer should wait before it is considered appropriate to remove 
that concept. These decisions are very vital since the ontology structures the semantic
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representation of the network and false information could result in an invalid interpretation 
of query requests and query routing.
Other challenges that P2P systems need to overcome are digital copyrights infringements. 
Because of their decentralised and deregulated nature, P2P systems have been used many 
times as a medium of illegal copyrighted file sharing. This resulted in many cases to the 
blocking of P2P traffic from various ISPs networks. Being aware of this issue and since this is 
a theoretical piece of work; any commercial take up will make sure of legitimate use. A 
framework that could be adopted within the proposed SDA model for legitimate file sharing 
in P2P networks, is CasPaCe (Arora et al., 2003), a scheme which introduces cascading 
payments in P2P systems. During the resource discovery process, when a peer receives the 
requested resource and before downloading the resource locally, the payment service 
protocol needs to be initiated. The Seller-peer randomly selects a Bank-peer, the Bank-peer 
connects with both the Seller- and Buyer-peer, and the transaction takes place on the Bank- 
peer after exchanging a number of communication messages with the involved peers. The 
transaction record is maintained on the Bank-peer. Bank-peers are certified to act as 
transaction mediators and they advertise themselves after initialised and certified. After the 
transaction takes place, the content owner and intermediary are informed when their 
payments are received. The content owner receives a royalty payment and the intermediary 
some commission over the transaction. In the proposed SDA model, super-peers can take 
the role of Bank-peers, since they already comply in terms of capacity requirements. 
However, the super-peers need to go through the certification process before they start 
acting as Bank-peers.
The SDA approach can also be extended and used in various e-commerce types, like B2B 
(Business-to-Business), B2C (Business-to-Consumer) or C2C (Consumer-to-Consumer) 
business paradigms. The above paradigms can be formed assuming that the services/goods 
shared can be offered by anyone, business or consumer, and consumed by anyone. Keeping 
in mind the proposed architecture, a B2C model could be proposed where super-peers will 
act as businesses and peers as consumers. The C2C model could also be applicable with both 
super-peers and peers acting equally as buyers and sellers, merely giving to the super-peers 
additional roles and responsibilities.
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Appendix A
DAT Sensitivity Analysis
Hops- Average path length
When simulating a P2P network it is important to monitor the number of hops a query 
needs to take to successfully satisfy a request. Hops represent the path length of a 
successful query, which is an indication of the query latency, excluding of course real 
network factors like connection speeds and processing power of peers. In the following 
experiment the average path length of successful queries is evaluated.
Ü0 1.5
Timeslots
Figure 1 DAT average path length
As it is illustrated in Figure 1 the average path length for the dynamic adaptive topology 
decreases as the network evolves. The decreasing trend can be reasoned in two network 
adaptivity attributes: splitting and re-conceptualisation. Initially, the network starts with 
super-peers supporting generic genre concepts, therefore the immediate parent super-peer 
might not support the query concepts, however the neighbour super-peer can almost 
guarantee successful discovery. As the network evolves and overloaded super-peers split or 
super-peers concepts develops and need to re-conceptualise, during these processes 
rewiring takes place where client peers need to relocate to semantically similar parent 
super-peers. For that reason even more client peers are connected to super-peers similar to 
their resources specific concepts and therefore queries are more likely to be satisfied in one 
or two hops. Query results demonstrate that if a peer generates a query that is similar to its
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parent super-peer then most probably the request will be satisfied within one hop (peer to 
super-peer interaction). If the query that the peer generates is not conceptually similar to 
the parent super-peer then it will most probably satisfied within two hops, very rarely 
within 3 hops and almost never within 4 hops.
Additionally, the path length decrease reflects the decrease of the network size. The 
topology follows a symmetric behaviour where super-peers are created or deleted based on 
the network workload requirements or super-peers' effective contribution in the network. 
Based on the concept type distribution of the user data collected, there are only few 
concept types with strong presence in the topology. Given the above it is logical to expect 
the creation of few super-peers with concrete concepts and the demotion of super-peers 
with low demand concepts. Concluding, it can be said that the topology organically adapt 
based on the network resources and the corresponding user needs.
Query horizon -TTL
TTL value determines the maximum number of hops a query can use to search for the 
desired resource. Normally, setting this value comes with the challenges of either 
inappropriately eliminating the query horizon, when setting too small, therefore running the 
risk of not finding the requested information; or having a broad query horizon with the 
possible trade-off of excessive network traffic. These dangers however have a bigger 
possibility to occur in networks that use flooding or similar blind search techniques. In the 
proposed dynamic adaptive topology, super-peers take well informed decisions before 
propagating a query to the network ensuring in this way that the query will have a high 
possibility to be satisfied within few hops. It has already been demonstrated in the above 
experiment (Figure 1) that the average path length in dynamic adaptive topology is short 
therefore the TTL value would not dramatically affect the network performance in terms of 
successful query replies.
For testing the above supposition, the following set of experiments test the network 
performance by altering the value of the TTL parameter. In the first experiment the value of 
TTL is set to 3 and in the second to 4. The results are illustrated in Figure 2. In terms of 
success rate, indeed the increased TTL value does not provide any improvement to the 
network performance since, as it can be observed, the success rate remains stable. The 
contrary, when the TTL value increases a small increase is also inherited in the number of 
messages propagating the network. The above observation can lead to the conclusion that 
super-peers have a good knowledge of the network. Therefore, if one super-peer does not 
have the appropriate information with regards to which direction to route the query in the 
network, there is a high probability the other super-peers will not have that information 
either.
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This condition occurs because of the way each super-peer shares its knowledge in the 
network. Initially each super-peer has a generic semantic knowledge of the network since 
super-peers advertise their generic genre concept. As the network requirements develop 
super-peers need to adapt and provide the required topological changes. For the topology 
to evolve it needs to utilise the more specific concepts of the collective ontology. For this 
reason, super-peers need to reconceptualise and advertise their more specific concepts. 
Hence, the network now will have a complete picture of each super-peer's capabilities 
which can put in good use when making query routing decisions. Even though this re­
conceptualisation is advertised using a push mechanism where the updated information is 
embedded in existing queries, hence there is the danger of an outdated topology until the 
proper information circulate the network. Still, until the network becomes semantically 
specific in terms of super-peers publicised information, the super-peers can use the more 
generic information which has been proved effective in previous experiments (Section 6.5) 
as well. Concluding, in the dynamic adaptive topology, the TTL parameter does not affect 
the network performance because of the semantically informed decisions the super-peers 
make before routing a query.
a 0.60
TTL 3 TTL 4 TTL 3
Figure 2: a) Average success rate and b) Messages sent for TTL=3 and TTL=4
Splitting process variations
The purpose of introducing new super-peers into the network is to share the network 
demand with the existing super-peers, avoiding in this way any future bottlenecks that can 
fragment the network. It is very crucial the newly introduced super-peers to bring persistent 
changes that would serve the topology demands long term. One way of making long lasting 
decisions is to monitor the behaviour of a super-peer for a period of time. If within that 
period of time the super-peer exhibits consistent overloaded behaviour then the splitting 
mechanisms should take place. Therefore, one crucial parameter in the splitting mechanism 
it is the time frame within which the super-peer will be monitored for its workload 
behaviour. Setting this value is challenging, if the value is too small and the splitting decision 
is taken too early, the super-peer runs the risk of creating ephemeral super-peers. On the
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other hand if the value is big, and the splitting process is delayed, then there is the risk of 
the super-peer becoming unable to serve the network due to processing capacity being 
reached.
The goal of the following experiments is to determine the most suitable value in terms of 
how long is good enough a super-peer to be monitored before it is considered overloaded. 
To identify whether a monitoring time period is long enough to determine whether a super­
peer is certainly overloaded, the resulting workload on the overloaded super peer and on 
the new super-peer should be well distributed with a stable workload value below the 
overloading boundary value.
In the first experiment, super-peers monitor their workload for the period of 5 timeslots. If 
during that period the same super-peers are constantly reported overloaded then is a sign 
that they need to split. A super-peer is considered overloaded if a predefined boundary of 
60% on the buffer's capacity is reached. Figure 3a illustrates the findings of the experiments; 
on one hand, new and overloaded super-peers appear to have shared the workload equally 
since all super-peers' number of processed queries are below the overloaded boundary 
threshold (light blue line). On the other hand, at some point around timeslot 65, it is 
observed that the newly created super-peer 156 starts to exhibit ephemeral behaviour, 
since approximately, after half the period of its life span the workload unexpectedly drops. 
This ephemeral behaviour can be attributed to the non-sufficient time period given for 
monitoring the workload. Taking into consideration this behaviour, in the following 
experiment a longer monitoring time period is set. As it is expected super-peers behave in a 
constant manner throughout the experiment. In contrast to the previous experiment, super­
peer 154 needs to split only once. The longest monitoring period has produced more 
effective long lasting clusters. A better workload sharing took place with super-peer 3; 
hence the domino effect on the child super-peers unbalanced workload and the need to 
split over again is avoided (Figure 3b).
Even though the results are satisfactory, another experiment takes place with a longer 
monitoring time period. This will serve as a confirmation that a longer time period is not 
necessary. The experimental results (Figure 3c) indeed demonstrate that a longer 
monitoring period produce the same outcome in terms of reported overloaded super-peers 
and new super-peers created. However, even though the same super-peers split and the 
same number of super-peers is introduced, the newly created super-peers do not present 
the same behaviour as far as number of queries processed is concerned, in comparison to 
the previous experiment. The reasons for this performance vary. Firstly, since the super­
peers split in different time periods, it is logical to expect diverse workload behaviour. The 
longest the workload monitoring period, the lengthiest the periods a super-peer will report 
as overloaded. Additionally, due to the random nature of queries injected to the network it 
is rational to have dissimilar workload on each super-peer since they support different 
concepts.
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Figure 3: Semantic splitting - a) 5 timeslots interval, b) 10 timeslots interval, c) 15 timeslots interval
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